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Genera HEADQUARTERS ‘ 

AmERICAN ExPEDITIONARY Forces 
: Second Section, 

2 August 25, 1918, 

Mr. Fe T. Thwaites, 
Department of Geology, Science Hall, 

University of Wisconsin, 

: Madison, Wis. 

My dear Thwaites; 

Please send me, at the earliest possible time, the large rolled map 
of Germany showing industrial activity throughout the empire. I cannot 
recall the title of the map, but you can identify it as one which shows 

the distribution of various agricultural products by colors, and the 
distribution of various industrial centers by such symbols as a retort 
for a chemical industry, a keg for a brewery, etc. R-Abtek the map 
was printed in Germany, ae 

The map is needed for military purposes, and it will be necessary 
for the University of Wisconsin to donate it to the Army, but you will 
not need to bother to take any formal action, unless it is to speak to 
Dr. Leith about it if he is in the city, or tell him what you have done 
when he returns. Please do not delay for this however, I am sure you 
will never get the map back. 

: Take the map off the rollers and fold it down to a moderately small 
size, so that you can send it in a flat package, unless you find it 
feasible to bend it to a very short roll; cut it in two if necessary. 
The map will probably suffer in being folded, but this will not matter 
as the data can be transferred for the purpose we shall put it to here, 

Address the map to: Office of Air Intelligence, 
G2 - AT, Ge He Qe, 

Ae Ee Fe, Frances 
Attention of Lieut. Bolling, 

If you see any gain in so doing, you can put my name on the corne? of 
the package as the sender of the map, and in that case you should write 
it out as follows: 

on Lawrence Martin, 
Major, General Staff, 

United States Army. 

: Please take the package to the post-office yourself and show it 
to some responsible official, to insure the fact that it is properly 
directed for transmittal abroad. Incidentally, you may find that the 
Postmaster will accept the shipment without postage, If he will not, 
please place upon it whatever stamps are necessary, avoiding any delay 

: in heving shipment forwarded. Doubtless, you can collect postage from 

the Department of Geology. 

I do not need to tell you, that the fact of our sending for this ‘
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“WAR DEPARTMENT Ne 

OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF STAFF 
EMBARKATION SERVICE 
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WAR DEPARTMENT 

OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF STAFF 

EMBARKATION SERVICE Sept. 17, 1918, 

Memorandum for F.T.Thwaites, Curator of Geological Museum, 

University of Wisconsin, Madison. 

Receipt of package is acknowledged upon slip attached hereto. 
This package will be forwarded by the first Courier leaving Washington. 

JAMES C. WADDELL, 
sow/aL Major,U.S-Army, 

Assistant.



Duxbury Mass. 
Box-177 
September 7th. 1935. 

My dear friend: 

Your nice letter came and I certainly was 
glad to get it and the clippings which you sent me . T had 
heard from Mrs. Hotchkiss butishe had not said what Mr. 
Hotchkiss duties were to be at Troy,New York. I am-so glad 
for them that they are away from Houghton for it was atout 
the most deserted place Iwas ever in. I_think they will -e 
enjoy Troy very much as it is nearer their children and 
places they like. 

The other items you sent were very interesting. I am always 
glad to get news from Madison. 
wonder if this destruction on the Florida Keys will make any 
difference with the Smiths plans to go to Key West. How I 
would love to see them and many of my nice Madison friends. 

I have had a nice summer here and am sorry that it is almost 
over. We have been having a cold rainy few daysput to-day 
is nice and warm and I hope we will have some nice weather 
so I can stay a few weeks longer. I am alone now but some 
friends are coming next week for a while. Mrs. Tarr from 
Ithaca, New York has been here for three weeks and we have 
had a lovely visit together. I have not seen her for over 

three years. 

I am sorry to hearjthat you are not agwell due to the hot ~. : 
weather, but hope now that the cool weather is coming on 
you will gain and be your old self again. I always think 
of you Re that lovely garden arbam so sorry that you are. not 
able to*the work I well know you enjoy doing. ~ 

Dr. Bumpus planted some vegetables here but it has been most 

unusually hot for Duxbury and no gardens have bee’ a success 
this season. Flowers have justdried up it has been so dry. 
Nowthat wddo not need it for the summer garden it rains. : 
We have a great deal to be thankful for that we have not 

been through what the poor people on the Florida Keys have a 

been through. 

Letters from both of the girls tell of nice weather in their 

city. T hey missed much of the Washington heat while they : 
were here in July. I shall go to Washington from here to 
stay a month or more before I go to Florida. If it gets 

cold here I am likely to leave here any time so if you feel : 

like writing me I think it would be better for you to send 

it-to the Needham , Wassachusetts address 727 Great Plain 

Ave. as I will go there from here and wherever I am my 

sister always were where to at a —— be = z 
ou d enjoy a le r.from ygu whergy@u feel able to write: Te all We a aall Una Biggs



ae | March 19, 1986 | 

tir. R, E, Hileeger 
2325 North 50th Street : : 
Yilwaukxee, Fisconsin / g 

Dear Ur. Mileegers : oe 

: In reply to yours of the 17th, the Cutler-Hamser well was 
: _ Grilled by Gray in 1918. It shows in briefs : ae : 

. Drift oo — 
Niagara 290 §10 
Richzond : 184 ‘664 , 
Galena, etc. 256 320 : 3 

g St. Peter 160 1080 e 

, “lite Simon 578 1865 a 
e ve 2 z be 

Thie log requires some revision in light of present knowledge. ee 

: The water was very hard, from 2021 to 1298 parte per million total 
solids. A sulphur smell was troublesome end aeration was advised, The aoe 
plugging back of the well to 1700 to 1800 was advised. Would nor advise . 
plugging back to 1700 and perforating between 920 and 1080, The old ieee 
analyses do not give iron alone, : \ g Y co 

Ey Very trily yours Se 

“WISCONSE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY es 2 ; By So eee: 

: F.T. Thwaites, Geologist in cherge of *S 
Yell Records a 

; = : oe 
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oe ip. R, EB, Milaeger fees : eee 
rare : 2825 North 50th Street ee Pe 
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a 3 ° ee ak pe SS ae oe * ae se Ce 

y The reasons I hesitated about the removal of the 5 inch liner were : a 
- (1) the expense, and (2) the fact that it may shut off a cave which ve ae 
do not know about, As far as the removal of the liner through the Nieg- Pee 

ara goes, it would lower the head of water somewhat, It is an open question 
whether or not the amount of water thus added would pay for the expense, eee 
The chemical quality of the Niagara water is probably all right. a eee 

= : ee oe ae 
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Vasantha a 

April 9, 1936 

Mr, Frank M, Gray, President 

Grey Well Drilling Company ee 
160 North La Selle Streat : ee 
Chieago, Lilinois s 

Dear Frank: 

i In reply to yours of March 27 and Aoril 8, I am sending you, 
under separate cover, blue prints ef the Youngstown Sheet & Tubing : 
Company, Indiena Harbor, Ind, and the Republic Iron & Steel Company, : 
East Chieago, Ind. wells. The other records mentioned ve never, had.. 
The Illinois Steel Company was sent in « previous shipment, I think 
you probably mean the wells at Joliet, of which we never had any rec- 
ords. i) ~ 

I am also enclosing blue printe of the two crose sections re-. i 
quested. These are out of date but will serve the purpose all right.. ; 

In regard to Marinette, Wis», I aade o study of the water situ- 
: ation for the Ansul Chemical Co, some years ago. I also got a full set } 

of seaples from the well of the Menominee Light & Traction Co. just across : 
the river, The St. Peter is absent or very thin there, At present it 
lies at about 200'. These sandstones are found at depths of about 250'- 
570', In some wells a fair sandstone comes in at 420'-460' but is absent : 
in others, The granite te struck at 658'~800'. The main body of sandstone - 
above that comes at 520'-560' but this sandstone is very limy ond tight. 
The Ansul wells in the Jordan and overlying sandstone have e specific 
gravity of only 2. The temperature of the water is 499-51°, We have 
no records of the temperature at the deep well but s number of readings 

on flowing wells showed a maximum of about 55°, The Traction Coapeny ’ 
: well was very disappointing and they found that most of the water came : : 

from a depth of 20'. When this was shut off, they had very little water g ; 
so Grilled another well to the first water later, Of course weter at this 
depth will vary with the season. If you want water for air condi j 
I think I would try a number of test wells in the first limes 
the &t. Peter should be before going any deeper, ; 

I received a letter from Mr. Kunz of the Boston Store with the ee 
: casing log but no data of cepths at which shots were fired, However, Mr. gs 

Holran of the Du Pont Company was in yesterday and gavee the information, ie 

We will be gled to make the tube et cost, Me haves etudent 8S 
|. ‘working on this with a new design, which is very much better than the old - 

one. The cost of the case with the tube would probably run around $16 ort 
: $17, and possibly a little more. I will make this up as soon as they eathor= oS
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GeneraL HEADQUARTERS : 

American ExpEDITIONARY Forces ; 

SECOND SECTION, GENERAL’ STAFF, 

September 19, 1918, : 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites, 

Dept. of Gedlogy, University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

My Dear Thwaites: a 

Your letter of July 5th has just reached me. I 
heartily endorse your idea of enlisting in an Engineering 

organization, for I am sure that you could be of great service. 
I do not know anything about the 472nd Engineers or their need 

for men to do “fopographical work. 

Before leaving Washington, I suggested to Capt. John ie 

L. Rich at the Army War College that he consider recommending you 
for a Commission for work in the Map room of the Militery In- 
telligence Branch. I do not know whether anything came of this, 
but you might write him. He is the man who teaches Physiography 
at the University of Illinois. 

If there is no opening there, I suggest that you get 
into correspondence with Major Augustus Trowbridge, Engineers, 
American Expeditionary Forces, France, who was formerly Professor 
of Physics at the University of Wisconsin, and is now engaged in 
Sound Ranging over here. 

I have recently seen a little of the work of Sound 
Rarging and Flash Ranging at the front anc it eppears to me that 
you might be of decided use in one of those organizations because 
you are so clever at instrumental manipuletion. The Sound Rangers 

efficershere have at least +e geologistsin the oer itela es of 7 
them is Lieut. Sturgis of Chicago, and the others S@*Rissell Tarr 
who did some work for the Wisconsin Geological Survey. ef 

Reoat- Wirhag to a D bef Yee Mette va WE SR. 
Very Bincerely yours, 

‘ No ee KMior th } 

Major, General Staff. : 

LM 
hgt : :



‘Aci 

April 16, 1935 

—— ee 
Gentlemens 

If At is not contrary to your 

custem, please send me samples of the 

milberry end reese siades in the follozing 

materiale; 

FiC7OS1 5 

5 Tig7030 

Tiesg0k : 

: 7107108 

: Yours very truly,



wd p Marohall sald: ee Py 
| : 

lire. F. T. Thvaites 

R. Fe D. 4 : 

Madison, Wisconsin 

. S 19.00 

x TS353. 

10 yds. 837 Mulberry-old rose drapery 5o* Mulberry- 
fabrie, 5O inches wide at ; * old rose 
$1.85 per yard $18 SO



~ MARSHALL FIELD 6 COMPANY 

E STATE , WASHINGTON, RANDOLPH & WABASH 

CHICAGO 

PERSONAL SHOPPING BUREAU a 

S-31323 

April 18, 1935. 

Mrs. F. T. Thwaites, 
Ro. De 4, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mrs. Thwaites: 

Enclosed are cuttings of attractive drapery fab- 
rics in our nearest to the requested shade, which 

we hope will provide you with a pleasing selec- 
tion. 

We are glad to serve you in any possible way, and 
anticipate further opportunities of assisting you 
with your shopping. 

Cordially yours, 

MARSHALL FIELD & COMPANY. 

MB:PF Pan :



May 21, 1935 

tir. Re Hy Milacger, 
2325 North 50th Ste, 
Milweukes, Wisconsin 

Dear My. Wilaoger: 

Z have beon engaged by Mr. J. Albort M. Robinson of 

| @iheago to make a study of the geolngy of the Manitowos water supply on 
whieh he ia waking a report. : 

ZI wonder ig you could supply me with any information which 

would help in this undertaking such a logs and Locations of tess holes, 

rosulte of tests of wells, cho. Any such information would be greatly 

appreciated, My repoxt wil: cover primarily the nature, origin, and 

distribution of water bearing foraxhions both 4a the drift and the bed 

rock 29 well as tho quality of the waters in each kind of deposit, 

= Very truly yours, 

Se 
; FB. T. Thwaites 3 

Ls



May 28, 1955 

late Re ioe Hilaogar, Se 

MMlivenked, 

dear ir. Milaegers : aoe 

Mrs Boon Solis me that the Burgess Iaborstorics, L015 Hast 

: Bashfnghon Ave. Medison, Hise are putting out a new type of de 

: droning device for wetera waich is similar to a 2sclite softuer 5 

jig thought that you might be interested in this in canncotion with 

your problen at Manitowoc. Mr, M. J. Schoaanshar 4s the mon who is 
workiag on the dovico. 

: - Very truly yours, : 

2 Fs Te Tiadtos, in charge of well records, Sas 

. . : : : Z



April 30, 1935 

Mr, Re li, Mileeger, ooo 

Dear Mr, Wilaegert 

: In reply to yours of tho 24th the samples from the — 

Milweukes Gounty Park well come some time ago. At present I ae 

_ have no assistant to unpack boxes, Tho samples were wot and by the - 

time I got around to them had moulded badly. Ib has beon quite a job 

to road mony Lables and the sorting hea not yot been completed, I = 

heve to wash each lable with a soft brush in order to read i% aud somo s 

aro, I fear, gone for good, Nowever, I wili undoubtedly salvage ; 

most of them and wil be able %o get out the blueprint in a fer 25 

Thank you for the samples end tho information on the tost. = 
If you got 9 chance to write would like to imo tho location and 2 

the normal water lovel, else 4f the installing of the now Linor 

affects capacity. : ai 

With best regards, : 

Very truly yours, / 

F. T. Taites



November 22, 1935 

Mr, B. E, Wilaeger é 
Well Drilling Contractor 

‘ 2325 North 50th Street , 2 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin : 5 f 

Dear Mr. Milaegers i 

In reply to yours of the 20th, we are still struggling with 
the samoles but I have to do most of this myself, All but a few samples 
so far have been read but we are only half way down. ‘The lower samples 
were harder to read, so may be you had better make out a driller's log 

_ from top of sandstone down. Such would be a great help to me in locat~ : 
ing some samples. I will push this matter all I can now that field trips 
are over. : 

: With regard to Manitowoc, I found that the layers of gravel are ( 
on a slant of 15°25° descending to the west. They run about north and 
south but are irregular, It is quite possible that interference with 
other wells might be small but nobody can tell until it is actually tested. 

Very truly yours 

WISCONSIN GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
iN 4 By 

Geologist, Well Records 

PIT LuV ce
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oe : ‘ : } Ses mS 

oa august 17, 1981 a 

Mir) Bs As Waktmenj Ghicf Enginoor, ae . Ss 
Minnospolis; Sts Peal, and Soult Ste. Mario R Rey ee a 

I on taking sone of uy etudonte to do gone field work in Woushara | 
County, Wisconsin noxt month. In this work wo will make use of the oneroid < = 

ss Darouetor end will find 4% nososamry to have chooko on olevations. With this 
idea in viow I vould Liko vory mch to have a copy of your dotelled profile. sae 

which shows highiey coasings from Packwenkeo to Bonorofty Wisconsin == 
< : : : \ : 

: Ploase sound bill for cost of blueprint to mo personally. ; : 

Very truly yours, — | Q pe 

: r 2 Thvaites, ee \ i ae Be 

Lecturer in Geology - NS Sere 

' 2 { . \ 

: : > ‘ec 
g \ - 

: : Ke:



: 

li, B. A. Whitmen, Yhief Engineor, : 
Minnoapolis, St. Paul and Soult Ste. Marie Railway, : 
Mimoopolis, Mimescota ge : : 

- Dear Sir: a : Seg 

ae I wish to thank you for the blue prints sem with your letter of the 

If in return I can holp you with regard to any underground weber : 

problene you may have in Wisconsin X will be glad to do 800 That is wy = 

speciakty and I have ¢irnished advice to a number of railrodas in the past. 

Plese feel free te cali on mo at any time in regard te such matters. 

Very truly yours, | 3 = : 

Locturer in Geology ee



“Hebe 8, 1932 ; 

P. EB. Millis and Gos, Well Sontractors, 

. : Attontion ur. J. B. Millis . 

Dear llr, uiliist 

In reply to yours of the Sth I have gono into my infomation 
on Lake Gouwrty, Illinois sush as it it. Unfortunately I havo no records 
of well tosta. ss 

; I find that the village of Long Grove is situated on the 
ee ne eee en een te oe Se 
lower levels than ‘er south, Arlington Heights. 
Se uae as denere oF Whe Gad Gb elias busses I cotentn terh the ‘ 
top of the St. Peter occurs ct elevation 100 below sea Level and the top 
of the Dresbach at elevation 450 below sea level. Tho St. Petor is | 
probably around 150 feet thick and the Dresbash possibly 100 fect. 
Lae rigs Bie Face oy Aegina dh peal yan qendiaoteny e+ Panty 
but it seoms probable that the shallower well just reaches the Richmond 
(uaquoketa) shale, and the deoper one passes through tho St. Potors 

In view of the discouragiigg results of the doopor woll 
it would seen that there is no use in going below the Niegara unless it 
is inteneded to roach the Drosbach as at Grays Lake. The Golf Club and 
Villege of Wheoling roly on Magara wolls, the formar having two of than, 

= Z am inclinod to think thet a Lerger well in the Niagara 
may give the desired resulis but as you will understand the production of 

: any Limestone formation is uncertain. You may get a dry hole alongside of — 
Ps ogg scape Aig gn BF mie ell edly toghncdbortaag.r gs 
I think 1% might also bo worth 2 te test out the resources of the 

: eS ee oe ee See eee eee = 
ground, The Wheeling welis appear to have found no gravol but that is S 

meny miles distant. YFeiling production in drift or Niagara then the only 
pic An. ew ag 2 Roy Petts ds to drill te-the deeper formations 
making a 1500 to 2000 fost doops shore are several good wells 
eb tho Gatholic institutions around Mundelein. Bush a well might have a ei 
specifie capacity of 5 to 10. Niagara wolls, where good, have far highor : 
Gapagities and so do gravel wells. z . 

Vory truly yours, 
Geologist in charge ué well records s
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P.E.MILLIS JOHN B. MILLIS 

P.E.MILLIS & GOMPANY 
o . 

Oil and Gas Well Contractors 

BYRON, ILLINOIS : 

Fepr. Sth, 1932. 

; Mr. F. T.. Thwaites, 

Science Hall 
i Uni. of Wisc. 

; Madison, Wisc. , 

pésr Sirs —- 

Thank you very kindly for your wire of the $rd inst. 

Mr. Thweites if it isn't esking to much of you I would 
like some additional information in regard to the water 
bearing strate of Lake County of Ill., especially around 

. Long Grove which is some 8 miles north and west of Wheel- 
ing., end about 5 miles west of Halfday. It is the location 
of the Kildere Country Club. They heave two wells now. One 

flows which is a six inch well about 325 ft deep and the 
other does not flow and that is 955 ft deep. We tested the 

deep well which is I4' south of the shallow welll and it 

tested at a rete of .47 GRM per ft. of draw down. 

This club is thinking some of drilling a new well and : 

what do you suppose a 400' I5¢" well would furnish. What 
they want is about 200 GPM and what is you suggestion 

as to the best place or depth to get if. 

Would you be so kind as to give me an early repnly in 

regard to this matter ? 

Yours truly, n 

P. £E. Millis & Co 
5 Z 

i 

OD ox ~4sd 

TX 359 
5cPer ~ feo 

; a ‘ 
Chel 4594 

eae Oe



HARVARD UNIVERSITY 

DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY AND GEOGRAPHY 

GEOLOGICAL MUSEUM 

OXFORD STREET 

February 12, 1932 CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites 
Department of Geology 
University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Thwaites;: 

Thank you very much for your letter recommending Mr. 

Elmer W. Ellsworth. The information you send will be very 

helpful to us when applications are considered in March. 

Yours very truly, 

Pnald fbghi. 
Ms DEM: D Chairn



= 5 Pobs 1p 1993 = 
Drs Poul Mao@Lintook, : 

Doar Drs liee@Limtosk: e ee 

I an enclosing herewith sono preliminary blueprint = 

: copies of dliustrations whieh Z prepared last year for a proposed text on 

glacial geologye Owing partly to delay in getting the typing done but ; 

E mainly to the well-knowm Depression this is sbili unfinished, Se 

Now I note that you rocontly proscuted a paper on 

the correlation of tho pro-TLlincion drifts of Illinois wnieh givos a diff- 
orent interpretation fron that shown in figures 58 ond $9. Moy Itake tho 

“Liberty to ask if you could correct mot Those drawing wil mot bo published 

oe wtil, efter your paper and you will be given grodit in the description. = 
"J recently semt the set to Leverett but thon forwarded it to Leighton who 

has not yot returned tt. ao 

ee Aa a Doprossion Moasure I antond to have tho full seb of 
- drerings ( 69 figures on 40 pagés) photostuted dom te 20 pages and to use 

se  theve with nimoographd descriptions for my @lasves this year. Would you = 

be intereste: in getting any sets of these. I think X ga make the price 3 

50 conte @ acts Sauple page of original drawing ie enelosed, a 
: Tb seams 9 long time since I last sai you in Urbenm, 

Last owe J vorked iu vostorn How York state but this ewaner will doubtless 
joia the wismpleyed. : < ee 

Sincerely, : : : “ ; 

Mee ee ¥, % Traits: 2



\ 

Sopt. 27, 1932 
a. 

Northwestorn University, 
Evanston, Dllineis 

Dear Dr. MeLoughlint - 

: : I wish te thank you for the copy of your paper on Atlantic 

Soastal Plain Plents in the Sand Barrons of Norbhwestorn Wisconsin. 

: Z spart tho sumer at the Allogeny School of Natural History 

in southvostora Now York ond vas able to loam some botany there by reason 

_ @f going on some of the field trips and of meoting so mony who were studying that 

science, My om job was water supplies, however. 

: With best regards, : ; 

: Sincerely,



Dm f nan WL a SPECIALIZING IN WELL DRILLING mal 
\/ Cl | (OL rk ay SINCE 1a60 ali 

“ NE epaxcenars Lt 
ia : —=f ix RA PARN a 

Well Drilling ing Contractors, 7) 4 
“Phone NESTOR 7566 a 

WATER. pha mem MINNEAPOLIS & ST. PAUL 

Address Reply to 
670 EUSTIS ST.-ST. PAUL, MINN. 

Bpril 10, 1933. 

Mr. T. W. Thwaites, 
Geology Department, 
University of Wisconsin. 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Sir: 

You will recall that in the past we have cooperated with you 

in sending you samples of various wells drilled by us in Wis- 
consin, and have also drilled wells for the city of Madison, 
which you no doubt recall. 

We are making maps and surveys of both Minnesota and fisconsin, 
Iowa, North and South Dakota, and have been cooperating with 
Mr. Burch in Minneapolis regarding underground formations. 

We were wondering if you had a large map of Wisconsin, colored, 
showing the various formations throughout the state, and where 
they are encountered first, similar to the new geology map 
which was recently produced by the University of Minnesota. 

If you have any extra maps of this type of Wisconsin, or any 
information or data along these lines it would be very much 
appreciated. 

Thanking you in advance for anything you can do along these lines, 
we remain 

Very truly yours, 
McCARTHY WELL COMPANY. 

; GI) COg tte 
FM'D BY Lcd G7) a oe 

J. ) Lr }



April 13, 1933 

Ur. J. Frod MaCarthy, 

St. Poul, Minnesota 

Dear Sirs 

In roply to yours of the 10th J asked thon at the Geolgegi¢al survay 

: to mail you a eopy of tho 1926 geolggieal map of the state, scale 1 inch « 

16 miles. If this io not sabisfactory I ean get you an older and less accurate 

map on the scale of 1 inch = 6 miles. ; 

; I wish to thank you for your cooperation in the past and hope that 

such can bo contined in the future despite drastie redugtion 4n funds hore. 

Vory truly yours, ~ feos 

. | Ts Ye Mocetiems Suaheeket tn Win ot walt Yemvete,



GRAY=MILAEGER DRILLING CO. 
WELL DRILLING CONTRACTORS 

DRY CORE FOUNDATION SOUNDINGS 
TURBINE PUMPS 

14 E. Jackson Blvd. Phone MA: GREG lone Marduetts/0996 F. M. GRAY, Pres. 
Phone Wabash 3095 60s xMichizan MILWAUKEE 

2325 N. 50 St. 

January 24, 1955. 

Prof. F. Tf. Thwaites, 3 
Science “all, U. of W. 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Thwaites: 

We have an opportunity to bid on a deep 
well in DesMoines, Iowa for a private company that want 
1000 GPM. 

Have you any information as to casing 

set in a well to 2400'. Is it possible to start 20" drive 
pipe and finish with 12" hole at 2400', without any 

underreaming. 

: I have written to Iowa City but they 
have given me no information and the customer is anxious 
for our bid. 

Your prompt attention will be greatly 
appreciated. 

You very truly 

The writer is drilling a well for the Milwaukee County Park 
C mmission at Silver Spring Park. 12" drive to 128° =< 12" 
hole thru shale and 10" hole to 1600'. A test will be 
made at 400' for 400GPM. We have a few sample bags and 
would like to know whether we could get De The well is 
now 200! deep. MAC“ 

y aoe 

GUARANTEED WATER SUPPLY



Jan. 26, 1935 

Gray-¥idnog er Drilling Gos, 
2325 North SOth Sts, z 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin Attention Mr. Milaeger 

Gentlenen: : : 

In reply to yours of the 24th I have the records of three doop 
wells in Des Moines, Iowa but there are no casing logs. The deepest well 
(now abendoned) is thet at Greeuwood Park, total depth 3000 fect and bottomed ; 

in Beu Claire. fat ee oni ae eee ; 
probebly mainly from Dreshach et 2750«2880. Totel solids ebous 171 grains, 

' hardness about 134 grains. ; 

; Wood Bros. well is 2423 feet deep producing from the Jordan 
250 ge Pe Me with apparently a spocific capacity of nearly 23 unless there 
is a misstatement in the record. : 

The well of the Northland Milk and I¢e Groam Go. is 1355 fot 
deep and produces from the bottom of the Niagara where they seen to have 

: a sandstone, The water has 246 grains total, solids and a hardnogs of 
about 107 grains. 

There ere also a number of good wells in the sand and crevel along 
the rivor. ¢ 

With rogard to drilling conditions the Pennsylvanien shales which : 
extend dow to a depth of about 230 feet will undoubtedly make some trouble, 

: Fron there on you have alternating Lime end shale down to the Ste Peter 
at around 1900 fect. 4% is Ampossible to to11 which of et least 10 shale | 
layers in this distance will make trouble it it seems inevitable that 
some of them will, ee ee ee es en 
Cut ton mene th 12 inch would a 
be about The St. Peter is thin 39 ft., and does notamowmt to anything. 
Thore are a number of shale beds bolow thet in tho Preirie du Chien 

: but I doubt if any of thom cave badly. E 

I have not copied the detailed logs as they are very long and 
complicated and do not give much information on caving, -_ 

ZT hed some sample bage sent to you this afternoon. 

Vory truly yours, 

F. T. Thwaites



April 12, 1935 

Marshall Field & Company, 
Chicago, Illinois. 

Gentlemens 

Please send me samples and prices of 

drapery of the inclosed shade of mulberry~old 

Ose. . . 

Thanking you fer your attention te 

— this matter, I em 

Yours very truly, ‘
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es Fob. 8, 1932 | 
7 Professor liather H, MeLoughlin, 

Doaprtment of Geology, 
Herverd University, 5 : g 

Doar Sart 

ui, Ener ELisvorth, one of my former students writes mo thet he 

is applying for the J, Bs Woodrorth Petlowahip at your University for the 

coming year and desives that Turite you, Ss LS 

lit, Ellsworth vas a good studout with mo, ile bucholor thesis was 

on the verved olay dopouit ab Gaupage, Cloconsing i hea boon publishod 3 

in the proceodings of the Wisconsin Acadaay of Science and I presume thet / 

he will subait a copy of it, Sie wasters thosta vas on the varved clays 

of tho Grombcbung rogion, do not think that it hes doen published, | 

 ediher thesis was under uy direction, He apsiated mo for x time in the 

= study of deep wohl records, You will f4nd that he hey a plonsing personality 

_ Vary truly yours, ee 

Fs Be Thwaitos, Looturor in Goblogy ee 

; : 4 i : x 
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Fob, 4, 1932 

P. B. Millis and Co., ; 
‘ Well contractors, : 

Byron, Illinois 

Your telegram of Fob. 3, 11:07 A. M. was duly recoived and as soon 
as possible I wired reply as follows to your Byron adress? 

“Average probably not over three but varies greatly with thickness." 

Later I received a call from the telegraph company asking why 
2 you had not recieved a reply. I had not returned the enswer te Roekford ; 

since your telegram did not so state but thought it safer to send it to 
your home address. I am sorry for the delay whieh resulted due to this 
misunderstanding. 

Not knowing just what your ploblem is I could not be more specific. 
I based my opinion of the known fact that most deep Wells in the Ghicago 
district do not have a spocifie capacity of over 5 even when they roach the 
Mount Simon. Tais contition obtains oven ad Gest Ghisage although there the 

5 St. Poter is cut off. Of course, an open hole 7 top to bottom should do 
sonewhot better but J em informed that many do not thd that capacities of 
1 to 2 are not rare, Unfortunately I have not the results of vory many 
tests in Tilinois and most of the older reports are silent on thio vory 
important matter. In this case my answer could not bo anything but a rough — 
guess. I locked over the records I heve and find that at several places 

: ee See aeees Se Bhs tater Se nenreatay SEM Bas renee oe OS 
Mazomanie. theso places I would expoct a greater water capacity then in 
dowxtown Chicago where the formation is thin and tight. It is gonerally 
thought that in the steok yards the St. Peter is a very poor producer. 

I would have received your telegram sooner but the University has 
diseomocted my telephone on account of an economy program, Tho University 
operators do not try to help to find anyone now and so everything is 

mixed up. Ido most of my business at home, Fairchild 1940-R : : 

: Hoping that the delay did not inconvenionse you, 

Very truly yours, ; i 

Geologist in charge of well records : 
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REQUESTED TO FAVOR THE COMPANY BY CRITICISM AND SUGGESTION CONCERNING ITS SERVICE 1201-5 

WESTERN THE SENDER 
OF THIS 

=<! INION 
viay Z Coe pte line on full-rate telegrams and day letters, and the time of eer nia on all messages, is STANDARD TIME, 
\_WESTERN UNION fate Street, Madison. Wis. Telephone Bad. 2385 

Y 10 KU=ROCKFORD ILL FEB 3 1107A 

FJ. TAWAITES, “SCIENCE BALL = | 

WISC UN! CAMPUS MADISON WIS= i 

PLEASE STATE YOUR OPINION ON SPECIFIC CAPACITY OF STPETERS 

: FORMAT ION IN LAKE COUNTY ILL WIRE REPLY COLLECT OBLIGE=: 

‘PE MILEIS & Cé@% 5 

1117A. LEPHONE NO. 41940 fe. aeuaue 

LIVEREL Lay ee 
wy 

WESTERN UNION GIFT ORDERS SOLVE THE PERPLEXING QUESTION OF WHAT TO GIVE



Madison Gas & Llectric Compamy 
MADISON, WIS. 

February 1, 1930 

Mr. J. T. Thwaites 
Turville Estate Farm 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Sir: 

Our inspector has called December 27 and January 30 
to cheek the Connected Load eat the above address, but found 
no one at home. We suggest that you call our Service Depart- 
ment--Tele phone Badger 4400--as to the time convenient for our 
inspector to call. 

Unless you notify us within ten days, all current 
consumed will be billed on the primary rate and no adjustment 
will be made on bills reniered prior to the date that such 
notice is given. 

Yours very truly, 
FB A) 

Service Department 
CG:BL
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Naturally when they did not do that I did not think very well EXTENSION OF REMARKS 
of it. 

I am in favor of this bill. I have always been in fayor of a . oe 
merchant marine and haye always voted for bills when they N 
have come before Congress. I wish to encourage the merchant H 0 N s iE D W A R D - J » K I N G 
marine. I look upon the merchant marine as our real second OF ILLINOIS, 
line of defence in war and a great adjunct in time of peace. I = : 
think if you wish to make the merchant marine a real success Ty tre House or Rerresenrarrves é 
you have to allow a little something to drink on the passenger Friday, May 11, 1928 

Sta DS: cae BL asking ‘hat you ve pretie Very iSserOne a Mr. KING. Mr. Speaker, Mr. Wheeler W. Moore is a resi- I am asking that you give them something to drink which is dent of B Vi hip. ler C A ; 
not intoxicating—2% per cent beer or light wine. You can | 4e2t of Buena Vista Township, Schuyler County, in my district. 
realize that such would be very, yery light wine, but a fairly His business is that of a farmer, and he runs and owns his own 
palatable beer. ae ss ee Se student of Ue oa in 

aoe S = fe A * actual conditions, in other words, “a dirt farmer.” e is also 
aos COLE of Iowa. Mr, Chairman, will the gentleman yield - ‘student, and the time on his farm en sueceeded in i 

a LINTHICUM. Yes. failure to cultivate his mind, with the result that his studies 

: Mr. COLE of Iowa, If it is not intoxicating, would it be | 1 his library on the farm, coupled with the explorative trips, a e » ait a aie 9 have led him to the firm conviction that the geologists are in satisfactory to the gentleman’s constituents in Maryland? sae 7. . 
Mr. LINTHICUM. Oh, my constituents in Maryland do not | “Per as to the real formation of the glaciers. This confronts 

drink as much liquor as some people in other States of this | US With a very important and startling suggestion, one that 
Union. I can tell you that. My people got along very well on might well attract the attention of Congress and the general 
2% per cent beer ‘years ago. Whil @ other nations are selling public when it is announced. So full of Startling information is 

intoxicating liquors on their ships, not for the purpose of intoxi- | his development that I think it wise to give his theory to the 
i aS oa eee ace world’s greatest publication, the ConeressionaL Recorp. The cating their passengers but for making the voyages a little more following isthe ut ' Mr. W. W. Moor ‘ie verbatl 

agreeable, we prohibit that on our vessels. If you want to pee is “the theory of Mr. W.-W. Moore; set out verbatim 
make the service a success all the year round, you must conduct | #S Be has sent it to me: 
the service as the other nations do. INTRODUCTION 

Mr. SCHAFER. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield? With a spirit of respect to the pioneers of America who made our 
Under your amendment can foreign ambassadors und diplomats | and one of the free and peaceful ‘nations of all the earth, and with full 
bring in intoxicating liquors? confidence in believing the Congress of the United States will ever retain 

Mr. LINTHICUM. Oh, on that point I have wondered fre- | its good will and confidence by fair and impartial dealing with its own 
quently at the stacks of boxes I see piled up in the port of Balti- | native inhabitants and with the world at large, I thus submit a subject 
more that are unloaded there for the diplomats and those engaged | of the deepest import, suggestive to the removal of a clouded title now 
in the consular service of foreign countries. I have wondered shadowing every interest existing under man’s observation. 
why we could not have the same opportunity. I was talking toa The rising and passing of a clouded title shadowing a public school 

gentleman not long ago who went abroad on the Leviathan. I) oy free institute or the world’s business enterprise at large is nothing 
met him at a wedding held in Maryland, and I asked how he | more than a budding and growth of another new truth, which, in the 
came back from abroad, und he said, “On a British boat.” TI] march of events, continues to displace theories and establish facts in 
asked him why he did so, a Ze oe one ae peethan harmony with the Divine Proyidence who created all; but why delay 

oon things sane Sosepiaterpsting that be-so0) Bae ip in. com- -sud-geane, ai and dow of ignorance while an endless : 
z ing back. ~Laughter.| — ae weer ~ | wor Sr we cca acerca master mind, yet 

Mr. McKEOWN. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield | remains to compensate a worthy -deserver. . 
there ?~ It seems from the tide and trend of things our vision of fame and 

Mr. LINTHICUM. Yes. honor is being misdirected, inasmuch as it confirms too much to the 
Mr. McKEOWN. Does the gentleman think that by a speech | massing of great wealth and fortunes, which, while being of a noble 

of that character he will help to upbuild the merchant marine? | and worthy purpose when rightly used, yet there seems to be an urgent 
Mr. LINTHICUM. I know it will help the merchant marine | and more demanding need for intellectual thinking and physical exer- 

if you can give them this privilege on the ocean. Nothing yow'| tions in the open field of undiscovered realities. 
¢an do will help the service more, Civilization, while owing much to its wealth saved from its coun- 

Mr. McKEOWN. The gentleman is evidently advertising for- | trys earnings, its educational system and moral obligations, depend 
eign wines. largely upon scientific discoveries and a true vision of realities. The 

Mr. LINTHICUM. No. What I am asking on my amend- | truth along these lines is the source of peace and freedom; every new 
ment is not intoxicating liquor, but only 2% per cent beer and | discovery is educational and ‘intensifies an optimistic vision of the 
light wine. If you want to make this service a success, gentle- | immeasurable wealth and opportunities of our land. 

men, you should be a little lenient with those on the ocean. As proof of my convictions I will follow these pages with a few 
I am not trying to advertise any foreign lines. So long as we | inclosures disclosing only a few of the shallow mysteries of nature 

_ continue the enforcement of prohibition on the high seas on our | now existing under our everyday observation. With a foundation 
passenger ships the foreign ships, who do not use such methods, | based upon the truth, the phenomenon of every object will correlate 
will get the bulk of the business without advertising. with eyery other object and with such measurable reactions as to 

I wish to remove the liquor from the stateroom to the smoking | withstand every test and give cause for every effect. 
room, to provide a nonintoxicating beverage which naturally In the’ very heart of our civilization we stand aghast and amazed at 
creates better feeling and cheer among the passengers. What | our own ignorance as we refresh our minds with these simple problems 
haye we to-day? People providing their own liquors for con- | of yital importance. We.are not responsible for what we perceive in 
sumption on the trip. Private parties in private staterooms, | nature or our deduction and view drawn therefrom. We ask no one 
secrecy in drinking strong drinks, and I really believe more | for enlightenment; we accept no one’s conclusions except as they 
liquor consumed on a journey in secrecy than there would be in-| conform’ to the laws of ethics and the geographical engraving on the 

public. trestle board. 
When people go on a pleasure trip abroad they have little to The whole phenomenon of both land and sea is a self-explanatory 

occupy their time while on the ocean and naturally like to meet | history of the works of the wise Creator; every object on the map, both 
-their friends, have a sociable drink, and talk and enjoy the | animate and inanimate, is observed with utiring interest and under- 
voyage. If the American ships were allowed to sell light wines | standing as it is suryeyed and marvelously measured by the power 
and beer, as I propose, we could have this same sociability on | of the mind. 
American ships as we now have on foreign ships, and you would There is no insane wondering in the field of natural science; our 
not be doing anything to the injury of the merchant marine. mighty rivers, our expanded lakes, our snow-capped mountains, the 

I repeat. if you will adopt my amendment providing for light | cinyon, the cataract, the high and low plains are all explanatory 
wines und beer not exceeding an alcohol content of more than | subjects with such measurable relations as to carry us far into the 
2%% per cent you will not be furnishing an intoxicating liquor, | deeper mysteries of nature, which likewise surrenders their secrets. 
but you will be adding to the great success of the American Novel as it all seems and the endless pleasure it affords, it carries 
merchant marine. [Applause.]| with it a spirit of the truth which enriches us with useful and valuable 

The CHAIRMAN, The time of the gentleman from Mary- | knowledge concerning our lands, their soil, and the importance of their * 
land has expired. conservation. Every object, animate and inanimate, only functions as 

Mr. LINTHICUM. Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent | an effect; the cause is that of a higher power; thus science and 
to revise and extend my remarks religion are inseparable associates, harmonizing with every spirited truth - 

’ The CHAIRMAN Is there objection to the request of the | in the Bible. 
gentleman from Maryland? . A revelation of the truth is the source of inspiration by which we 

There was no objection. are guided. We are not laboring under a false illusion or confronted
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they were used to the same standard of living; they came from | to propaganda, no matter whence it comes, which demands that 
the same family; graduated from the same college; they both | I take the bill and not amend it, but vote for it just as it is. 
offered their services to their country; the private is perma- | Whenever we so yield we rock the very foundations of repre- 
nently disabled, totally djsabled, drawing compensation of $100 | sentative government. 
per month, unable to earn a dollar, while the captain has only Mr. JoHNSoN has a proposal which seems fair and which I 
a 30 per cent disability so receives $30 per month compensation, | assume he will explain, limiting the awards largely to those 
but is a practicing lawyer with a large income. In spite of his | suffering from actual war casualties, or to disability incurred in 
relatively low disability, in so far as affecting earning power is | line of duty providing for inéreases with age. Mr. Simmons 
concerned, but because he held a commission as a captain, he | has, I understand, suggested that the percentage of disability be 
would under this bill draw $150 a month for the balance of his | figured on the pay received by the officer so that the person 30 
life; while his brother, much more in need of help, would con- | per cent disabled receive 30 per cent of such pay, the man 75 
tinue to draw $100 per month. I can not feel that this would | per cent disabled that percentage, and so forth. Both of these 
be fair. We have not discriminated between officers and pri- | propositions are worthy of serious consideration. Personally, 
yates in pensions for veterans of the Civil War and the Spanish- | I should be glad to see the base of $100 per month for total . 
American War. Would we be justified in setting up these dis- | disability raised so that all totally or partially disabled, officer 
criminations in the case of World War veterans? : or private, may receive a larger amount proportionately under 

Mr. CONNERY. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield? our compensation laws. 
Mr. BURTNESS. I can not yield now. Let me give a few But why grant thousands of dollars per year to the New 

other illustrations. Let us note the difference in the ratings | York judge drawing a salary for life of $12,000 per year? Why 
betweer a chemist and a bacteriologist in the Veterans’ Bureau. | pay thousands per year to fairly well paid men now profitably 
You all recall the arbitrary test of 30 per cent disability is | employed in the Veterans’ Bureau, some of whom are paid 
passed upon by the Veterans’ Bureau under present compensa- | salaries as high as $6,200 annually? Why establish such un- 
tion laws—that rating is accepted as the guide for retirement | just discriminations which can not help but cause great dis- 
under this bill. satisfaction? We have many fine, brave service men in this 

A chemist who has his leg off at the knee is given a rating House, several seriously wounded and considerably disabled. 
of 33 per cent, but a bacteriologist in the same predicament, | Unless we were informed we could not tell whether they had 

~ wearing the same kind of an artificial leg, is rated at 29 per cent. | served as privates or as officers. To-day as Congressmen they 
That is the finding of the Veterans’ Bureau with reference to | receive the same salary. Two splendid. officers here having 
these two occupations. Apparently they allow $4 more to the | disability ratings respectively of 30 per cent and 39 per cent 
chemist, compensating for the fact that possibly in his work | would, under this bill, receive retirement pay for life under 
he must get up from his stool or his bench a little oftener dur- | this bill, but others of our colleagues who served as privates, 
ing the day than the bacteriologist. To-day such a chemist | corporals, or sergeants, though disabled as much or more, would 
draws $33 per month and the bacteriologist $29, but what do the | not benefit thereby. 
proponents of this bill say? I repeat, let us proceed in a businesslike way to see if we can 

They say, in effect, that the difference of $4 a month between | not perfect this bill so as to do more exact justice. If so, I 
a chemist and the bacteriologist is not sufficient, even though | Will be glad to vote for it. If this is not done I must, under 

they suffered the same disability and may have had the same | my oath and as I see the facts, vote against it, unpleasant as 
rank, and so they propose a Jaw under which the chemist, who, } that duty is. : 
ie will ae ts a major; shall-then vet. $187.50 a. month for the | —————— ee 
balance of his life, while his bacteriologist friend, who may like- ‘= . 5 = 
wise have been a major, must continue to receive $29 a month, | American Merchant Marine—Sale of Light Wines and Beer 

~~ Suchediseriminations can not be justified by anyone, and if this SEE 
bill is passed the bacteriologist will have a right to complain SPEECH : 
and will complain. : 

Let us take the ratings of a bookkeeper, a cashier, a lawyer, ox 
a doctor, and a stationary-éngineer as applied to a specific dis- Fe { 1 
ability. Let us assume that they have had to have two-thirds H O N . J < C H A R LE 8 Li N 2 H I C U M 
of a leg amputated. Under such a condition the bookkeeper OF MARYLAND = 
receives a rating of 25 per cent, the cashier of 29 per cent, the oats 
lawyer receives a rating of 29 per cent, the aoctor receives a In tun Hovuss or Representatives 

ue of 39 per cent, ann 8 Stationary engineer 44 per cent. Saturday, May 5, 1928 
his is, of course, so whether they were officers, nonconis, or a fe x B 

privates. Assume the case of an emergency colonel in the. war | _,72¢ House in ae at tie te oe ae a = ge “ Bhe 
who happened to be a physician as compared with an emergency intone = tien Soe ee ee he: Dae ae eereeveey 2a 

a i = as: “ American merchant marine, to assure its permanence in the transporta- colonel who happened to be a bookkeeper, a cashier, or a lawyer. dow otitis tore rade of the United Stat aStan utes por 
What is the result? The bookkeeper, the cashier, and the | ‘0 of the foreign trade of the United States, and tor other purposes. 
lawyer, whether officer or private, will continue to receive from Mr. LINTHICUM. Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent 
$25 or $29 per month, while the physician colonel will under this | to speak out of order for five minutes. 
bill receive $250 a month, or about ten times as much for the The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Maryland asks unani- 
same physical disability, and a disability which under the | mous consent to speak out of order for five minutes. Is there 
solemn findings of the Veterans’ Bureau to-day are apparently | objection? 
no greater to the extent of actual disability in earning power There was no objection. 
than about $10 a month. Mr. HUDSON. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield? 

I submit that in all fairness we can not vote for that kind of The CHAIRMAN. Does the gentleman from Maryland vield 
a bill if we want to do justice not only as between the enlisted | to the gentleman from Michigan? 
man and the cfficer, but as between one set of emergency offi- Mr. LINTHICUM. I do. 
cers and another set of emergency officers. Privates 100 per Mr. HUDSON. I had no intention of objecting to the gen- 
cent permanently disabled would draw but little moré than | tleman’s speaking a moment ago until he threatened the House 
half as much as a major only 30 per cent disabled. A first | that he would either be granted the right to speak or would : 
lieutenant 100 per cent disabled would draw $93.50 per month | stop the business of the House. That was the ground upon 
less than a lieutenant colonel 30 per cent disabled. All officers | which I based my objection. 
of the same rank would draw the same allowance if disabled Mr. LINTHICUM. Does the gentleman never make objec- 
to the extent of 80 per cent, regardless of whether one is | tions except upon that ground? He made a dozen at different 
totally helpless and the other able to carry on a successful | times when I have wanted to speak on this subject. 
business or profession. - Mr. HUDSON, I have never objected to the gentleman's 

I am in thorough accord with the remarks made by the | speaking on the floor of this House. 
chairman of the Veterans’ Committee, the gentleman from Mr. LINTHICUM. I have never objected to the gentleman 
South Dakota [Mr, Royat JoHNson] this afternoon, himself | from Michigan speaking, no matter what he wanted to speak 
a distinguished disabled emergency officer. Personally, I hope | about. 

. the bill may be so amended that we can all support it and do Mr. BLACK of New York. That is where the gentleman 
justice to some of the urgent cases which will be covered by | from Maryland made a mistake. 
legislation of this sort. I am not going to be arbitrary in my Mr. LINTHICUM. Mr. Chairman, I do not purpose taking 
demands of amendment before giving support, but I have re- | up much time on this subject. I am not out of humor as some 
tained the right as a Representative in this House to vote for | gentlemen seem to think I am. I have a right to discuss my 
each and every amendment as it comes up, and to exercise the | amendment, and in all courtesy I was entitled to have gentle- ‘ 
best judgment that I have upon the oceasion. I can neyer yield ment reserve their objections until I have made a few remarks.
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with perturbing question which can not be understood, answered, and | with astonishment and for a few moments stood motionless, silent, and 
substantiated ; neither is it possible to doubt the existence of an intelli- | alone in solemn meditation and thought. I was not confronted with a 

gent creator from a true knowledge. of science. stupendous flight of imagination in the field of endeavors. The cur- 

Close the great open book of all the ages and cancel all its records; | tains were lifted and some of the world’s greatest tragedy stood before 

shadow the calendar of the whole world’s activities, and from afar off | me in reality. I featured the land of promise from “Dan to Beer- : 
into the background of chaos, try and feature the unfolding of all | sheba,” and staged the last grand drama as played by the 10 tribes 

the marvelous wonders of creation as they now appear without a | of Israel, and with new thoughts, new aspirations, and with a spirit 

divine Creator and it can not be done. of delight I proceeded on up through the narrow gorge of which I had 
From every angle and point of view consider the lightning and its | previously traveled in ignorance, mystery, and wonder as to its 

trackless path as it flashes before our eyes and from a vision of our | formation, 
own we behold a helpless collection of electrons driven into seclu- The World War was on at that time and my first thought was some- 

cion and commanded to action by that same Master Mind that brought | thing for peace and America first; but all my efforts to make a thing 
forth the beast of the fields, the fowls of the air and all the creeping | worth while proved futile, and instead of finding a place in our modern 
things of the earth, and of which our own observing mind is a part. | school curriculum it became a secret functioning barometer in a field of 

Consider the ninety some odd elements of nature with their billions | conflict and the author an innocent victim of circumstance, 
of infinitesimal electrons, timed, proportioned, and locked in secrecy As an American citizen functioning off the stage of action with 
and subject to release and made available under advancing conditions | 2 matter of such import as to interest every nation of the earth, I 
in the formation of countless living organism, and all is a ceaseless | ask that every honorable Member of our Congress detach himself 

tide of evolution acting under the command of a Master Mind. from his public duties at a convenient time and study this matter 

Why all this fuss and prejudice toward evolution? Is it because | from an educational point of view. My composition and ways of 
Darwin and his theories on the subject were not in full accord with the | explanation are faulty and hard to understand. Our thoughts are 
Divine Truth? It may best be understood from a standpoint of knowl- | the only things worth while. We are all geniuses in this field if we 
edge of that of my own experience. will only think for ourselves, “ e 

My view of Darwin and his .prescribed theories up to the time I If, from the meaning of the eighth clause of section 8 of article 1 
was past 21, was transitory and of a skeptical and prejudiced nature, | of our Constitution, I should secretly withhold scientific discoveries 

acquired in my home, the school, church, and from public opinion, | OF Permit them, first, to go beyond the confines of our own border- 
and many of whom, like myself, no doubt, had no personal knowledge of | land, then I stand as a selfish and unworthy citizen of the United 
what his work consisted other than that of hearsay. States, disloyal to my family, and ungrateful to my God for a gift of 

In following the regular prescribed course of study in the latter part intelligence. z = 
of my school days, some 38 years ago, I found it necessary to take The suppression of these facts, in so far as they have not added to my 

up the study of zoology and as a matter of consequence, I frequently | Comfort or welfare or become known to the general public, they had 

referred to the preface of the book (the fourth edition by A. 8. | Just as well be sleeping in the silent tomb of some Neyptian king, 
Parker) in which it referred to the works of Darwin for collateral | aud the world at large moving in ignorance and worshipping idols. 
reading. This long-protracted siege of silence concerning matters of such deep i 

I believed him an atheist and that his work in support of his eno and concern as to interest every nation of the world seems 
belief and to prove that man was a descendant’ of a monkey and | '° be out of all reason and an insult to the intelligent acts of our 

se: early statesman, who, by an expression of their wisdom, granted the monkey from something lower and so on down the line; I thought = 
— ey certain powers to Congress as means of promoting the progress of seriously over the matter and wondered why a religious institution is a Pakcacth by cacuurine tomiinn lente 1, at a 

such as I was attending should allow a book in the school that | ence and useful a y ne +0! ae ya to authors: an = caper tetitee dabi alte EER Na aiibains. addaase Sb Aaa nintals nyentors, peccrcinalve 71 ht to their writ! eS ond Glee es a ili 
as zs not so much of a ques , energy, and expense in- 

gomecies hy Darwin: yolved in the accumulation of the required data from research and 2 However, deciding to carry out the instructions of the author and study in awakening the world to thought as it is to overcome the 

Gecide tor myself a8-to the perme anes ee Tn nied | disqualifying effect that keeps a living truth off in the background. : 
~ to find ducthe work, thus secuted’a book from,a friend and with some {yo cver the truth can notbe suppressed ‘nly saa it arises Heath 

fear and wonder I secretly and promiscuously scanned its pages from | anq without praise to myself or anaiee or panos to any eae 
cover to cover, but to a surprise and ane ea feature party, creed, or race, I submit a minor part of my conclusion in evidence 

the strenuous effort of an honest man in search of the truth. of my convictions. 
From my own point of view, his object of purpose was to prove by eek of my physical industrial functioning and mental exertions in 

test the theories of evolution. He actually saw a varying difference the acquirement of a purpose worth while, it seems to have proven 

pee ae eae eee ane = a Sls eres futile and without success. I go back over the field and from a stand- 
out to fin reneh—Dtopasation and Drecwme = burbis an joint of my own implication I try to adjust my affairs to a more practice was not tn full accord with the Divine erention of things and MeuRE aad sescacuienl aetna ot veletie aa eee 
his work stands in proof of his application. to tide me still farther away from the things that make for success. 

Every species of the land is a relative compound made up of a Where is the trouble? We try to play the game of life on the square, 
certain number of distinct -elements, united and commanded to action | 1. success, after all, an act of dishonesty? We are not different from 

by a come use that demands a division and the missing link was | that of other people except that our own immediate industry is carried 
a purpose of God. on wholly within the confines of our own native land, while that of 

Darwin went to the extreme limit of his ability with his tests and | many others are national and international in scope, where we find 
most of his answers were minus and negligible. Many times he detached | from experience their operations are intricate and delicate—where a 
himself from his regular course of procedure and studied his problem | disorganized world seems to be making its last grand play for the 
from a standpoint of geology. In be field he found it unexplored, | natural resources of the land. 

misinterpreted, and a mystery, and with an open mind announced there Scientific men are no different than other people, only that they 
was something wrong with geology. stand aghast and amazed at the indifference of the jazzy, on-rushing 

But his work was not a failure; it stands as one of the greatest | crowd with silent tongue and thoughtless minds in the face of the facts 
educational works in the sapport of a Divine creation and a Christian | and revelation of the Divine truth. Science sees God in all nature and 
religion that ever was published; not that it is based upon the facts | to ignore the truth is to deny Him, which, as a matter of consequence, 
and conforms to the truth in all of its phases, but it reveals the lack | he bows and becomes a worshiper of idols in which there is no future, 
of a divine inspiration which, as a matter of consequenée, he could not | no fame, and no honor. 
vision the functioning of nature in a true science for an explanation. The world’s eyil seems to be the results of illiteracy, ignorance con- 

Thus Darwin, honest, sincere, and an earnest student of the material | cerning the laws of nature. Science demands forethought, exactness, eS 
things of life, should not be stubbornly condemned for his untiring | and a knowledge of the truth in every honest effort of purpose if peace 
efforts in proying to the world that no method of practice will ever | and prosperity is to reign and rule in our land and in the world at 
enlighten or civilize humanity only as it conforms to the spirit and letter large. 

of a Divine Power. Science seems to haye been ignored, despised, and suppressed 
The question of evolution covers a broad field and as a matter of | throughout all the ages of time. Isaiah away back 712 B. C., a8 we read 

judgment, in keeping the reader within the bounds of reason and under- | in the book, was ignored and despised. In the twenty-fourth chapter 
standing, I refrain from giving all my views to the full depth of my | and serene cee ee seas : ee aoe erdeiee aed ee snare, are 
vision at this time. upon thee, habitants 0: e earth,” and in reading the remaining 

It has now been some 10 or more years since I made these simple | verses of the chapter and we find his thoughts were based upon fact 
discoveries which I herewith disclose as only a part of the work. ‘The | and was in evidence of the truth concerning the previous dangers of 
whole scene was flashed before me in a moment of time as I approached | the 10 tribes of Israel and other inhabitants in similar ones throughout 

a narrow gorge extending eastward of a lonely valley of which I had ee ens a a aa oe ae 

just passed through, Ae a definite understanding of Isaiah’s ideals, as foun: in his 

: God, science, and all the wonders of the world, previous to this time | prophecies, might have enabled the Congress of the United States in 
to me, were bewildering and a tangled net of unrealities, I halter | 1922 to have conformed to a more definite and peaceful and practical
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measure relative to their active part taken in the Illinois and Michigan | taries—an act of creation at a period of time in which the entire region 
canal without a comeback of just grievance by a certain cooperative | was submerged from below sea level. 

group of inhabitants from the peaceful valley of the Illinois River now Upon the receding of the water from the highlands as the conse 

after more than a century of time. Congress sanctioned the act and | quence of the lowering of the sea floor at the Gulf, the highest land 
should pay for their Sane e elevation throughout the region was that of the upland plains extend- 

Isaiah's prophecies were in a manner correct, and if he had had the | ing out over the broad reaches of the valley lands and the groups of 

support of the leaders of organized societies during his time he would | mounds on the inyisible bluff connected therewith.  . 

have walked the streets with a spirit of dignity and honor and well| For a long period of time these upland plains remained a paradise 
dressed, and the 10 tribes would have been saved from one of the most | for the peaceful abode of all the species existing thereon and. created 
tragic deaths in the history of the world. therein, but, like that of the Garden of Eden, the water level fell 

Illiteracy and the suppression of the truth and the loss of the | below a point of support and the broad plains, with their flourishing 
multitudes throughout the land is what drove Isaiah to appear asacrank | gtowth of vegetation, were broken down and countless living creatures 

or bore, and walked the streets in an old slave coat and finally con- | were lost, including many of its tribes. 
demned to death. Every public enterprise constructed and carried on PARADISAICAL ISLAND 

2 in ignorance and disrespect to science and the laws of nature will The history of the species from its beginning throughout the period 
sae function out of harmony and destroy the cooperative spirit between | of time in which they inhabited these upland-valley plains was one of 

city, State, and Nation. peace and tranquility. ‘The region abounded with a prolific growth of 
As a native-born inhabitant of the Middle West, and_reared and | vegetable life, which being most suitable in kind and quality to satisfy schooled on the border of the Mississippi River, my chief prayer is that | tne cravings of the beast of the field, they thus remained peaceful and 

the Seyentieth Congress of the United States may study, analyze, and harmless throughout the period. 

know for themselves all the details of this age-old Indian corpse, and Tree, vine, and shrub of a fruitful kind and of many desirable 
with skill and the aid of science control the tidewater rushing through | yarieties were scattered throughout the plains and offered their wasting 
the bowels to the good and satisfaction of the inhabitants living therein. quantities to the full requirement and desire of man, fowl, and the 

My school days up to the time I was 21 years of age were limited | creeping things thereon; and they, too, remained in peace and satisfied 
and my studies consisted only of the three R’s, and from practical | until the plains became submerged and broken down and all surviving 
experience since that time I have added another R to the common | the catastrophe were forced to retreat to the bordering hills where curriculum, and it is only through the kind consideration of men | they took on a new aspect of life and fought for supremacy, food, 
of thought and understanding and honor that I confront with these | ang control. 
simple interesting problems at this time. = SURVIVAL OF THP FITTEST 

Our aim of purpose and activities seems to be misunderstood and Aing aul after a divisi f 
objectionable to the swiftly moving crowd who apparently have detached Se ae ee ne and_on cnaeed. fee oe ae 

themselves from their duty and obligation and gone afar off on an eke taries, which being too limited in scope in many regions for the occu- ploration tour of the world, Jeaying us isolated, alone, and tangled in pancy of its number, man, beast, and varmint all fought, suffered, and 
. our Ov net, with: an impression that fortune only knocks but once at died unitedly in their struggle for existence. 

a man’s door ina lifetime. - In other less populated regions of greater dimensions and food in But with all of our trials, discouragements, and adversities we are sufficient quantity for their existence, many of the species multiplied 

not without hope, promise, or opportunity. ‘The world’s geographical | nq as the water receded from the land they emigrated and replenished 
= area at large is our vineyard. The harvest is ‘ripe and the reapers the earth, 

are eae Sea opens are America’s gardeners— LAST GEOLOGICAL ERA 
Servants of the people’s choice for world service. . z . ear ; z The last geological era represents that period of time in which -» AS. an. overreaching, ambitious individual, delinguent.in the. fleld.o remit ~ . = Sere I ask ae worthy ae of the vineyard nstieelalat rig ae arenes nia Co and conditioned by 
a moment of time for thought, study, and consideration of this ama- Sen He Mica eave. deselastie a ae aa anes 
teurish, paradoxial introduction. I urge that they detach themselves = ae Sishe ane GRRTTAGRE Glee ihe Be earn te as settings 
from their earthly duties at a convenient time and follow me afar off ni Ser prable: to. histuse and 
into the jungles of time, where I have frequently ventured in quest of - : 
health, wealth, and wisdom, and a remedy for the inveterate ills of a pre CROBHAEHICAL BOCEING: 
certain class of agriculturists. 2 The first geographical era of our earth covers that period of time 

As a special introduction to my observance and as a further guide | in which the upland plains of all our river systems existed as a 
into my foregone conclusions, I herewith rehearse the scenes with a | Suitable structure for the propagation and abode of their own created 
new spirit of hope, confidence, and independence. species, with a special and Aistinet type of man and mind, created 

RETROSPECTION in the image of God, in their midst. This period ended at the time 
Rasiae their plains were broken down and the inhabitants were forced to Reviewing the scene of the past 28 it appeals to our imagination the hills, where history, archaeology, and geology were dawning as 

and oe of ee le aa ee se aes oe ne ae See a feature of understanding. 
ential and awe-inspiring significance which leads us to believe the works 

of nature to be an act of purpose at the command of a Divine Provi- BUCOND§ GHOGEAT ETA BEITING 

dence. The second geographical setting began at the dawn of the old stone 
From the sequence of events every river system of the land was once | #8e and extended throughout that period of time in which the water 

a living organ, created, dominated, and controlled by a master mind | WaS receding from the river systems and the way made passable for 
in a manner susceptible to our knowledge and understanding and | the multiplying inhabitants to roam the country at large. This period 
explanation, ended preparatory to the uniting and intermingling of the distinct 

They all lived in reality, and after years of growth and preparation | Species and tribes of the various river systems of the different con- 
each gave birth to a certain type of creature, all specific in kind and | tinents. 
nature and endowed with a faculty of defense and an instinct to act MORAINE HILLS 
in behalf of their own common good and in the propagation of their The Champaign moraine and the Shelbysville moraine and all 
offspring. Thus they all march in separate and distinct cooperative | moraine hills extending throughout the Mississippi River system, like 
classes from their humble beginnings throughout the entire period of | that of all river systems of the land, are natural conditions con- 
time with man and mind in the lead of the procession. tributed to the actions of a portion of the invisible atmospheric ele- 

Deviating from a summary of our retrospective views to a more] ments while confined within a subterrane channel preparatory to the 
minute and rational point of view, we thus compile our deductions and | receding of the water from high lands, 
views as it conforms to the interpretation of life from its earliest We vision the entire load of these terminal moraines, preparatory 
semnolent awakening on the paradisaical isles of peace through a period | to the receding of the water, as an active swiftly shifting débris, 
of disaster, isolated confinement, solitudes, wars, and on up to our | slowly advancing to a higher eleyation under the influence of the 
present era. molecular confined forces and terminated under a diminishing pressure, 

RIVER SYSTEMS The scene as it lays before us suggests itself as an unfinished product 
Research and study of the Mississippi River system throughout its | of our basic soil. 

breadth and length and all, reveal time perspective in which various Singling out and speculating upon the altered and relative features 
changes are recorded, portraying the spectacular stage of action in | of the moraine’s rocky débris and all is a self-explanatory history from 
which animal and vegetable life were brought forth and conditions | which we record our conclusion. If the débris consists principally of 
made possible for a continuance of their existence, with man and mind | unworn limestone fragment, we know they were carried but a short 
in lead of the procession. distance and suggest that the soil extending out from the region from 

From eyery angle and point of view we conceive the entire Missis- | whence they were removed should be rich in lime. If the débris consists 
sippi River system as once a molecular eroded excavation extending | principally of particles of coal, slate, shale, and sandstone, likewise we 
out from beneath the Gulf of Mexico to the extreme end of all tribu- | know it was remoyed from stratas of like proportion but a short dis- 

t
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tance from below, and suggest a soil extending out therefrom as of a | definite and distinct qualifications, known best to himself only, and 
less value, it is only through an impartial trial and inquiry that we are cor- 

Every questionable feature of the whole phenomena is a revelation | rectly rated and classified as an acceptance in our choice of duty. 

3 and acts as its own interpreter. Some moraines were released abruptly, Our thoughts as compiled by the pen are in evidence as the worst 

while others were released under a slow declining pressure, suggesting | that is in use, for there is a deduction to be made from much of our 

a condition in which many of the great’ bowlders throughout the land | radical aggression, which in all is not a part of our own. I have writ- 
were suspended while in a balanced condition and in conspicuous places, | ten much, perhaps too much, but it is original—it is the outburst of a 

Propounding for a while upon the many interesting and suggestive | smoldering fire started and known to certain Congressmen more than 

features of the moraines, we divide our time and from the valley below | 10 years ago. 
make a research of relative condition as proof of our conclusions. From From the nature and importance of these questions and my long 

observation we measure the width of the valley and from their sides | enduring patience, I feel I am acting quite within my rights without 
speculate as to the amount and kind of material detracted therefrom, | being condemned or classified as a weakling, a crank, a bewildered 
and from a topographical feature of the surrounding country contiguous | hybrid acting without forethought or an object of purpose or without an 

thereto determine with some degree of accuracy the kind of soil and the | ethical or ethnological anchorage. 

value of the land. I am not in the field as a fraud or an impostor or a shiftless non- 

In conclusion, every terminal moraine is the result of adyancing gases producing entity to beg and subject myself°to the grievance of my 

and the receding of the water under which the load was advanced, and | fellow men while I continue with a normal mind and a will and physical 
each in their turn were consecutively suspended, beginning at the highest | ability to put into design and carry on a desired purpose of a worth- 
elevation and extending back each at a lower level. while effort. 

aoe Neither is it my desire to spend the remaining days of my life 
CANYONS fighting an army of disguised athiests or other selfish aspirants seeking 

All rivers of the Jand were eroded at the same period of time while | whom they may devour through a silent intolerant attitude of dogmatism 
the land surface yet remained submerged and it was during this closing | and illiteracy, thus forcing one to appear as a subject of sympathy and 

period that all canyons were eroded. Canyons were eroded by the | an object of pity. We may be censured, condemned, and burned at 5 

same molecular forces that eroded the river systems and under the | the stake or run through the saw, but we will never retract or deny 

same condition. These turbulent forces by which a canyon was created | what we know to be the works of God. 
circulated their many tons of bowlders and rock fragments into a sand While my object of purpose was to confine my thoughts wholly to 

and soil producing material beginning at the bottom of the canyon and | geographical conclusions, I find myself continually diverging from the 

continuing upward until the great mass was removed and crushed in | subject into the field of personalities where conduct and behavior is a 

a manner beyond description, except, as may be suggested by the action | demonstrating feature now on trial through the entire world—where < 

of the silent whirlwind which in its trackless path we observe its | personalities are tried, condemned, and booked as an artificial barom- 

captured débris circulating hither and thither cushioned under the | eter and a “Fox” in the field of honest endeavors. Thus as a matter 

canopy of a serene, calm atmosphere which, in all its aspects, rehearses | of consequence we reason and compile our thoughts from far-reaching 

a scene of antiquity which made man an active intelligent possibility. conclusions quite apart from the subject of the text. 

As all rocks and other stratified material were laid down and consoli- But inasmuch as all of the material constituting the earth’s stratas 
dated in water with the greatest contraction, it is evident the concen- | were reversed upon deposition our thoughts are not entirely out of 

trated energies of heat accompanying the molecular forces in their sub- | harmony with nature when we diverge fronr the subject and write the 

terranean advancement was the principal agent in releasing by expan- | first as last and the last as first. Thus we continue on with our _ 
sion and reducing by friction and force the detracted material in the | lines crossed in this unfashionable way in order to obtain the right 

. Inost rapid and ‘ific manner, ca = = focus “for a correct understanding and a revelation of the divine 
MPa ekayon we Te oxTeEs eT PTTON Tove ae ae ora oe enn Ee 

grandeur, is not without its aspects of fedr and displeasures, all of CREATION 
which interwoven on the mind of man presents a vague conception of 

- realities susceptible to a revelation of the divine truth. - The creation of the world and that of the universe was a precon- 
X ‘The questionable bowlder alone, scattered throughout the valleys and | ceived plan of a master mind as a place of abode to the awakening: 

many suspended high upon the bordering cliffs of the canyons and activities of all prevailing life and the soul of man as a predominating 

apparently of but little interest to the observer, yet they present a | feature in control of the entire kingdom. - 
text of the deepest thought and study; its size, shape, color, position, As the beginning of time and the extension of space is not within 
composition are all associated acquirement with measurable relations | °UT Scope of vision or computation, we can only interest and concern 

to that of every other material object under our observation. ourselyes from the beginning of the earth and that of the planetary 
The bowlders of the canyon and the creeks and the tributaries system of our universe which carries us back into a period of time 

throughout were implements of nature in the erosion of the rivers and when all material matter was an ever acting composition resolved under 

in part were extended from beneath the gulfs of their rivers in which | ® Mind-commanding force which we call God. 
they were extended therefrom. In all of our computation relative to the myriads of living specics 

‘There is a sublime significance on the mind of every man as he looks and their diverging difference of composition which, continuing on in 

down into the abyss of the canyons and rivers within which his own | the same definite proportions under normal conditions, we thus have 
soul once united in simplicity and bliss as its architect, sculptor, and | 2 Perfect right to feature the human family, who with a creative mind 
artist, and with equal dexterity and skill subjected the detracted | 0f his own, as a specific creature akin to God and created in His 
material as elements of affinity and endowed them with life and mind | image. 
as an intelligent observer and interpreter, bringing to our minds the Owing to perplexing problems of a personal nature and of a serious 
words of St, John when he said, “In the beginning was the Word, and lingering consequence, it is only recently that I have gone over my 

the Word was with God, and the Word was God.” former preface with an object of making some deductions and molding 
Our minds and explanations are not limited or contented with a it into a short introduction suitable to the work, but as an amateur 

short version of the material aspects of the-canyon alone, which, in a | {1 the field of composition the finis of the subject seemed to be an 
sense, the scene is only a prototype or design portraying the spectacu- acquirement.of an additional thought rather than that of subtraction ; 

lar stage of action within which the activities of reality was an acquire- | thUS, as a matter of consequence, I made a few revisions and continued 
ment of necessity. on with the discourse in the way of least resistance and now, without 

The alluring broad bands of opulent colors and varying tints ex- | further apology or comment, this concludes my text. E 
tending from the tops of the canyon to their lowest depth are all Wuester W. Moorn, 
explanatory features as to the dramatic actions of the material ele Rushville, Tu. 
ments while perpetuating in strict obedience ‘to the God commanding |, 

spiritual forces. The Second Passing of the American Merchant Marine 
There is a reverential and awe-inspiring significance on the mind 

of every human being as he gazes upon the immensity of the canyons 

whereby we may know the elementary principles constituting our EXTENSION OF REMARKS 

bodies were detracted participating parts of our river systems and OF 

made available as an acquirement of an ethical law which abides with 

us throughout all life and is the soul after death. aE 0 N . AR 1 H UR M . F R E i 

PERSONALITIES OF CALIFORNIA z 

From this geographical field of exploration we come out into the Iv rue House or Represenratives 
open and stand before the bar of human judgment, realizing that no 3 

one lives unto himself alone; consequently, our action and behavior Monday, May 14, 1928 

must funetion within the bounds of, justice and fair play. ‘These Mr. FREE. Mr. Speaker, an eminent shipping expert recently 
- thoughts bring us into the open field of personalities, where we all | declared that if the present trend continues the American flag 

stand on an equality to judge and be judged. Each has his own ! Will disappear from the seas in 16 years. ‘This will be put an
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instance of history repeating itself and will be the second pass- | coastal trade, a protected industry, with its 7,500,000 tons of 
ing of the American merchant marine. Before the Civil War | shipping, including the Great Lakes industry, is in a fairly 
the American merchant marine was a power on the seas and | prosperous condition, and the large number of ships and the 
our wooden ships carried a large proportion of our export trade. | many companies engaged in purely domestic marine commerce, 
The war brought changes and greater competition but still the | make rates fair to American shippers because of its highly 
American clipper ships successfully met the competition of | competitive business basis. But when we consider the foreign 
foreign flags. : trade, we have an entirely different picture. 

The advent of iron and steel ships brought about adverse Since 1885 foreign ships have carried over $50,000,000,000 of 
conditions to the American ships, and with the power of steam | our foreign commerce, and at a moderate estimate we have 
entering into the marine conditions Great Britain subsidized | paid them approximately $7,500,000,000 freight charges in that 
British yards, made large payments for carrying her mails to | period. 

aid the British shipbuilders and operators, while the United Our international trade amounts to almost $10,000,000,000 
States Government made but one feeble effort to hold her | annually, with freight reyenues for transporting this commerce 
supremacy by heavily subdizing the Collins Line, two American | of $600,000,000. Seventy per cent of our international trade is 
steamships that were contracted for, and an agreement was | carried in foreign-flag ships. 
made that these American-built ships should be faster and To meet the demands of this trade during the past five years 
better than anything that could be built by Britain. This ex-| the United States built 18 ships of over 2,000 tons burden, 
periment demonstrated that the American shipyards could turn | aggregating 195,191 tons, while Great Britain built 882 with 
out an American steamship the equal, if not the superior, of | an aggregate tonnage of 4,905,853 tons; Japan, 75, aggregating 
any, and from. 1850 until the United States ceased to meet the | 333,327 tons; France, 104, with an aggregate tonnage of 630,613 
growing government aid furnished by Great Britain, the ships of | tons; Italy, 87 ships, aggregating 711,499 tons; and Germany, 
the Collins Line showed their superior sailing qualities. But | 192 ships, aggregating 1,118,635 tons. 
with the growing competition of Great Britain and the failure The trans-Atlantic passenger trade has been furnished with 
of our Government to pay the necessary subventions, our ships | new and fast ships of large tonnage, and while the United 
in the foreign trade practically went off the seas. States has but four ships that can steam 18 knots and but one 

The following figures show the amount of our foreign trade | that can steam over 20 knots, Great Britain has thirty-eight 
carried in American ships at different periods: 18-knot ships and twelve 20-knot ships; France, nineteen 18-knot 

Per cent | ships and eleven 20-knot ships; Italy, nine 18-knot ships and 
1830 __-------_---_------------_--------------------------- 89.9 | nine 20-knot ships; Japan, two 18-knot ships and two 20-knot 
18M) -onnngnn nannies naan aan nna nac nna nnn nanan 88-8 | ships; and: Germany, two 18-knot ships and one 20-knot ship. 
1860 222222222222 TTT STII ETETITETESTIIIEEITIIIEII IEA 668 | With the year ended June 30, 1926, the value of our foreign- 
1870 ___-_____--__--_---_------_----_-----+----+_---------- 35.6 | bound export products was $4,864,581,000. Our foreign exports 
aby wanna nnn nnn nn nnn nnn nnn nnn nnn nnn ie for April, 1927, amounted to $415,211,724, an increase over 
1900 ©) ~~ 2D TTIDITIIT TIE “913 | April, 1926, of $27,238,034. Our trade on the west coast from 
1910 —___-__-__-i_1-__-_-----u--_--__-.----------------. 8.7 | San Francisco shows a great increase in the foreign trade with 
4020 caecsa sa oonnanp aaa se emer eer ar gee | South “American: ports and: the: Orient Incthe-vears: between 
4925 _~ 177 TT TITTIES 34/1 | 1909 and 1913 the value of the products and manufactured 
1926 __-- = == 5 ++ --5---2---____-_-_=_--+_-.--------= 32.2 | ‘articles amounted to an annual average of $98,743,415. Up to 

< eos 1926 there bas been a continued average increase in value, as These figures show a decline in the 80 years, from 1830 to | ~ ee B ¥ 
1910, of 81.2 per cent, and in the 6 years, from 1920 to 1926, Te it was $397,213,309 from the port of San Francisco 

, “in 1001 the United States had practically ceased to be a| Foreign nations aro alive to the value of our foreign trade, 
power in the foreign trade and we carried but 9 per cent of our | 224 they demonstrate their sea-minded wisdom by building 
own export trade in American ships, and in 1913, just before | SMips of greater speed, greater economy of management, larger 
the World War, we were carrying practically none of our foreign cruising areas, more refrigerated space for perishable cargoes, 

trade under the American flag. The war changed these con- | ™0re luxury in equipment for the passenger traffic. As these 
ditions, and while in 19183 we had but 1,676,152 gross tons Shipminded nations have constructed new fleets to compete with 

foreign tonnage, we began to build new tonnage, and in 1915 | 0Ur old, and to a degree worn-out vessels, it is needless to inquire 
we constructed 155,000 gross tons of new ships; in 1917, 513,000 | Why the world trade is not being carried by American-flag\ 
gross tons; in 1918, 1,000,000 gross tons; and, in 1920, that | Sips. 5 
had increased to 3,660,000 gross tons. By 1921 we had built | _ Since 1921 for every ship of 2,000 gross tons and over that 
10,466,000 gross tons of new shipping and were second only to | 2aS been built in the United States, Great Britain has built 45, 
England in world construction and the second in merchant | Germany 12, France 5, Italy 5, and Japan 4. 3 
marine sea power. Of the total volume of American foreign commerce, export 

The end of the war, of course, caused a slump in ship- and import, American vessels today carry less than 30 per cent. 

building and we found ourselves with many ships and with Why is it that we-have not been able to compete with foreign 
‘no business for them. In 1923 the United States Shipping | Countries in our shipping? There are various reasons for this. 
Beard owned 1,313 steel ocean-going ships of 1,000 tons or over First. Foreign ships are highly subsidized by their goyern- 
and the private owners 1,202 ships of 500 tons or over, the | ments. i = ‘ 
Shipping Board owning 6,370,777 gross tons, the private owners Second. Owing to higher wages paid American workmen, it 
5,243,630, or a total of 2,515 ships with an aggregate tonnage | costs from 40 to 63 per cent more to build a ship in American 
of 11,614,416 gross tons. The world tonnage in 1925-26 was | yards than in foreign yards. Seventy-eight per cent of the cost 
9,854 ships, with aggregate tonnage of 30,500,000 gross tons. | of a ship is labor. ‘ 
At the end of the war we were carrying about 42 per cent of To construct a 10,000 dead-weight ton oil-burning vessel of 
dur own foreign-going commerce in American ships as the | a speed of 14 knots in an American yard costs $171 per ton, 
Allies engaged in carrying troops and war munitions and the | The cost of a similar vessel in a British yard is $80 per dead- 
American foreign-trade tonnage was carried largely by Ameri- | weight ton. This means that there is $1,010,000 more capital 
can ships. tied up in the American than in the British vessel. 

At the end of 1926 foreign competition had become so keen In the operation of a ship there are certain fixed charges on 
_ that we were carrying only 32 per cent of our own foreign- | the capital invested, aggregating 18 per cent, and made up as 
borne tonnage in American ships. The amount of foreign-borne | follows: Interest 6 per cent, depreciation 5 per cent, repairs 2 
tonnage carried by American ships is steadily decreasing and | per cent, insurance 5 per cent. Therefore, the American oper- 
according to the reports of the National Conference Board of | ator is at a disadvantage of 18 per cent of the $1,010,000 or 
New York, from 1920 to 1926 our tonnage in building operations | $181,000 per year over the foreign owner, merely on account 
has decreased 744 per cent while world tonnage has increased | of the increased cost of building of the American ship. : 
during that period’ 16 per cent, and of this increase Great Thirdly, ships under American registry carry more men and 
Britain, our nearest competitor, has increased her new tonnage | pay higher wages than foreign ships. 
by 7.7 per cent. ‘ “Capt. Robert Dollar recently said in commenting on the dis- 
Many shipyards, including the great Cramps yard in Philadel- | advantages of the American merchant marine: By the require- 

phia, have gone out of the shipbuilding industry since the | ments of the seaman’s act an American ship of a certain size 
‘World War and new organizations of ship operators have be- | had to carry 47 men whose wages were $3,270, while a British 

. come noticeably less. This indicates to some degree at least | steamer of practically the same size had a crew of 40 men 
that American capital is not being invested in American ships, | whose wages were $1,308, and a Japanese steamer carried 36 
at least in the foreign trade. Of course, the coastwise and inter- | men and paid $777 in wages. 
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ERE is another one: In 
H February two young Mad- 

ison ladies and five young 
Madison gentlemen will be 
ieanaed into the ranks of the 
alumni of the University of 
Wisconsin at-the age of approx- 
imately four and one-half years 
each, 

They are not child prodigies, 
but they are graduating more 
or less ‘cum laude’, from a school 
of the University of Wisconsin. 
. . . It is operated under the su- 
pervision of the Home Economics 
department and is one of 
Miss Abby Marlatt’s pet proj- 
ects . . . the Dorothy Roberts 
Nursery school. Z 

The formation of an alumni 
association -of the University 
Nursery school graduates is be- 
ing promoted, so that records 
of their progress may be made 
in the interests of the study of 
pre-school education. The or- 
ganization will: no doubt be 
headed by some of the earlier 
graduates, several of whom’ have 
now reached, the venerable age 
of nine years. 
‘These seven Madison youngsters 
who have now reached such an 
age of maturity that the school 
has nothing further to offer 
them in its curriculum § are: 
Betsy Hoak, daughter of Mr. and 
Mrs. Hal A. Hoak; Barbara 
Benedict, daughter of Mr. and 
Mrs. Ralph Benedict; Bobby 
Wheeler, son of Dr. and Mrs: 
Robert M. Wheeler; Jimmy 
Thwaites, son of Mr. and Mrs. 
F. R. Thwaites; Randy Durand, 
son of Mr. and Mrs. Loyal Dur- 
and, Jr.; Jerry Frautschi, son of 
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Frautschi; 
and Hal Lampert, son of Mr. and 
Mrs. Harold Lampert.



P.E.mMiIturs JOHN B, MILLIS 

come waces, Pome MILLIS & COMPANY 
lete Water Su ly m 

— a Artesian Well Contractors ~ ee 

Building Soundings BYRON, ILLINOIS You are invited to take 
Well Repairing advantage of our En- parse 0.0 Pine “yy” Gincesing, Departament. 

January 12, 1931. 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites, 
: Science Hall, 

University Campus, 
- Madison, Wis. 

Dear Sir: 

We have your letter at hand regarding extension of water supply 
for the Milwaukee Road at Bensenville, I1l1., and wish to thank 
you very kindly for this information and trust that we may be 
of service to you in return for this favor. 

Yours respectfully, 

P. E. MILLIS & COMPANY 

By VE D Ly SZ a 

JBM/EA



P.E.MILLIS JOHN B, MILLIS 

P.E.MILLIS & COMPANY 
Complete Water Supply s 

ae ee Artesian Well Contractors~ ee 
Test Boring 

Building Soundings BYRON, ILLINOIS ee 

Noll Repairing cone ee 
pe eee = iS gineering Department. 

December 31, 1950. 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites, 
Science Hall - University Campus, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Sir: 

The Milwaukee Road has requested me to submit them a 
report on the possibilities of getting a greater yield 
from their five deep wells which they now have at 
Bensenville, Ill., or which might be known as the Godfrey 
Yard. 

I have a report of yours relative to water supplies from 
Northern Illinois and believe that you are familiar with 
the geological condition at this point. For your infor- 
mation these five wells are all cased to the approximate 
1250 ft. level; thus excluding all waters above this point. 
Their present yield from each well varies from 75 to 125 G. 
P.M. 

Would you recommend shooting these wells in the lower sand- 
stone formations? If not, what would be your recommendation 
for an increased supply from each well. These wells as you 
mey know are in a direct line, north and south, and are 
approximately 60 ft. apart. 

Would you mind giving me a letter stating your version of 
this condition. Thanking you very kindly in advance for 
this favor, we are 

Yours very truly, 

P. E. MILLIS & COMPANY 

By Vb JE Vil 

JBM/EA z



Jan. 6, 1931 

Mr. J. Be Millis, : : : Z 

P. EB. Millis and Gow, : 

Byron, Tllinois 

Dear Mr. Millis: : : 
In reply to yours of Dec. 31 I have the log and records of the 5 

= tests of the first well at Bensenville, Iliinois. I find that the specific 
capacity of the first well which is a six inch hole, was just about sre 

: 5.5 gallons per minute per foot of drawdown. Now this is very nearly the same J 
as was obtained from a similarly cased well in the same district which is a 
12 inch hole. I feel that the wells are much too close toghether. At 
other places they feel that wells should be at least 1000 fect apart. At = 
Madison they are spacing wells more than that and the capacity is much higher 
here. 

I wonder what the present pumping equipment is. Some railroads still 

cling to deep well pumps which greatly limits the yield. I suggest air lift 
or turbines. ; 

With regard to shooting it undoubtedly increases the supply. The ws 
dangers are: (a) starting a permanent caving conditbn which will in time fill 
the wells up t0 the highest shots, and (b) the shots may start the casing and 
spoil the shut eff of the upper hard waters. Bad caves in the Bresbach are : 
reported not far from Bensenville. Injury to casing is inevitable in wet e 
holes if heavy shots are used. I suggest light shotsfrom 1280 to 1460 and 
from 1816 down to about 2100. I would not shoot below that depth as I feel 
that the holes may be dangerously close to salt water and increased pumping 
might draw bottom water into them as happens in an oil well when allowed to == 
flow wide open. On the whole I would say that the wells are now too deep for 
best results. é 

The only things to do are the following: (a) shooting and changes in ee 

; pumping equipment of present wells, (b) drilling other wells spaced farther : 
from present wells, (c) withdrawal of casing to let in upper waters which would ; 
require installation of a water softening plant. Ae 

Very truly yours, : 

: Geologist in charge of well records



4 i ; Hs 2 ao - é 

- May 27, 1930 

Mir. Jo Be Millis, j 

P. Be Millis and Gos, ‘ 

ae Byron, Tilinois : 

Dear Mr, Millis: = 

- Yours of the 23rd and the sample ere at hand. The sample seeme to be 

_ & very dirty gravel with some stones as large as an inch in diameter, Of course, 

z deehhse thet it is impossible ig get @ clean semple from a two foot bed.. 

' Now the yield of water from @ given bed of gravel is not fixed by the kind of : fe 

_ Well es much as it do by the chance for water to enter the gravel from the surfaée, 

: A crest many gravel beds are incapable of giving up any water because they do not oo 

receive any. Some bodies of gravel do not anywhere reach the surface; others 

may reach the surface in such a place thet all water is drained from then. 

: Tt ie impossible to make any forecast in thie case without more detailed knovledge. 

“BP would say thet the batler test looks favorable .and that I recomend further 

testing of the hole which may be better if drilled into the rock for sone Aone 

distance. ‘ : ; : : 

‘ The Janesville samples are not yet bottled but I will send you @ Log before 

I Leave for the field. 

i A check of the thermometer used by Mr. Lund at Racine shows thet ite readings 

were almost exactly } lees tn high. I think thie makes no important difference 

in the conclusions. : : ; : 

: ; Very truly yours, : 

- i 

oa Geologist in charge of well records



PPP thee JOHN B. MILLIS 

coma vacsa Po =eMILLIS & COMPANY 
ie ene Artesian Well Contractors~ Hatlonaiey Cheetully 

Test Bori 

Building Soundings BYRON, ILLINOIS 
Well Repairing You are invited to take 

advantage of our En- 

tees ee SS ere ieeae 

May 23, 1930. 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites, 
Science Hall, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Sir: 

When you have a log prepared from the samples 
of the well that we drilled at the Blind School at Janes- 
ville, will you please forward us a copy. 

I am sending to you in a separate package a 
sample of a two foot vein of gravel (unwashed) that was 
taken from a test hole at Elgin, Illinois, and would like 
to have you tell me what the possible yield would be from 
a properly developed well 12" in diameter from a vein of 
sand and gravel approximately twelve feet thick, of the 

same character as the enclosed sample. 

This gravel vein from which the sample was 
taken was encountered at the 57 foot level, and rock was 
encountered at the 59 foot level. There was no water in 
the blue clay above this vein and when the drill encountered 
this gravel the water rose 31 feet. A short bailer test was 
made which neither lowered the water mr cleared it up. 

The City of Elgin, Illinois is in quest of a 

large supply of water from their gravel strata and at the 
present they have five wells scattered over the town, all 
of which are Kelley wells, and the combined yield is 
approximately 1000 gallons of water per minute. The City 
has called us in to learn whether or not these thin veins : 
of gravel fron two to ten feet in thickness would give them 
from 200 GPM and up. Therefore, we are sending you this 
sample in hopes that you will be able to tell us what we 
might expect from these veins of gravel. An early reply 
would be greatly appreciated. 

Yours truly, 

P. Es MILLIS & COMPANY, 

By a ie eee & 
JBM: GC 

/ U
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as | Merch 27, 199 
ee lr. 0, Rs Majnzor, = oe 

‘Washington, 2, G, — ee 

s In reply to your circuler of March 6 I am interested in some of = 

: the subjects listed, especially numbers 12, 13, 14, and a ee es 

a My work hes ‘been mainly the examination of samples fj pom wells ai i 

sae correlation of the formations. I have never been able to do much on the See 

: : chemical quality of waters although much interesed in the matter. Thad 
: % ; ot 2 2a ee 2 ee zs 2 is 

: two students write theses on underground waters. Of these one reashed 2 ~— 

: : quite definite results of considerable economic importance, However, —o 

Pees lack of financial support for chemical work end field investigations has = 

: prevented following up the problems suggested by this work. ae 

oe - I do not quite see just how the suggested Drogren will help but 

: am willing to be shom. It is quite impossible for me “eee A ee 
: ; oe oe eg ee 

Se. ee eee 
¥ Very truly yours, = oo 2 5 Ce re > i SO eee 

= ‘Geologist in charge of well reors = 2 

oo oe ee 

in Fa seca wees a “i pit Ee ae ee ee ae Siete = = ern a a ee ee



UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME ct 

Notre Dame, Indiana ; ‘rot 

Quww 
COLLEGE OF SCIENCE 

DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY ATR MAIL 

May 31, 1956 

Dr. Fredrik T. Thwaites 
41 North Roby Road 

Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Thwaites: 

It was a real pleasure to meet you and Mrs. Thwaites on 
the recent Friends of the Pleistocene trip. I was also happy 
to learn that you have my proposal for a NSF grant to continue 
my research in the area under consideration. 

Regarding this, you might be interested to know that Dr. 
Zumberge has also seen the proposal and urges me to continue 
my work by ell means. Inasmuch as I worked in the area before 
he, he is discontinuing his studies in the two counties under 
discussion. I have a wealth of material not brought by the trip 
or his paper and also feel that some of the conclusions he 
reached need further examination. 

The Michigan State Geological Survey is trying to arrange 
some financial help for this summer and is planning to publish 
the results. There are also plans under discussion for my 
continuing my research, under its auspices, into the Upper Pen- 
ninsula with the specific aim of trying to throw more light on 
the Valders drift. I tell you these things to that you might 
consider that the publication of the Spurr and Zumberge article 
should be no serious impediment to the National Science Foundation 
supporting my efforts. 

I am gradually building up a collection of separates on 
mid-western glacial geology and would therefore be deeply grateful 
if you have any on this area which you'd care to send. ‘ 

My mind is open to any lines of investigation you might 
suggest to help solve some of these perplexing problems. Do you 
suppose that it would be possible for me to visit you for a day 
or so next fall to visit some of the critical locations in 
Wisconsin? 

Sincerely yours, 

ee ; 

Archie J, MacAlpin, Head 
Department of Geology 

AJM:kh



é < : Jan. 23, 2932 : 

Mr. Jf Be Millis, 

Doar Mr, Millis: : 
: = In reply to youre of the 20th I find hero no information 

ebou’ La Grosse, Wisconsin, which is newer than that of Bulletin 35 which i 
appearod in 1915. ie Sere weet pmseeerer See SS See ees ees 
the softest wates in that soubtrys = @ toss up beiween 
weters in the surface sand and gravel and in the underlying sandstone, 
ee ee ee si 

: high in irom, I presume was one reason for abandonment of deop wells 
by the oity in favor of shellew screen wolls, Gost of pumpizig may have 
algo been e reason, I find thot the G. Bs ond Qe Re Ry, is Grodited with 

: coming a 471 foct well whieh vould certainly bo in rook, Reason for : 
ebendomument in favor of a sereen well is not known to mos 

With rogerd to salt content I wonder if they mos eommon : 
: selt or sodium chloride, or all “salts” or total hardness. 330 pe Pe Me : 

= - would be high in eny ease for hardness alonos 50 pe pe me would bo high 
for chlorine; this ig equal to about 82 pe pe m of sodium ehloride. ae 
Tf galt (sodium chloride) is wmt thay really moon thon marked local 
contamination 4s eviden’ and the well should be abandoned, 

a, ialtty sf waher Stee dete eho Se nit vats dowd 2 ponte 
enerusting 30 per 1000 gallons only a Little permanent hardness, 

: 4a monbioned above I fonr iron in deep welle and in shalloy wells whieh 
: are slose to deep welle., This is the oxperinese ab Sparta, _ ee : 

2he only, record of the gapacity of wells gives a sposifis 
gapeeity of 30 for three wells combined. Those voro at the brovory. 
Por e now woll I would hardly hope for much ebove 10 partdeularly if the  . ‘ 
lower sandstones are avoided. 

7 I corteinly would Like to find out more about the locality 
before reaching a definite recommendation. 

Buglosed please find the only log we have of a woll at ; 
Burlington, Wisconsin, Although I am almost cortein thab this is not the — 
one you wish 2% may be of value, You gan keep the blue print if you wish. 

“ery truly yours, a 
Geologist in charge of well records 

* ay : é = « 5 : Zz es



P.E.MILLIS JOHN B. MILLIS 

P.E.MILLIS & GOMPANY 
Oil and Gas Well Contractors 

‘ BYRON, ILLINOIS 

Jan. 20th 1932. 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites, 
Science Hall 
Uni. of Wisc. 
Madison, Wisc. 

Dear Mr. Thwaites: 

We have been requested by the C B & Q Ry to submit a ‘ 

proposal for the drilling of a well at N. La Crosse 
for their plant at that point. They also state that 
they have e shellow 4" well ebout 130' deep and that 
the water from this well contains about 330 pp mil- 
lion of salt. We would like to know if this salt con- 
dition is local or whether it might be expedéted in the 
lower formations. The above mentioned well is a gravel 
well. 

What would/suggest the formations end the possible < 
yeild would be from ea well I0" x 450' at this voint ? 
Would there be the same salt condition at that depth 
as the smaller well ? ' 

Would you be so kind as to send the writer an early 
reply , it certainly will be greatly appreciated. 

Yours truly 

PP. E. Millis: & Coe 

P93 ee We les 

Could I have log and casing record of the Jefferson St. 
well at Burlington, Wisc. Will return ssme within a few 
deys.



g ‘ Nov. 15, 1933 : 

My. Houry Micshols ; ‘ : 

Fond du bec, Winconcdn = ? 

ee ae glad to get of the ‘Teh and to ous . 
mostions ef well as Z can without’ seclag some of the leeelities mentioned, = — 

oan | ax aleays hapor 40° fied senaone wad £4 dntaneoted 14 gialagy. Th souk $e. 
} mo thet your obserraiions efe vell worth while and several of the: confirmed = = 

x my sengiusicns by a somewhai digvfereni Linc of thought, a comforting ehedk a 
on -bhe eerresiness of my view. : : . 

With regard ie tas tomaine. mormine of the Red Brith % feel 
eoufident from ‘the size of the ridge that the red mekerial met coat an g 
elder moraine of gray drift. aagyhyy, novhere elge is there a real terminal Re 
moraine i) tho edge of thig driti.s : ; ae 

Woere the tin edge of the red til reste on older depesita = 
there ig not everywhere ay evidengo of plowing up by the lees Your suggestion 
thet the ¢lder deposits where frozea may oxy) geae of the phonomamm, 
deobher thing is that ( for dustense in See. 7 Supire whieh wea visited a 
lest summer by the Internablaaal Csslogiccl Gougress pexty) the fires deposit 

: dn advende of the encoring “red leo wes slay o; whieh the fee later slid, ae 
Shove seema to depend mainly on the shape of the underlying dopesit and occurs = 
mainly where the later.igo found a fase or steep elope te push ogainst. se, 
i places, se ob the Forest Goa neer fey Rivers, great masses of the underlying — 
drift wore piaked g aud may be seen within the rod till, Ihave eonsidered = 
yoxhous high level Lekes tat eb prosomt rojegh the iden that lake waters : 
‘ever stood more then ebow,.100 fee abos tho proces Lake Level ( 850 meee 
maxi a6 shevn by beegh grevele in See. 16, Tayeheedah), I fail te ses 

| $hat a lako ts neeled to agplein some of the legalities of ne ico shove. 
Moreover, I feck sure timt no leke in tiie dicisict older then the present 
Loke Whuabhage evor sicod long enough to allow the waves to plme off very 

. smch of en islend, i too have found pleses within the red ti11 srea where : 
the rod material fs leekings Some sveh avo atplieable by sliding ef the fo 

_ Gley when first depositied ond vory web, others by later oroslons : 
I would Like to gee more of these overridden gravel banks before deeiding 
Se ee ee ee eee 

it have soem many exposures of the base of the red 4121 and 
at oly a very fov of thea de these ery evidence of soil, formation or 
plant growkhe One of these is the Forest Sed meniioned above, The time : 
iuberval was relebively short and the @limeic umfaverable to wocthoring as it 
was cold, Underlying ¢lean gravels are eortainly uot outwash of the red drift. 

- Your dagerip$ion and explanation of the hole et the base of 
the rod drift interest me very meh end the same applies to your deseription 
of the volleys, Your conclusion that there was e prowred drift Lake Oshkosh 
&s a good ono, Alden in 106 suggests shat there was one aad I have found 
Sefinite evidence of sugh. % cannot mewor your suggestion of the moraines : 
of red drift on the two sides of the valley without seeing 4% 4a the fisld Z 
but the suggestion is interertings : ; 

The flatness of the Leake Oshkosh basin is the result of soverah 
phonamerite The cexly Lake Oshkosh rocclvod moh @lay whieh setiled to the Z 
deeper parts ani levelled the floor. Then the @lay drift of tho "rad" ice | z 
flowed while sti11 wot making a level deposit on top. Then the deposits in so 

; : ee ae 
age re = 3 Bi sees eer oo: ee rd



eee : ae ? 
a. 

a : He Me 2 

— later Lake Oshkosh finished the job. IZ agree with you that the levelling work 
oe of the waves was unimportant. 

een 2 ie tae ne oe te eee 
; loke Winnebege. I wouder if there eould have been a drift obstruction 

: below Noonah, say a dppieton whieh held this up, © ==. 
= ; The treo in the red Grits was probably transported by ico. 

= && the Forest Zed such are commons —3 = 
: With regard to the Legal thik rod 4111 2 fed). eonfider} that 

such spets ronrepent fillings of kettle holes in the underlying gray drift. — 
AG mosh. places She red till. doos.ieasher out gradually 

He : : - Your suggevtiou wita cogard.te pro-red drift vallors is most 
z interesting bt x hurdly fool like passing upow.it without more study in 

: tha: iteld yertionloriy ‘outside tio cumwoved creme. 2 
S ic ao Your gugestions with xogerd ia dehe-omice ted homeade Pond sean 

= to be good but ZI would lkke te see mere of then hefote deciding. . 
: é ere The ‘fat thet “hore i5.n0 oubvesh iron the ped grift is 2 sozsa~ 

: io of the -plope-of jhe land toward. ta margins Avid: meximm of this 
se _ . See there was .s emell.ishke soyih-of Ford du hae andthe ‘Later beso Oshkosh. 
is By tho: wer, nortimes).of Leko Sunebego 2 found good opidense of w 825 fook 

= : development then cho lower or 305 ong, Probolily was shor) Lived and the 
= _ dake waa filled with dges .. .: ey Sas eee oe 

: : . i 2. 2. Mae gembo.ed vei seth ‘ahows Ghiak thoy oorniat af oeloium ; 
ae ee of anmypire have Zoiioved tae rate Per egnae tied A root. 

= > Be say beadsing ab the Usiversity I hava otressed the fact that 
— ..,, uidon*a chatter af “the ted drift-ta net onougty  The-wlare on ehteh 44 
= z lice are mo} everywhere very rods My studico doth nerbmvest showed that 

ss the Ase whieh deposited tho red drift eat frou norgh ef Leake Superior end 
: _.. nob from Lebreders. Ts so doing 4 pasned by the Marquette, Grinay md 

; _ Menominee Iron Renges. The soux ca of ‘io nod meterial ie then ebvious 

; _. & teak ye — are somewhat oe ee x heave | 
Seay several of the places you mentions 2 em vouding horewigp a- 

= of the guidebook which J propured Last .cwaner forvthe Interintion Geologieal 
Congress, ‘hia gives in urief vous of my ideds which were oxeluded from the 

aes published euidebeok because they were nol orthodox. However, I found that 
ee ‘the menbers ef the party reethved them very well and agteed with we dn most 

things. x 2 SET . 
5 Se eee eS Se ee 

our epring ficld trip to the Forest We go out through Hertford on a 
: Seburdey, epend the nigit at Twe Rivers and réjurn turough Found du hae the 

next dey. Detc of the trip ip not yet fixed, 
~ . &f £ heve net made myself elear or if you have other questions to 

: ask please do net hositete to write més. : : 

Very trely yours, 

: . T. Thvaltes, Lovturer in Geology 

ip ieee tga Ae % -



: Madison, Wisconsin St 
November 17, 1933 ae 

‘suit for a little boy in size four. At that time you algo had = 3 

such suite in green and whites 1 now would like to buy one or 

Be you have any of these suits left in sizes four and fivet to 

805 under whet number are they listed and at what price are they aS 

 quotedt = aa 

oo ‘Thanking you for this inforustion, I am 7
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MEDUSA ee 'G. to May 2, 1932. roca ee 

Mire F.T. Thwaites, Lecturer in Geology, 

The University of Wisconsin, 

Science Hall, 

Madison, Wisc. 

Dear Sirs 

Your letter of April 28th addressed to our Manitowoc 

Plant and asking for our consent to your class in Glacial Geology 

inspecting our clay pit on the morning of Sunday, May Sth, has 

been referred here by our Mr, Tow, Superintendent at Manitowoc. 

We are glad to advise that we have no objection whatever to your 

taking the class to the clay pit and enjoying the phenomena that 

may be seen there. Please be careful that none of your students 

take any chance of accident while there. 

Very truly yours, 

] a - 

e-President (} reasurer 

EJM:S 

Concrete for Permanence”



; j : april 21, 1933 : 

‘Mr. Ee Je Maguire, Vice-President and Troasuror, : 
. Medusa Portlané Gomest Gos, ; 

1002 Bnginoors Bidges 
Gloveland, Ohio fee 

Dear Sirs ; 

I am plomuing to take my clasa in Glasial Geology to the elay pit 

belonging to your eompauy ab Mantbowoe, Wseonsin on Sunday, April 30. 1 

Wo also axe considering teking an axoursion of the Istornational Geological = 

Gongross %o the same place on Sunday, august 6, Both parties aro amall, se 

probably uot over 15 or 20 at the moste : . 

' Renewal of your kind permission to do this coabained in your Letter ; 

of May 2, 1932 will be greatly appreeiateds T% 4s understood thet eli meubers 

of the parties will visit the pit at their ow risk and thet those in charge 

will take proper care that nobody 4s exposed to dengors 

Very truly yours, 

FP. T. Thwnites, Lecturer in Goology <a 
_ Sétonse lay Univoratty of Wisconsin, | 

” | e 

a 

; ; es 

‘ $ % ae Hac > Ai tig e Pae aeeas
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: : april 26, 1932 

Mianitewoe Portlend Comet Soe, - ; 

: Goutioucat 

2 om writting foy peraission to take my class in Glacial Goology to. 

your eley pit on the morning of Sunday, May 8. Tt £9 understood thet we will 

go there at our om risk and thot I will teke all duo procautions againet : 
sevidontn. Your permission vill be greatly apprecicted a the pit shows a 

Vory truly yours, 7 — 

: F. T. Thwaites, Losturer in Goology, 

Sedenge Mall, 

; See ~ O ees 2 

‘ a & ve = - : 

z 8 F ; AN 4 bb ‘ xe 

= E be a ‘ zi 

es Sa ee



Feb. 27, 1933 = 

: Prinaotony Now Jersey 
2 Doar MeeGLintock: a 

> 2 wish to thank you very much for yours of tho 19th with 2 
- enelosed mayo and corrections, I will mako the muggestod changos mud with 
a be gled to. send you a complinentary copy of the set as soon as I got out » 

the teworary odition, I have @ clase of shout 10, slightly below nomal = 
sige but the same ap last year. ly other lasses, have fallen off, however, = 
ut partly beomuse of new restrictions on entrance. = 

, text tha goos with this sot of maps and block @iggrane but so far we hare 
boon unable to finish the typing. Bosides this the future of the University == 
Locks so black at prosont that ono just gan not get up mich ontimeies Ee 

Thanking you again, a 
Sincerely, 3
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Nov. z, 19347 

Mr. A. E. McMehon, 
A. EH. McMahon Engineering Co., 

‘ Menasha, Wisconsin 

Dear Sir: 

‘ In reply to yours of the 25th we do not have the log of the 
Canning Company well at Hilbert. I have a Log,of an old well which I 
presume to be that of the railroad company which I am giving 

Log of well at Hilbert 

: Thickness Depth Feet 
Clay : 47 AT 
Sand Se 
Hardpan & $6 
Lime : 30 88 
Shale 44 132 total depth 

vhe nearest deep well of which I have a record is that on the Thiel : 
farm } ihile east of St. John. 

Log of Thiel Farm well, 5ec. 35, T. 20, R. 19 BE. 
J. Je Faust and Sons, drillers 

: Thickness Depth Feet 
Surface 14 #14 
Lime and iron ore LaF 
Shale and lime, should be cased 316 347 
Lime, Galena~Platteville 210 557 
Lime, Lower Magnesien 169 726 
Lime, red and gray, Trempealeau 38 «764 
Sandstone, limy, water 59 825 total depth 

At Brillion the city well got a thick layer of sandstone between the 
Platteville and the Lower Magnesian. This is more commonly present than 
absent so that I assume that you will get enough water at Hilbert from 
a wéll about 650 feet deep without going to the lower formations. The 
Thiel well would have had to gone deeper if a large amount of water had been 
needed. 

Will be glad to get samples and records of the well when you 

drill and will be glad to furnish sample pags and supply a detailed log 
on completion



J.W.MuRPHY SO 
, ATTORNEY AT Law aie 

; CUBA CITY BANK BUILDING cae oie 
PHONE 65 Pe ce 

Cura Crry, Wis. : ee 

October 3, 1934. Re 

F. T. Thwaites : s : 
211 Science Hali Building ae 
University ot Wiscnsin ee 
Madison, Wisconsin ee 

Dear Mr. Thwaites, mee 

Your letter came stating that you could come out on the 
Mineral Springs proposition sometime I presume this week ee 
but I have been away and unable to write to you since I Aa 
Saw the other parties. aS = 

The terms you set out in your letter were agreeable a 
to him and he stated that he couid meet you in Mount Ida “ee Z 
which is West or Fennimore if you could set some date. Se 

In order to save time on this as I would have to let him 
know the day before, perhaps you had better wire to me at my <a 
expense, the date you could come and I will have theparties ae 
here call him by phone ana then he could be prepared to meet ae 
you in Mount Ida. oe 

In wiring to me you would have to send a wire so that it ee 
would reach me here before four o'clock as it comes over the es 
North Western Rail Koad telegraph lines and it it came later — eee 
I would not get it until it came trom Dubuque and would be se, 
delivered next morning by mail. My address is simply J. W. ee 
Murphy, Attorney, Cuba City, Wisconsin. te 

[- Y/ ae 
ver Shit Z a 

ee ae oie ™ 

JWM:MF “4 

a 
ee



Oct. 8, 1934 

ie. 3. W. : : 
cube Sty Bank ag, : 
Guba City, 

Dear Mr. Murphy: 

Reply to yours of Octe 3 was débayod until I ould know | 

my plens. So far as I can now seo the best date for mo to come dom to 

Mt. Ida to moot your clionts is on Mynday October 15 I will make the trip 

vegerdless of any woather unless it snows hoavily. 

If this is not satisfactory please advise mo. 

Please advise me just where in Mh, Ida to mect your 

‘ory truly yours, 

i. F, 2, Tvaites 

A X x 

ee . 
yeh 

‘



P.E.MILLIS JOHN B. MILLIS fe 

P.E.MILLIS & GOMPANY 
Oil and Gas Well Contractors 

; BYRON, ILLINOIS 

May 3Ist. 1933. 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites . 
Science Hall 
Uni. of Wisc. 
Madison, Wisc. 

Dear Sir:- 

The subject of this letter is the 950' well for the Kildere 
Country Club, Long Grove , Ill. ebout 8 miles north and west of Wheeling. 

We installed a 301' turbine pump in this well end it delivers 
water at the rate of I00 gpm but it takes ebout 5 hre for this 
water to clear up, and thst seems to be the cese every time the 

pump is started. This cloudy material is very fine and silty, and 

will stay in suspension for an hour before it will settle in a bottle. 
This operation has been going on for about a month now , and we would 
like to have your opinion as to whet could be done to correct this 
condition. 

We would greatly appreciate an early reply from you. 

Yours truly 

PIED Se Ee 

ye 

ie “= ig ‘
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| 
| July 22, 1932 

: MeVicer Photo Service, i 

723 University Avoe, 

Doar Mrs McVicari : 2 

Biclosed please find six developed pauchrommiic films 

fron which I wish three prints of each. Phoase Gell lirs. Tisaktes, — 

Fairchild 1940R when these are ready. We developed the filme hove for 
for they would spoil and I had no box to send then home im. There may 

: be some finger prints on the baskss 

My vork from here has to go to the Stabe taco ab 

ALbany. 

With best rogarda, 

Very truly yours,



HENRY MICHELS SEED CO. 
Pa scien Golden Glow Farm 

bie a HicH Grape Fietp SEEps 

———— nye 7, 1958, 

SUUNGEETETT WE WIE STELsE Se Facronsrtca re ony Ceca Toe uN? VSH AU'we Wales fetderauing Mite GEESE a ilad i Ge Meee 

Prof. Frederik T, Thwaites 

Madison, Wis. 

My dear Sir; 

i: You may recall that I visited you about a year 

ago and asked a good many questions about our local glacial 

deposits. You were good enough to give me a great deal of infor- 

mation and at your suggestion, I procured a copy of The Quarter- s 

nary Geology Of Southeastern Wisconsin which I perused with a 

great deal of interest, particularly the discussion of the 

red clay deposits in the Fox-Winnebago Valley. It is in 

connection with these formations that I wish now to make some 

further inquiry. In addition, I wish to present some of my om 

observations for your interpretations. I am hopeful that my op- 

portunity for frequent excussions into the field may be the means 

of obtaining data that will permit you and others to work out 

the geology of this region in somewhat greater detail than has 

been permitted heretofore. 

I am not a geologist. I have not had even 

elementary training in that science. Nevertheless, it has much 

appeal for me and in recent years have read considerably on our 

local formations. While, therefore, I may ve /fully informed on : 

them than the average layman I am still only an amateur which 4
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fact I trust you will bear in mind in weighing the data which I 

present. 

Some of the aspects of our red clay deposits have 

puzzled me very much and I have not found in eny literature on 

the subject any discussion which clears them entirely. 

, On the Soil Map of Fond du Lac County, there is 

@ loop around the south end of Lake Winnebago designated as 

"Superior Clay, Rolling Phase", This, I believe, is what geolog- 

ists interpret as the terminal moraine of the last advance of the 

ice into this region. On the east side of the lake, this 

deposit overlaps the Miami Gravel which Bulletin No. 106 refers 

to the St. Anna Moraine. Wherever the junction between the clay 

and the gravel is exposed in pits, the division between the two 

is very sharp. Where the overlying clay is deep enough so that 

the relationship has not been distureed by frost or vegetation, 

the boundary can be determined within a quarter inch or less. There 

is no intermingling. Moreover, much of the gravel is nicely 

stratified in domes or banks of comparatively small size and 

the stratification has not been disturbed in the least. In some 

cases, the topmost stratum of gravel is rather coarse; in others, 

it is a fine silt. But nowhere does it show the slightest con- wv), 

tamination with clay. There is one such exposure in sec", Sepive” ee 

and in Taycheedsh there are two in Sect. 29 and one each in 20 

and 16. Two of them are nearly a half mile from the eastern edge 

of the clay. (I infer from the manner in which the clay lies 

in thissector that its direction of transportation at its term- 

inus was more easterly than southerly). Since all of the clay 

lying to the east of the pits must have been transported over the 

sites of the pits, it is difficult to understand how this rough 

pushing could have been accomplished without wrecking at least
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' the upper strata of ‘gravel and without considerable commingling. 

If it be assumed that the gravel was frozen at the time and thus a 

protected, it would involve the existence of a lake at the ee 

920 foot level (one of the pits is at this elevation) and it must 

have been frozen to the bottom to support the tremendous weight. 

The theory of the existence of a lake meets 
with some objection. If the clay-bearing ice had merely 
slid over the older ice, one would expect that its melting 
back would, everywhere, leave a deposit of clay till as 
ground moraine, which, however, is not the case. There are 

& number of places below the 800 foot contour where the 
underlying Ordé@vician Shale is scraped almost bare indicating 
that the ice slid direc fly over this formation. Moreover, 
there are occasional stdnes in the red drift which I have 
referred to the shale formation. If I am correct in this, then 
the ice must have slid directly upon the shale somewhere in 
its course and the nearby locations would seem the most 
probablg. A lake extending over the high pitched domes of . ie 
‘gand and gravel would have levelled them ete conve ee kiogn. 

That the prominent banks of gravels standing 

frozen without being submerged could have endured this thrust 

seems out of the question. 

The crest of one hill in NB + of NW Sec. 29 

Taycheedah attaining an elevation of around 870 feet did not 

receive this covering of clay though the latter extends to higher 

levels to the east, to the south and to the north. Its area is 

so small that it is not shown on the soil map. 

Tne gravel and sand in one pit in Sec. 29, 

Taycheedah show much cross-bedding, some at high angles. 

It would seem that the gravels immediately 

underlying the clay till cannot be referred to the earlier pit Nara 

deposited St. Anna Moraine. If this gravel had been exposed to 

the weather for even a few years, at least the topmost layers 

would show some washing and other evidences of erosion. If this 

be correct; i. e., if the underlying gravel were deposited in 

point of time, immediately before the red till, it raises the 

further question as to how the two could be so totally different
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in character of material and in manner of deposit. The gravel 

is clean, without the slightest trace of red clay and most of it 

is nicely stratified. If it were outwash from the front of the 

Clay-bearing ice it would necessarily contain some clay dis- 

i coloration. The clay is not stratified and contains, everywhere, 

stones of various sizes - igneous, limestone and shale. But 

there is no gradation in the base of the clay from gravel to silt. 

The clay till seems to be of very uniform composition over large 

areas, 

About three weeks ago, a situation came to notice 

which seems to bear out the assumption that the gravel (in point 

of time) was deposited immediately before the clay. Workmen in 

stripping off nine feet of clay from the gravel in Sec. 29, Tay- 

cheedeh came upon a lenticular hole about three feet in diameter 

and one foot deep in the center. The sketch below shows a 

cross section. 

Cx a 

} . S ‘ 

Che ee y La. 
qraveh : ork = so oe = 

J V 

Grea awe pf 

I examined, rather closely, tre natertal just 

below the hole and found it somewhat mixed with clay to a depth 

of 20 inches in contrast with the exceptionally clean gravel at 

the seme level just beside it. A few gravel stones adhered to 

the bottom of the clay as it arched over the void. 

My interpretation is that a block of ice about 

two feet thick and somewhat smaller than the hole in lateral dimen- 

sions was deposited with the gravel and within a few inches of
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the top of it. Before it began to melt, the thay was laid down 

over the whole and it (the clay) settled sufficiently before 

the ice block melted that it formed a self-supporting arch 

while the gravel caved in. It was noted that the bottom of the 

clay in the high point of the arch was two or three inches higher 

than at the edge. Differences in seitling may account for this. 

The owner of the pit (my brother) recalled that on a previous 

occasion, stripping disclosed a plug of mixed clay and gravel 

intruded into the gravel directly beneath the clay but no Lain 

void was noticed above it. 

wbx, In see 29, ea wcepa thay oe 

some peculiaritiesy, (The pit in which the hole was foun& is in 

the side of this valley). It appears that the valley existed 

before the advance of the clay for it does not seem that the pre- 

sent small stream could have eroded it. If it had, the valley 

should be full of residual boulders which is not the case 

though there are a few. The valley is steep-sided until it 

descends to the 800 foot contour (post-glacial lake beack line) 

from which point it courses the mile to the lake with barely 

enough channel to confine its water though the grade is steep. 

The clay laps down over the gravel sides and appears to have been 

deposited like that originally but there is no clay on the floor 

of the valley where the steep-sided phase exists. Why was this 

valley not filled? The fact that the steep sides of the valley 

turn away from the stream so abruptly at the Lake Oshkosh beach 

seems more than a co-incidence. Was there a predecessor to ae” 

: Lake Oshkosh at the same level before the clay was brought dow? 4 

The valley is wider but also steep-sided 

farther upstream. The right or north bank averages higher than 

_ the south. Is it possible that the sides of the valley repre- 

sent more or less distinct moraines of the clay? If so, must é 

a
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we also conclude that the underlying gravel likewise was deposited 

as two moraines and at exactly the same places? (It is not known 

that the south bank is underlaid by gravel until the upper part 

of the valley is reached), 

Another puzzling feature of our region i§ the 

remarkably flat character of the whole of the Lake Oshkosh basin. 

If this plain is ground moraine, how is its uniformity explained? 

The material everywhere is the same - red clay till, sparsely fo 

but fairly uniformly mixed with stones. This condition prevails 

also over the floor of the present lake. True, hydrographic maps 

indicate the bottom, variously as "stony", "gravel", "clay", "mud", 

etc. but rather extensive examinations I have made in the southern 

one third of the basin show that these characteristics are only 

superficial and that the real bottom is clay. The lake is 

singularly free from shoals and also from deep spots. ‘The depth 

of the water increases very gradually to about 20 feet from the 

south end to a point about ten miles north of Fond du Lec. Then 

the 20 foot depth is constant throughout the rest of the basin 

except, of course, near shore. The maximum depth is only 21 feet. 

Somewhere, I have read that this flat character 

is due to a leveling by wave action when the water covered the 

plain. This cannot be true. If the surface had originally been 

undulating, then the leveling would have left residual stones 

after the clay had silted out. There are no such Besidual stone 

patches on the Fond du Lac Plain nor elsewhere except at a few 

places on the east shore. The "Clyde Fine Sand" areas also were 

developed when the lake stood for a time at a stage eight feet 

above the obese be The "stony" and"Gravel" beds on the floor of 

the present doubtless owe their origin to such action by waves. 

Had irrégularities on the Fond du Lac Plain been thus levelled 

off, similar beds would exist here.
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In the preceding paragraph, mention is made of 

an eight foot stage of Lake Winnebago. This beach is rather well 

defined at a number of places. Can you suggest what held the ,i»% 

water at that point? The limestone at the outlet is not eroded 

appreciably and the red clay which lies upon it does not seem to 

be resistant enough to have held back the water for any length 4£-“~ 

of time. ‘ 

A year ago, a crew in excavating a sewer trench 

in the north east section of this city came upon a tree buried 

under 104 feet of red drift. Unfortunately, they did not realize 

its significance and immediately reburied it in closing the trench. 

It was only by accident that a small fragment escaped and came 

into my possession. Prof. Wil&on of the University identified 

this as black spruce. The men said the tree lay with its top to 

the south but since there appeared no trace of organic matter 

elsewhere in the trench at that depth, it is likely that the 

tree itself was part of the drift. Yet it seems remarkable to ae 

find it at this position underlain by 50 of clay similar to that : 

above it. 

The outer margin of the red clay thins out 

abruptly. Numerous localities indicate a thickness of 40 feet 

or more within thirty or forty rods of the edge. A well now being 

drilled for a school house in the southwest corner of Sec. 20, 

Calumet penetrated 70 feet of red drift. Yet it is less than 

a half mile from the outer edge. At that, its location is in the 

embayment of both the Niagara Limestone and the red drift where 

one would expect it to feather out more gradually. : 

The drainage of this area as influenced by the 

red drift is of interest. From its source near Rosendale, the 

Fond du Lac River, West Branch, flows in a generally easterly
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direction until it encounters the moraine where it turns abruptly 

southward and hugs it closely until it reaches a point past the 

Bouthern end of the lake before it finds a place to break through. 

The Manitowoc rising in Sec. 10, Taycheedah crowds the moraine | 

until near its exit from Fond du Lac County. Here it is mat by 

@ small tributary from the northwest which also follows close along 

the clay. ‘There is not a vestige of red clay on the opposite 

bank of either of these last two streams no#’ of the Fond du Lac 

before it enters the moraine. They Valley of De Nevue Creek 

through the moraine in Sec. 24, Fond du Lac is very like the valley 

in Sec. 29, Taycheedeh already mentioned. Is it possible that De as 

these are perts of an old valley existing in pre-red- drift times _— 

the one flowing into the old lake, the other emptying it? Also, 

is it not possible that this De Nevue Valley rather than the 

valley of the Hast Branch of the Fond du Lac carried the waters 

from the red-drift-bearing ice? The Fond du Lac Valley seems 

much younger and it would seem thatthe present stream could 

easily have eroded it. If contour maps were available for the 

area south of the Fond du Lac Quadrangle, they might shed some 

light on this. 

Bulletin No. 106 suggests Lake De Nevue was 

formed by the melting of a buried block of ice. Referring to i 

the Fond du Lac County Soil Map, does it not seem more likely 

that it is water trapped in between the red moraine on the west 

and the Niagara limestone and St. Anna moraine on the east? 

A bar extending nearly across the lake from northeast to south- 

west interferes with the buried ice theory. A similar 

relationship exists between the red clay and the limestone 

forming Leonard's Pond in Sec. 18, Bmpire and several other like 

depressions are found in the interval between pond and lake. :
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They are indicated on the map as Clyde Clay. 

Does it not seem remarkable that there is no 

outwash on the outer margin of the red clay - at least in Fond du 

Lac County? The Poygan Clay south and west of the moraine may me 

be such but there seems to be an entire absence of fluvial es 

gravels. 

In Sec. 29, Taycheedah occurs a pit in which 

there is almost nothing but an exceedingly fine sand at least 30 

feet deep. This is water laid and the strata are roughly 

dome shaped. Traversing these strata are several veins of 

calcareous material. The veins average about an inch in thickness 

and appear to be concentric domes or, at least, sections of 

concentric vertical cylinders. They are symmetrical but cross 

the sand strata at all angles. The calcareous material is lace- 

like in form rather than a uniform sheet. It is very fragile and 

will stand up only two or three inches when the sand is excavated, 

The outside dome would have a radius of roughly ten feet and 

there are three or more concentric shells. I am sending you 

a few fragments under separate cover. A few less symmetrical a = 

but otherwise similar deposits have been found in neighboring a a 

pits. Can you suggest the origin? 

This letter has become much more lengthy than I 

had intended. I assure you, however, that the subject is of in- 

tense interest to me. Even so, I should hesitate to burden you 

with this volume of detail except for the hope that some of it 

may aid you to some extent, however slight, in further decipher- 

ing the geological history of this region. I wish to say, 

further that if, at any time, I can be of eny help in obtaining 

field data for you, that I shall be only too glad to cooperate. 

It seems to me that the distinctive character of this red drift
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with its sharply defined boundaries, both vertical and horizontal, 

should make it an exceptionally interesting field for the profes- 

sional geologist and that it can be mede to yieldthe key to 

the solution of many of the mysteries which still enshroud our 

glacial deposits. 

I have discussed this subject on several 

occasions with Dr. Ira Edwards of the Milwaukee Ifuseum. About 

two months ago he came here for o day at my invitation and I 

pointed out to him the conditions I have mentioned here. Upon 

his departure, he said he wished to consider the data further 

before suggesting interpretations but to date, I have not 

heerd from hin. 

I have no meterial interést in this subject 

but I find that it adds much to my appreciation and enjoyment of 

my own surroundings to know something about them. Besides, I am 

invited, frequently, to give telks before various groups in the 

city and elsewhere and, naturally, I wish to have my material 

as accurate es possible. 

Any information that you msy give me will be 

very much appreciated. 

Very truly yours 

Henry Michele. 

ek h Gate a aa 
ogee —
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Dr. Reymond £, Murphy; ¢ j 
= arte of Gevkeay; “ . = : 
Pomeylvenia Stace SolLoge, 

| 3 am afwaddtnes your icbter of Sameaxy 21 hes boon in 
the Cather an ty Guu f06 § tans See bes yee moc haw thang Chih co ae uk 
have te be duye ab onee gob lob slide during the school your. Wo wore both vory j 
glad to ter from you, Now Zellmer ic cone wo did nob have any news 

Now I heve token o day off (Docomubion Bay, for I date 
ieiiers ahead for wailing) to cateh up on a Lot of personal lewiorn. 

: Z wes busy el) inet swamer end all year on a revision 
: 2 oe Oe ee eee ee ee 

usivabions elthough.a ruling machine song Wriee lebiering guides have 
simplified much of thet. We wore typing 14 for mimeogrephing by tho Edwards 

Brothers of 4m avbor but when Lelth sez @hc manuseript he weubed me toget it 
prdnted on ascot of the gueater cireuiation aud presiige thub allows 
§o the master oS Stas we ateemae Get ae a te ce 

: of tho project, Ti han been a big x but Gill be worth it, I an sure, 

cues oo toe eae scat of ae te - @ new he has 80 80 we 
have hopes that he will got over tts Z con oly toke ploturoe of him between é 

: apolla. Ho las growa woli doapite this haxdeap und is very good uaturod. 

: «Ego to AbLegany @tave Park to teach and work on ground 
waters for two months tiie ammor, Aqy has decided to stey hore as it 1s herd 
to take care of Tommy in camp. if you ave travelling around would be glad to 
have you look mo up, IZ will not have eny timo for travel aliher bofore or 

j efter, The old Tomah-Sperta report is tobe disiuterred from what £ had regarded . 
: 90 ite lest resing place in Yeshingion ond I will provubiy have te work om thad 

>... When £ got beck, thet ic 42 I have finished the Giasial Geology. roe 

We were both interested to hem of your research problaus 

Ses ty Joins me in senting boot regards to both of you, 

Z Sincerely, ; 

~ < es ;
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THE PENNSYLVANIA STATE COLLEGE - 

SCHOOL OF MINERAL INDUSTRIES 

STATE COLLEGE, PENNSYLVANIA 

DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY January 21, 1932 

Dear Fred and Amy: 

We were delighted with the Christmas card and everyone seeing 
it has commented on the sweet baby. Congratulations! 

I must apologize for not having written last year. The truth 
of the matter is that I wasn't exactly proud of my job. I had planned on 
university teaching but got into a small teacher's college instead, and 
didn't know but what I'd have to stay there. Hence we didn't do much 
writing. Now that the year is over we don't regret the experience. We 
were just in the eastern edge of the Plateau, within a short drive of 

several important coal mining districts and within two or three hours' 
drive of the Folded Appalachians to the east. Apparently we're destined 
to follow the edge of the Plateau. Here in Pennsylvania we're in the 
Folded Appalachians but within less than two hours' drive of the Alle- 
gheny Front. The country around State College is beautiful -- but per- 
haps you've seen it. 

No doubt Loyal has told you something of the position I have 
here. So far I'm doing no teaching but am, instead, spending full time 

on a study of the economic aspects of Pennsylvania's mineral industries. 
It's not exactly the research problem I should have chosen but it had 
been decided upon before I received the appointment. I find the problem 
interesting, however, and I should finish it sometime this summer. After 

that I have been assured that I can plan my own research. Although we 
are giving no geography this year, I'll teach in Summer School and next 
fall will begin the development of geography in the regular school year. 
The College has an enrollment of nearly 5,000 and there should be quite 
a demand for geography once it is begun. 

We both like living in State College. The people are very 
friendly and there's more opportunity for social activity than I, at 
least, really want. 

Marion joins me in sending kindest regards. We'll be delight- 
ed to hear from you any time and hope that some day you'll make a trip 
over this way and make your headquarters at State College with the Murphys. 

\ ep ) 

Scho61 of Mineral Industries
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Science Hall, ; 
Madison, Wisconsin, 
November 17, 1932 

Manager, 
Montgomery Ward & Company, 
Chicago, Illinois. : 

Dear Sirs 

3 Have been trying since the last week in Uotober to : 
get an extension safety gate and the inclosed form letter 
indicates that I am still unsuccessful. Let me give you a 
brief history of this order. 

On Octoher 24 I sent in an order for an extension : 
safety gate but neglected to inclose a check. When I dis- 
covered my error I sent a check the next dey together with a 
slip which repeated the essentials of the order and stated 
that I had neglected to inclose the check with the original a 
order. The next dey my order was returned. I did not send 
it back as the check and a repetition of the essentials of 
the order had already gone forward. In a dey or two I re- 

‘ ceived a slip similar to the inclosed. I was disgusted and 
did not send it back immediately. This week I put in colored 

penesi on each side of this sheet a notation similar to thie: 
Please return check," and alse inclosed a new order covering 

additional items and a check to cover same. Today instead of 
reseiving the goods I reeeive another slip. Apparently the 
clerk who attends to my orders thinks that I always make mis- 
takes because I made one!!! 

5 Will you please see that my new order is filled at 
your earliest convenience and that the first check is returned. : 

Yours very truly, 

F. T. Thwaites Mree fF. T. Thwaites 

2 Seience Hall 
: Madison, Wisconsin. 

we
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WORLD-WIDE DISTRIBUTORS + NINE GREAT MAIL ORDER HOUSES 

OF QUALITY MERCHANDISE ‘ AND HUNDREDS OF RETAIL STORES 
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MONTGOMERY ZWARD & Co. 
eAtasp > 1e72 

Satisfaction Guarantee or YourMoney Back 

Chicago ; 

i Mr. F. T, Thwaites, November 19, 1932 
Science Hall, 
Madison, wis. 

e 

Dear Mr. Thwaites;: 

: AS soon as I read your recent letter I immediately referred to our re- 

cords to see if we were still holding your credit in our special file. . 
I found that this credit had been released and that the Ad juste nt De- 

partrent had arranged to take care of an adjustment for you on November 

the 18th. possibly this was in reply toa recent letter they received 
from, you. 

The complete file is not available at the present time, so I am not able 

to give you any definite information but I feel certain by the time you 

get this letter you will have all th merchandise in your possession. If 
not and there is anything more I can for you JI will be glad to have you 
write me. 

Thank you for addressing this letter to my personal attention. I am al- 

ways interested in the experiences of our customers and assure you if 

the adjustment has not been satisfactorily taken care of I want to know 

about it. 

sincerely, 

anager 

KER IS S 

iF YOU REPLY PLEASE USE THE OTHER SIDE Sia Bg aes Sal



HENRY MICHELS SEED CO. 
OUR SPECIALTIES Golden Glow Farm 

Bas HIGH GRADE FIELD SEEDS 
Kiln Dried Seed Corn 

eae Fond du Lac, Wis., 
Decry as ag November 5, 1932. 
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Prof. F. T. Thwaites 

Madison, Wis. 

My dear Sir; 

I want to thank you again for the courtesies 

shown me on my visit with you yesterday. Mey I impose 

upon you further? 

Iam sending four fragments of rocks under 

Separate cover. Will you please classify samples one and two. 

Can you tell from examination, what formations three and 

four represent and where their native beds ere likely to be? 

All four specimens come from the drift east of Winnebago. 

A quarry near Valders shows @ large erea of very 

fine ripple marks. Somewhere, I have read that ripple marks 

are preserved only where formed in fresh waters as the 

tides eliminate them in the ocean. Is this correct? 

: A considerable area in @ quarry south of Chilton 

shows a peculiar pattern much like the markings on an 

alligator travelling bag except that they are larger. The 

patterns are rectuangular and while I did not measure then, 

appear to be about 8" by 18" in the largest size but the 

graduate down to a much smaller size at a point 25 feet { 

away, still preserving about the same rectuangular. proportions,
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however. The suggestion, of course, is that they are oes i 

a 
ancient mud cracks which were filled in but the shape seems : — 

to be unusual. Can you suggest the origin? fo 
: Ses 

coe ; sae 
I will thank you for answering these ques- : eS 

: = eens 

tions and if, at any time, I can be of service to you Be 

I hope that you will command me. ee 
pee 

: . a 
i Yours very truly, % j Ge ; 
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My. Henry 

Heury Uiahels Seek Gos, : 3 
Fond du hae, Wisconsin 3 

Dear Mr. Mishols: 2 3 

; Tn reply to youre of the Sth mr. Aldrieh of State Geological 7 
awn aed tos tae Tene en oe ant la teeter oe Ge 
rocks mf i ree ) whieh has boon subjested to great presaux, 
Xt is vory like somo of the rocks noo the @ogobic iron runge in norbhwestors 
Wigconsin and may possibly have been brought by ihe gucessive glaciers first southeast 
and then south to whero if now ide Noe 3 is a woethercd Limesone and may not have 
boon moved far. Nos 4 seams to be an amygdeloidel besalt end might have come from 
the seme route as Noe 8. Theso sumisges as to source are only guesses for our : 
knowledge of the dist#tbution of Genadian rocks is limited and nono of those is 

: at all gown in the drift of the Grocn Bay loba. 

With regard te ripple marks I have seon many in undoubted 
marine deposits se that the idea that tidal eurromts alwaya diestroy then is 
undoubtedly an error. ss 

B Your description of the mud eracks in Limestone is egourate, 
Mach of the Niagara liucstone formation seamg to have been deposited in very — 
Slee ait Gar tar Filet on i a oe tant ee : 
water wont ovay for a ebundante have speeinens of these 
Grestataek moron bel ¥ All. tat bane See Sn tee eee ree : 

Please feel, free to write to me et ey timo, I may gob up 
to Fond du tae in tho apring and will try to Lock you up tiene 

Pa Te Tumiton, — 
ee Losturer in Geology



eee %y 2988 

Dr. G. Re Monsfiold, 3 
Goologist in Charza, : aS 

U 5: deuseciank Serer pe 
Washington, De Ge : : 

Door Girt — : 

In reply to yours of the 20th tho manuscript and illustrations-of the 
proposed Sparta-Tomeh folio arrived and I wish to thank you for thea. 

As I understend 4% Goloncl Martin nevor took tho material for eny 
work on it. 

Z voad the comments with much interest. I seo tho point of many of 
them but with somo othors I cant ogres. It is very intoresting to note 

: cone Seeeeee were 2 See ee ae sustained the views of 
Dre Tumehofel and myself against those of Dre This matier is to 
be taken up in a field conference tho latter part of this woek, 
In apite of this facb the progress ef seience in the tea years which have 
pote tea rE ur Raed rownay og Me pyle Deena win 5 pore gag 

Sop cungie in beth text and Lilusbtebiones ee 

note that the rules obliged us to Leave the lettering of tho - 
savaghpebbone th panic Sor ne potatoe Ob BAL aie te tome lorteraens 

2 for our personal files. J@ resuumitiing this material would at bee all right 
to letter the drawings with Weieo lettoring guides? 

3 Another point is whether or noi wo aro to rosubnit tho 
eich seceeh of eonld $0 shanks tare £5 pablaaned 4a porns elsewhere? 

: Very truly yours, 

#, Xe Phwattes, Loctwror in Geology 5
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UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON October 20, 1932. 

Dr. F. T, Thwaites, 
Department of Geology, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

My dear Doctor Thwaites: 

Colonel Martin, under date of October 17, has requested 

the Director to have sent to you the whole text end illustrations of 

the Sparte-Tomah folio. This material, together with coments by 

Survey critics, is being forwarded under separate cover by registered 

mail, 

You will recall from the Director's letter of May 20, 1932, 

to Doctor Twenhofel, copy of which was sent you, that this manuscript 

was placed subject to Colonel Martin's call for reference to the 

authors and that permission was given for its resubmission to the 

Survey for possible publication as a bulletin after such revision as 

was deemed necessary. / 

Very truly yours, 

PR Morita th 
Mt 4 Section 

: Areal and Nonmetalliferous Geology.



May 1, 1934 

re 5. Ss aahts Mgn pianhtens dat Teen 

Cleveland, Ghic : 

Doar Sirt 

As in former yoars I would like to visit your eley pit ab Manitowos, 

Wiscondin, with my Glass in glacial geolegys I plan on making the trip on : 

Sunday, May 5 bué hed overlooked writing before. TH is understood that all 

persons in the party enter the property at their om risk and thet I will 

take all possible precaution against accidext. Your kind permiesion will ie 

be greatly appreciated as it has been in former years. 

. Very truly yours, 

F, T. Twattes, Locturer in Geology
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: April 16, 1934 

Sard AiR hoe 
Dear Sirs ; 

Yours of March 5 has been on my desk a long time awaiting action. 

Tt proved to be impossible to comply with your request for an article on tho 

water situation in Wisconsin by the date specified. However, I will have more 

time during the next two months and so I hope to be able to got out the two 

articles asked for. If you could indicate the length you need it would holo. 

: I am very sorry thet I could not mect your request at tho time and wish to 

; say that I appregiete your request very mich. ‘4 

: Very truly yours, ; a 

v, % Seite oe records, .
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oa OUR SPECIALTIES _ Golden Glow Farm z aS 
Pere hie. Zk eae 
eae oem Hien Grape FieLp SEEDS Se 

s Kiln Dried Seed Corn <a 

ae —. 
: Nonficm: Common Alfatts Fi ‘ond du Lac, Wis., : 3% a cy 3 

April 14, 1934. a 

2 de oe 
2 eae 

WE GUARANTEE ALL SEEDS PURCHASED OF US TO PROVE SATISFACTORY TO THE CUSTOMER IN EVERY RESPECT OR THEY MAY BE RETURNED AND WE WILL REFUND FULL AMOUNT an w eee H1 

CHARGES BUT WE WILL IN NO CASE BE RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY GREATER AMOUNT NOR WILL WE MAKE ADJUSTMENTS AFTER SEEDS ARE PLANTED AS THEY ARE THEN BEYOND OUR conT it 

Ete 

Dr. F. T. Thwaites ae 
ae 

Madison, Wis. ae 

My dear Sir: ei 

; Thank you for describing the concretion. Tis 

w28 brought in by another party for identification, and whi le : 

I knew it was not organic, yet I could not neme.it. —— 
ae 

3 appreciate very much your invitation to oe 

accompany your field party on the 5 th and 6 th of May. ee 

I certainly went to go and hope that our season may be — “aa 
ie 

near enough through by that time so that I can meet your 

party at Slinger. If that is not possible, I shall join ~~ 

you at Two Rivers on Sunday. I shall inform you as to = 

my decision shortly before the date. ag 
et 

I assume that it will be agreeable to you oe 

if I bring two or three additionel people with me. ee 

Very truly yours, ; g a 

a. 
% Se 

: ae 

‘ : 3 he 

ce oa 
Bee ek : ee 

pues ge sRigincs ene aoe Se . 
Cae Bos ee cee Pea ie Bee ae e rs , ete ee ‘ s Re ee ee ae er Gt sean



PATRONS ARE REQUESTED TO FAVOR THE COMPANY BY CRITICISM AND SUGGESTION CONCERNING ITS SERVICE 1201-S 

CLASS OF SERVICE S RN SIGNS 

Rees 
gram_unless its de- 
ferred character is in- 
dicated by a suitable é 
sign above or preced- 

NEWCOMB CARLTON, PRESIDENT J. C. WILLEVER, FIRST VICE-PRESIDENT 

The filing time as shown in the date line on full-rate telegrams and day letters, and the time of receipt at destination as shown on all messages, is STANDARD TIME, 

Received at 1609 Washington St., Two Rivers, Wis. Phone 4431 : 

FAUX 9 : 
MINUTES IN TRANSIT 

MILWAUKEE WIS 208P MAY 5 1934 

FREDRIK T THWAITES 

3 HOTEL HAMILTON TWORIVERS WIS 

UNAVOIDABLYY DETAINED VERY SORRY CANNOT JOIN FIELD TRIP SUNDAY 

CAROL Y MAHON 

; 21e@P ; 

TELEGRAMS MAY BE TELEPHONED TO WESTERN UNION FROM ANY PRIVATE OR PAY-STATION TELEPHONE z
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LAW OFFICES 

MORAN & O’ BRIEN 
CITIZENS BANK BUILDING 

TELEPHONE 734 

Roo DELAVAN,WIS. 

July 10, 1934 

Professor F, T. Thwaits 
Science Hall 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Thwaits: Re: Borg Well 

On the 5th of July about seven thirty o'clock in 
the evening, an explosion occurred in the pump house 
of the above well, of sufficient intensity to blow 
the cover which consisted of a man-hole weighing about 
seventy-five pounds, a distance of about one hundred 
feet and also tore away a large portion of the concrete 
roof, There was no gasoline or any similar substance 
in the pump house, but the man-hole cover had been left 
on for several hours due to the fact that it had been 
raining quite heavily. 

We are wondering whether or not the explosion 
could have been caused by an accumulation of gas 
coming from this well, and if so, we are wondering 
what kind of gas it would be. We are informed that 
hydrogen sulphide gas is ordinarily not explosive, 

I thought perhaps you would be interestein knowing 
of this occurrence and making such observations in 
connection with it as you believe pertinent. 

Yours very truly, 

MO. AND ,O'BRIEN 

JAM:BA BY /



mjuly 16, 1954 

Moren and O'Brien, Attourneys, 
Citizens Bank Bldg., 
Delavan, Wisconsin 

Gentlemens 

Reply to yours of the 10th wae delayed because I have been 

working in Marinette Gounty on « grant from the Penrose Fund of the Geo- 

Logical Society of America and through oversight my mail was not forwarded. 

I did not recieve the letter until I came in for the week-end. 

Despite the information given to you hydrogen sulphide is 

explosive under proper conditions. My old text book says “If mixed with 

oxygen in the proportion of two volumes of hydrogen sulphide te three 

volumes of oxygen, and ignited, the mixture explodes with violenee." 

It also states: " It acts as a powerful poison -—--- and even( when ; 
imhaled)when largely diluted with air it gives rise to dizziness and 

headache." 
Nour description of the effecte of the explosion and the fact that 

it took place in deylight seem to preclude foul pley. A lew powered : 

explosive is suggested. I also considered the possibility ef an 

explosion of heated lubricating oil. I think there are ne compressed air 

lines in the pit so thot an explesion ef air and oil is not possible. 

Very truly yours, 

F. T.thmaites
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June 7, 1934, ae 
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i ee 

WE GUARANTEE ALL SEEDS PURCHASED OF US TO PROVE SATISFACTORY TO THE CUSTOMER IN EVERY RESPECT OR THEY MAY BE RETURNED AND WE WILL REFUND FULL AMOUNT PAID WITH Ene Ean 

CHARGES BUT WE WILL IN NO CASE BE RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY GREATER AMOUNT NOR WILL WE MAKE ADJUSTMENTS AFTER SEEDS ARE PLANTED AS THEY ARE THEN BEYOND OUR connel oi 

< ; 
aoe z 

Dr. F. T, Thwaites ee 

Madison, Wis. aes 

: My dear Sir: a 

5 Thank you very much for the photographs rs: 
ihe 

and Mrs. Thwaites' paper on the change of stream outlet. i 

I am sure that I enjoyed my trip with your party very much. eS 
oe 

and I am also grateful to you for the patience you have aaa : STropee 
shown on several occasions in the past in elucidating eee 

‘ matters relative to our glacial geology. ae 

I am sorry to learn that you will be i 

unable to stop here when you go to Marinette especially ee 

‘as I believe you would enjoy a day's fishing in addition 2a 

: : to your excursion to the moraines. Fishing now ie ae 
is very fair and will probably continue so until about ge 

the end of the month. However, if you are unable to es 

spare the time now, I will be very glad to see you upon = 
: ee 

your return in September. ace te 

ee = Sincerely, oe 

& . cs ae a Bee eee oe am 5 : = AS eee 
Hee Sen GR ee ay a ee é sa oan eee 

a gg ee ote regs AGI ee cae ee Bice Wea tT ene ie SARS EE NP ce a a en 

See a ge Pra eae OS Heme Ue 3 
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May 31, 1934 

liv. Honry Michels, 

rat pe ts 
Doar lr. Wicheles 

shave beon intending to write you and thank you for helping | ; 
tranaport our party on the recent glacial geology trip. We all grostly 

appreciated Imving you along. 
Rnclosed is 2 copy of Mrs. Tiwaites" paper on the changein 

outlet of ono of the Two Grecks whieh I hope you will find interesting, 
alse copier of two of the photographs I took that day of which I find oxtra 
prints. 

Sees Mity-Bays-end I will probably leave for Marinette Gounty : 

om June 19 but will have to go right through, If wo have time on our return 

in September will try to stop to seo more of the drumlins east of Fond du Lac 
and will thon look you up. 

With best rogards to you and your family, 

Sancerely, 

P. T. Thwaites
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IG MINNEAPOLIS, ST. PAUL & SAULT STE. MARIE 

) RAILWAY COMPANY 

OFFICE OF CHIEF ENGINEER ‘ 

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 

August @lst, 1931. 

Mr. F. Tf. Thwaites, 
Lecturer in Geology, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

; Bear Sir: 

As per request in your letter of 

the 17th, I am sending to you today,under 
separate cover by parcel post, profile of 

our line from Packwaukes to Bancroft, Wis- 
consin. 

There is no charge for these prints, 
but we kindly ask that you remanber us when 
you or your friends have occasion to travel in 
the vicinity of our lines. 

Yours truly, 

Leo 
“Chief Engineer. a
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we Oot. 13, 1994 

lr. Je We 

Doar Mr. Murphy: 

I have received no roply to my Letter of Oot. 8 

It is, therofore, impossible for me to come down to Mb. Ida on Monday \ 

as I do not know who I em to moct or whore. 

Work has now piled up to such at extent that it hardly 

: scons possible for mo $0 ¢ome dom this fall. 

Very truly yours, 

F. T. Thraites : - 

S



Oct. 13, 2934 
: Mr, J. W , : ne j 

Gube Gity Bank Bi 
Gabe Gly, misoonels” 

Door Mr. Murphys : 

a8 Aa I Sallod to got any reply to my letter of Oct. 8 

. staking vho and where to wake contact with your clients naturally



: SET CR pM Is ee RESET © ccc ee 

Guba tty Back Et 
abe ae, Saecaia’ 

. 

Doar Hr. Suephy: 
: 

nclosed ploase find eopy of report on Roky DelL Spring = 
15. 

é 
made for Mr, Steinbash on Och. 15. Mrs Steinbasy has paid ne in full 

for the work, 
“ad a 7 

Nery truly yours, 

© Fe f, thwsites | 

\ 

| 
:



ct Sephs 5, 1934 

ev Roe | 
SS ir. Kaysen of the Conservation Gonmisaloa informed ne that 

the War Department has unio a dotailed survey of Menominee River between | 
“Wisconsin and Michigan. ie told me whore 30 obtain a eoyy tut T neglected to 

uote this dom as Z thought that Bean would have a copys X noir Learn that he 
doos not 30 would Like to know how to obtain ones X have wrihten te our 

_ Congressnrss aksos ie ho 
| I pent tho cumor workig in thet roglonand have now ‘elnost 

orploted the mapping of the Groon Bay Lob) up to tho State lino and west of aoe 

Groen Bey end Fox River. Tho final map will be finished this winter hope, 
The completion and publication wiil be fimianeed by tho Pearose Pid 

The survey of the river is badly nooded both to complete the township plate : 

but also to furnish elevations to check own aneroid roadings, “Bagidontly, 7 
the results with the now aneroids plus rapid transportation now readih our 

- pondings of real values Your aid in obtaining this survey, provide’ the \ 

“Congressman does not gob it for me, will be grontly approcinted, | 

/ A ay ee 

; é 2



2 ie 
ee i Tee ore 

os J.W. MuRPHY a 
es ArToORNEY aT Law 3 
a, CUBA CITY BANK BUILDING ae 
= PHONE 65 oe 

: Cuma Crry, Wis. eo: 

‘ September 14, 1954. 2 

: Mr. F. T, Thwaites Be. 
Be is 811 Science Hall Building Bi. 

University of Wisconsin Be 
Madison, Wisconsin ee 

ia 
: : Dear Mr. Thwaites, Ba 

eee I am writing to you in regard to a spring of water located: ~ Bee. 
aa near Werly, in the North end of Grant County. Werly is West ae 

i of Fennimore and near Mount Hope and this spring is in that raed 
' territory between that and the Wisconsin River about half way oe 

eS between the East boundary of Grant County and Boscobel towards. BN. 
Si the Northwest. ae 

: I have a client, a Mr. Steinbach who holds a lease on this — 
és spring which spring is located on his brotherein-laws land and he ~~~] 

ee has had the spring water analyzed by a Michigan Chemist who promt "= 
Bae nounced it commercial water. Mr. Steinbach and others have formed ~~ 
ae @ corporation at Detroit, Michigan and have since applied to 2 
F< operate in Wisconsin as a Foreign corporation. The corporation is ~ 
* @ small one but the purpose is to sell the water from this spring.2 4% 

e We were in Madison yesterday talking over the proposition with 
2 the Public Service Commission and it was suggested that we have -_# 
ie an engineer examine this property and make some kind of a report — 

3° which I imagine would cover the flow of water, the contour of the ~~ 
ae ground and possible rocky structures that thewater flows through ~~ 

oc: so that the Commission would have something upon which to base the ~— 
aS walue of this lease. : a 

ie We talked with Dr. Nicholas at the University and he suggested 
ae your name as an engineer who would understand this kind of a a 
ae _ proposition. ee 

m I might state to find your way to the oroperty you follow 18 ia 

Es from Madison past Dodgeville, Montford and on to Fennimore from Saad 
Bo Fennimore on to Mount Ida at Mount Ida you turn towards Werly ae 
eee and the spring is about three miles out of Werly. Our parties ~~ 

ae could arrange to meet you at Mount Ida on a definite date if we = 
ss eame to terms. ae 

et Could you give me anvestimate as to what your cherges would be 
to go out and examine thts property and when, if at all, you would: 

geo ec be. eveileble for thie service. When. 1 have thie, (otorta tiga? @ 

i ee



J.W.MouRPHY 3 
ATTORNEY AT LAw 5 

CUBA CITY BANK BUILDING 
S 

PHONE 65 
a 5 

f CvBa Crry, Wis. = 

ie = 
F.1T, Thwaites. oe 

take it up with the parties and then could let you knéw as 4 
it will take some time writing back and forth a week or a a 
week and a half at the least would have to be allowed so I 5 
could contact with the parties. ; 

We were’ at your office in Science Hall yesterday but you . a 
had left and we could not spend more time in Madison so regret 
we did not have an opportunity to talk over the proposition with ; 
you in person. : j 

Would appreciate hearing from you in regard to the matter. 
It might be that you could obtain from the Commission something q 
more definite as to what kind of a report they would expect 

to be made and this would assist you in determing what will have oa 
; to be done in the matter. ae Ril 

JW: MF :



Sepb. 18, 1934 

Ms J Te Rirpiey | 

Seek | 
mm roply to yours of Sept. 14 my charge ab the present time is 

twontyfive ($25.00) dollars a day out of which 2 pay travelling expense 

end cost of preparing a Linkted nuubor of copies of the report. 
I ou now occupied with a problem for the P. We A. drought 

study work which will take all of this week, After that school starts 

; but I could arrange to got away for a day whenever decided upon, : 

Vory truly yours, 

F, T, Tireites



© Fred Ft Clsusea, Pratt Wolter J.Kobler, Vice President = GL. Gilbert, Tremmurer, 
hes, g SURES BRS oats Dea gee cara 
Sane y 3 oe ee Ee ee a cee 

: MEMORIAL UNION BUILDING es ; z Beas 

The University of Wisconsin a 
: UNION BUILDING, MADISON, WISCONSIN “ee 

: October 4, 1954 e 

a a 

Mrs. Fred Thwaites 
Re By. G4 a 
Madison, Wisconsin a 

Dear Mrs. Thwaites: 

I am very glad to enclose your life membership card, : =a 
No. 5910. a 

Sincerely, Be a 

: se 

: : 
is a 

2 = 
ce ae 
ie ae = 

Se 2 ae te eo a a PC ee are 

ho a ee ee



' es June @, 2998 : 

\ renee. ee ) 
Door Ur, Miliist =~ 

Yours of May 32 29 o% hand. Wor 4b not for your obateneut that 

the well of the Kildore Country Glubj tong Grove, Tilinoie clears up aftar several 

hours pusping I vould put down tho trouble eo unsesed or improperly caaod 

Maquoketa shale, However, 4£ ouch were the case I would nob epost the water 

‘to clear up at all judging fron experience olsaznere. 2 sous more probable 
that fine clay 46 caving into tho bole ofthar through 0 crevice in the Linestone 

| oF under the drive pipe. % suggoct that during the tine the well de idle caving = 
2000 on but the rate ie ao slow that pimping exhausts the supply. Probebly this 

Aid not couse ay trouble with the elder puming equipmont because the weld 
was then produced at a much lover yato. If Z could soo a acmple of the md it ' 
4a posaitle thet I could tel by sMlordedopde cxanination vhere 4t gonos fran 

although ouch 49 not always possible particularly whore there 49 no aeourcte ; 

record of the well. Dh Nore ; 

aoe Serraciss te ahonee of well records, Fiasonsin 

VS ga



: y. ees : I ees 

: : Moy Bh, 1932 eS 

iiss Shirley ie Mason, : 3 

‘Ganbridge, lias 8 

Z wish to thenk you the separate of the papor on Asynobrie Valleys > 

end climatie Boundaries, = . | 

There are a nuabor of asymotric valloys in glaciol drift and Goal 

: Moagures northoast of Vendslia, Llinois as wohl ae glsevhere dn couther : 
Diinais. J hove elways explained these as dus to petention of materiel wo 

forest route on the south sides malzing <hove tho sivcper sides. = 

aoe pe Ts Tiwaitos, Secturar in Geology :



/ 

ie May 1, 1934 i 

Ral ote test 
| Doar Irs sicheler :; 

In reply to yours of the 27th wo oxpect to eat luneh in the 

littLe park on tho south side of Slingers Last yoar our stop there was from . 

11255 A. M. to 12345 A. M. ‘This year, having a smaller class wo might bo 

covliee end then night not ead wabdl farther om I suggest that you mect us : 

et Kewaskum where we turn from going north on 55 to going east on 28, Just to \ 

the cast ve turn north onto &. This would be a good place to wait hast year : 

wo wore at that polmt sbout 2130 P. M. but will certainly bo earlier this : 

year, possibly by 12:00 noon, and certainly not later than 2300. 

4% Two Rivers we stop at Hotel Naniltou.where we arrive for 

supper. Last yoar we left for the Forest Bod ab 8:20 A. M. Sunday morning, 

This would probably be the best place to meet. Debails of rowte are often 

Sener es TE TS 3 She Pen te tt 
Mony thinks for the invitation to come up to “ond du ine. I 

will see what I can do after sehocl is out. : 

Hoping thet you mech us all right, 

Sincerely, | 7 

¥, 1, thuaites



Sp ee ee es, SiO ER OS aes oe nee i 

es . Ap ee Oe Te (OE Ben oe our srectanties Golden Glow Farm i 

ike gee HicH Grape Fie.o SEEps a 
5 Kiln Dried Seed Corn ‘ee 

: Pedigree Grains aa 
Certified Grimm Alfalfa : ce 

Solr aa Sak Fond du Lac, Wis., ae 
asa April 27, 1934, aS 

ee 

Pk 
WE GUARANTEE ALL SEEDS PURCHASED OF US TO PROVE SATISFACTORY TO THE CUSTOMER IN EVERY RESPECT OR THEY MAY BE RETURNED AND WE WILL REFUND FULL AMOUNT PAID WITH rreieur e 

CHARGES BUT WE WILL IN NO CASE BE RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY GREATER AMOUNT NOR WILL WE MAKE ADJUSTMENTS AFTER SEEDS ARE PLANTED AS THEY ARE THEN BEYOND OUR cone 

Dr. F. T. Thwaits, ‘ ee = 

Science Halls 0 as 
Madison, Wis. me 

Dear Sir: 2 

With the lateness of the season it does not now seem likély that — Aah 
I will be able to join your group on Saturday but will do so on a 
Sunday. will you, therefore, please inform me where I can make i: 
contact with you at Two Rivers and at what thour do you propose Vet ae 
to leave? If convenient, also please indicate where you will be | = 
at noon on Saturday and if matters should so adjust themselves a 
that I can meet you at Slinger I will be glad to do so. feb 

i Since you will be returning here on Sunday afternoon I wonder if ae ee 
you would not be interested in spending a day or so checking over = 
the Moraine deposits concerning which I wrote you on November CEs ee 
If you can do this I will be pleased to take you to the various a 

places. There is, also, the matter of the old shore line of Lake == 
Winnebago at an elevation of Approximately eight feet above the eae 
present lake which I think might be of some interest to you. Ande 
there is also a very strongly developed modern ice rampart ex- Be 
tending Ombrokenly for a distance of three miles on the east shoré 
of the lake. : oe 

If you can not spare this time now perhaps we can get away for — —— 
a day or two later in the summer after class work fs over. I will © 
be gled to have you spend this time here as my guest end in case ie 
you are interested in fishing let me suggest that we have some a ae 
very fine sport here the latter part of June. I have an able ea 
cabin cruiser in which we can spend the time if you can get away. ae 

| : Sincerely yours, S 

HENRY MICHELS SEED CO. . ] a. 

ae RQ 

: HM: Vil a 

eee



f 2? A 2-2 | 1-3-3) 
A. E. MCMAHON ENGINEERING COMPANY 

Consulting - Designing - Supervising Engineers 

Telephone 876 

MENASHA, WISCONSIN 

August 30, 1935, Rib Lake, 

Water & Sewer 
beep well 

Mr. , Lt, thwaites, 
Department of Geology, 
Madison, Wisconsin, 

Dear Sir:- 

the Village of Kib bake, in Yaylor County, Wisconsin is 
contemplating a Waterworks System, 

Will you please send us all the information you possibly 
can in regard to our drilling a well for this Village, in antici- 
pate drilling a 12" Well to bear about 400 G.P.M. 

; Thanking you in advance for this favor, we are 

Yours respectfully, 

A, &, Me liahon ingineering Company 

un 

moc/V



duly 8, 1938 

Mr, Gaylord 0, Mickelson ; 
212 S. 6th Street 
Mt, Horeb, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr, Mickelson: 

Sorry I will be unable to meet you Saturday, On account 

of the serious illness of my mother I don't know when I will be 

eble to get off, : 

: Sincerely, 

*. tf. Thwaites



ere SE 3 ay Pee Re a ee R 

dng. 8, 1938 a 

Mr. Gaylord 0. Mickelson, * 
212 South 6th Ste, a 
Mt. Horeb, Wisconsin 3 

4s my mother is still so poorly I have been : 
unable to got owt to see yous It is a she has held ‘ 

‘ FS SS5 Se eee by inches, : 
In the meantime all we can do is to stay 

We have had one after another incompetent : 
- maid for the last two years. inane x 
ee be able to a 

find some girl who would not working in the country = 
Nw place is. We would pay nit less than $6.00 a | 

« for the right sort who is cleam, industrious, and 
with the boys. If you dort find anyone could you ie 

NV itate an atapitenms Sn seer Leech separ ant Se Hilt 
pay for itt is just mo use here for all you 5 
get from ads or employment bureaus is floaters who 

. never work or stay long. 
4 If you cakt do for us please drop me 

@ card and we will look 

Hoping to be able to get out to see you 
before long, .9 4 ‘ 

Sincerely, 

. = 

Ne ae na ay, SGN a Sg enc alk Sc amg aga tack me a 2 .



ee 

MILWAUKEE-DOWNER COLLEGE a a 

MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN et. 
March 31, 1934 a 

e 
Mr. FP. T. Thwaites ae 
Department of Geology ee 

. University of Wisconsin ek 
Madison, Wisconsin oe 

un 

Dear Mr. Thwaites: : a 

Since you suggested that I do so I am = 
writing to remind you that I should like very much to a 
accompany your class on its field trip to the buried pee 
forest at Two Creeks this spring. TI am not. sure that age 
I shall have a car at my disposal, but if you will. let a 
me know where and when it would be convenient to have me ae 

: meet the group I shall try to go, unless there is some ae 
ei obligation that keeps me from leaving the College on Se 

that week-end. _ ae a bese: 

: Sincerely yours, a 
E28 

me 

see Noe Ses Carol Y. Mason — a. 

a 

ae



pe ek a 
-— <Mnseeeey eeeeia acon =. 

OUR SPECIALTIES Golden Glow Farm me eee 
"Wisconsin Grown . Be i ; a 
oe HicH Grape Fie_p SEEps a 
ee ee A cea > ; a 

| Nera Common Aaa Fond du Lac, Wis., oe 
eae : April 5, 1934. ioeae 

WE GUARANTEE ALL SEEDS PURCHASED OF US TO PROVE SATISFACTORY TO THE CUSTOMER IN EVERY RESPECT OR THEY MAY BE RETURNED AND WE WILL REFUND FULL AMOUNT PAID WITH FREIGHT . si 

CHARGES BUT WE WILL IN NO CASE BE RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY GREATER AMOUNT NOR WILL WE MAKE ADJUSTMENTS AFTER SEEDS ARE PLANTED AS THEY ARE THEN BEYOND OUR CONTROL — 

Dr. F. T, Thwaites 2 

Madison, Wis. e 

Dear Sir; a 

: I will thank you to identify S 
a 

; 2 
the specimen in the attached sack. = 

Would like tohave this returned a 
- — - 7 oT 

which can be done in the same sack merely pasting a 
E 

the gummed label over the first address on 3 

: the envelope. Postage is already affixed to 4 

the label. Sa 
oe, ae 

: Yours very ee 2a 

S J = 

fe 

Sep 

mS 

e Jini : So eee eee 

se a es Re Ns eS eee



April 11, 1934 

EE. 
E Dear Mr, Michola: 

‘ Reply to yours of April 5 was delayod because I was out of 

town with my mapping class. 

The specimen 46 Wiagara dolomite wieh contains a nunber of | 
concretions which appear to be silica. ‘he concretions are inorganic and are 

not fossils. 

I am returning the specimen as requested, 

The trip to visit tho Forest Bed noar Two Rivers will be hold 

on May $ end 6. We loave here carly Saturday morning, eat luneh noar Slinger, 

and reash Two Rivers for the night. In the morning wo visit the Forest Bed 

and then return via Fond du Lee whieh is reached about 5 P. M, Should you 

be interested in going please advise me. The party will be mot at the Forest 

Bed by Mr. le Re Wilson of the Botany department who has made a detailed 

study of the deposit. I hopo that you will be able to accompany us as I am 

sure you would find it very interesting. : : 

ee Very truly youre, 

F. T. Thwaites, Lecturer in Geology 

\ 4 \



: Seience Hall, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 
March 5, 1934 

Montgomery Ward and Company, 
Chieago, Illinois. 

Gentlemens 

I em returning herewith the following: 

_ %SA736 1 = Ohair Set 0.53 0.53 : 2 Of. 
71a5680. 4 ottage sets Green 0.9 oe 2 lbe. 9 

2 

In place of the above I em asking you to send the following: . ; 

7145617 «4A Ssétottitage Sets Green 0.69 276 2 ° 
gue POSTAGE 

; Thanking you for your attention to this exchange, 
: am 

Yours very truly, 

FIT-T FP. T. Thwaites



oe = CORES Te ae eae eee ean SS V7 a a A Ra ae 

oe ee 
3 LiBRARY OF CONGRESS os ee 

DIVISION OF MAPS 3 ae : 
WASHINGTON oom 

December 14, 1933, ee 

Mr. F.T.Thwaites, ee 
Science Hall, ota 

Madison, Wisconsin. a ee 

acne 
Dear Fred: [e 

Thank you for your activity and that of ; a 

ae 
Twenhofel in connection with my list of December 5, ah ~ sa oeemie 

which Bean passed on to you. ae 
ae 
Stern 

I am hoping to have a glimpse of you at see 
“ose : pee 

Chicago or Hvanston the last week in December. ae 

‘ Very sincerely yours, a 
e "eae : ee 

—_—_——— << LS § 

Ka JW2QUAD Matin = f = 
Chief, Division of Maps oe 

Se 
eee 

ae 

a teenage 

a 

. ie 

: aa 

: : er 

Beas 2 + SEEN ee tye edaen Spar ate ten, eco Te 

ge Oe : tea Ae fe ee Se ee Nich st Memes 

Se a es er :



FIRST NATION WIDE DISTRIBUTORS OF QUALITY MERCHANDISE ; 

OPERATING NINE GREAT MAIL ORDER HOUSES 

AND HUNDREDS OF RETAIL STORES 

CHICAGO Dee. 6- 

. Mr. F. T. Thwaites 
Science Hall 
Madison, Wis. : 

Dear Mir. Thwaites: 

Thank you for your remittance of $0.18 which has enabled us 
to mark your bill paid. You will hear no more about this. 

If your order could have been sent in one package, thus saving 

postage, we of course, want to make the proper adjustment. How= 

ever, we must ask you to return the papers covering the order 
before we can do anything about this. 

Your orders are appreciated, and it is our constant aim to help 

you save money on every one you send us. 

Yours very truly, 

ED SZ MONTGOMERY WARD & CO. 

IF YOU REPLY, PLEASE USE THE OTHER SIDE



PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 

PRINCETON NEW JERSEY 

Department of Geology 

November 1, 1934, 

Dr. F. T. Thwaites, 
Wisconsin Naturel History Survey, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Sir: 

The officers of the Paleontological Society 
are planning a symposium on Early Man in North Amer- 
ica at the coming Christmas meetings. They have 
suggested that a joint symposium with the ¢.S.A. to 
cover Fléistocene stratigrahpic problems as well 
would be more interesting. If there should be enough 
interest in such a symposium Dr. Berkey has assured 
it a place on the program. They asked me to write to 
the men working on glacial studies to see if they have 

any papers "on the fire" which they might care to pre- 
sent at such a symposium. If you should kmow of any~ 
one who has been doing work which should be presented, 
let me know for I may fave missed him in sending out 
this letter. 

Very truly 2 

PM: DM Paul MacClintock. 

f Reon ee i ge Pha ga a POs seek Be pe 

doar Ace OOS ce i - 

aN ~~ : 4 

(-o rt cand Wee (O



The Regents of the University of Wisconsin & 
Madison : 

M. E. MCCAFFREY 
4 

SECRETARY ei 

JUL 18 1934 4 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites é 
Science Hall . 

Dear Sir: 
% 

In considering the budget for 1934-35 the Regents of 3 

the University of Wisconsin have placed your salary on the same ’ 

basis as for the year 1933-34. 

Yours very truly, 

M. E. McCaffrey, 

1 Secretary.



April 16, 1934 

Miss Garol ¥; Mason, : 

—— Tillvenitee, Miseousian 
Dear ilies Masons 

Yours of March 31 arrived just as I was starting to Devils 

Lake with my class in Mapping end it 4s only just now that I have boon ablo 

to enswor it. 

The trip to Two Rivors is scheduled for May 5 and 6. On tho 

Saturday we Leave hore at 730 in the morning end eatltaeh in the park at 

Slinger, We arrive at Hotel Hamilton, Two Rivors et dark. In the morning 

we will visit the Forost Bod end will be guided by Mr. Wilson who has made 

@ special study of it and has mado some new discoveries, We will also visit the 

\ drainage change deseribed by Mrs. Thwaites, If you de aot have a car it will 

bo all right as the class is just too large for one car and is too small for 

two and I am, thorofore, on the lookout for viektors. My clase was very smell 

this year, only half of last year, We will bo very glad to have you join us 

eoposielly as one girl wants to go and there are no girls in the elas. 

. We are also making a one day trip to the Oconomowoc, Haghp, Lake 

Geneva district on Saturday, April 26 which you might be interested in, We 

_ pass through Delafield on the way out, 

: Hoping that you will be albe to join us in a visit to this very 

. interesting loeality( the Forest Bod), 

Sincerely, 

_ F &, Thweites



LAW OFFICES 

MORAN & O’ BRIEN 
CITIZENS BANK BUILDING 

TELEPHONE 734 

Dens SRE DELAVAN,WIS. 

April 30, 1934 

Professor F,. T. Thwaites 
Science Hall 
Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Professor Thwaites: 

Enclosed herewith is my check for $25.00, 
representing balance of your fees in the case of 
Borg vs Downing. 

I know it will be of interest to you to 
learn that the verdict as rendered by the jury 
gave us judgment for the full amount of the ad- 
vance payment we had made - $4867.00, less $1000 
which the jury found to be the value of the extra 
pipe installed in the well. Inasmuch as the jury 

found in a preceding question that under the con- 
tract Mr. Downing was required to furnish all 
necessary casing, it leaves us with a judgment for 
$4867.00 against Mr. Downing. 

There is no question that your testimony 
in this case was of vital importance and was cer- 
tainly very valuable to our client. 

We wish to extend to you our very sincere 
thanks for your co-operation in this matter, and 
if in the future we or any of our friends have any 
matters pertaining to drilling wells, they most 
certainly will be referred to youe



Professor F, T, Thwaites -2- April 30, 19% 

It is possible, of course, that this case 
might go to the Supreme Court and sent back for 
new trial, although I consider this not very probable, 
In that event, of course, we will expect you to 
testify on any future proceeding that might be had. 

With kindest regards, I am 

Yours very truly, 

JAM:BA / 
ENC.



eS Seton bomen Co cat Ue Mealisatrbten Comonl COMfMUMY— YH t00 Barrels 
S A 

yal re —S Bay Bre hee 
N yy MM? Cnginecrs Building. as 

/ wo 
Wairnpurn; Par 

7» Newayge Mich: 
MEDUSA Coodinnd Chi May 2, 1934. Manitowoe, Ys: 

Prof. F.T. Thwaites, Lecturer in Geology, 
University of Wisconsin. 
Madison, Wisc. 

Dear Sir: 

There is no objection to your taking your Glacial Geology 

Class to visit our clay pit at Manitowoc, “isconsin on Sunday, May 5th, 
as requested in your letter of the lst inst. and especially with the 
understanding that any one in your party does so at his or her om risk, 
and that we will not be held responsible for any accident which may 
occur to any of these individuals. There is no reason why anyone should 

get hurt if ordinary care is exercised in walking about the premises. 
You may therefore act accordingly. 

Very y yours, 

ice-President)& Treasurer 

EJM:S 

“Concrete for Permanence”



AB arnt e aa agate Se a ee 
ae ee : i ee : 
See Se ee ee ee as, 

Chetek, Wise, June 17, "37 = 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites : — 
: Dept. of Geology eS 

Science Hall, University of Wisconsin ae 
Madison, Wisconsin = Soe 

Dear Mr, Thwaites: = 

_ Just a short note to ask 2 couple of favors of you. 3 = 
I find that I have thoughtlessly neglected to bring along a 
enough graph paper, and since it is impossible to abtain such 5 
here I wonder if you could bring up a batch when you come, I ge 
have used the few I had until all the curves are beginning to ee 
look the same} Secondly, I forgot to bring along the Tuscobia- Sie 
Park Falls profile from the Survey files and would appreciate = 
it if you would bring that as well. = 

I seem to be getting along slowly and reasonably surely. 
Poor weather delayed me somewhat at first but we've had blazing "Gee 

summer now for a few days. I must confess, however, that all 

the things I see are not quite as clear as they might be and IT 

am looking foreward eagerly to your arrival. I think I am able eee 

to decipher topographic evidences well enough, by and large, but See 

: I do have trouble determining the age of the driftss =e 

SSS Se : ee
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Mr and Mrs F.T.Thwaites 
41 North Roby Road 
Madison 5 Wis.



Dear Friend, 5 

_ Thank you for signing my nomination paper for 
re-election to the State Assembly. Your support is 

greatly appreciated. I believe it is an endorsement 

ef my record of five years on the City Council and 
my work in the State Legislature. During this cam- 

paign I hope to meet as many of my constituents and 

friends as possible to discuss that record with them. 

I will look forward to your continued support 
in the Primary Election on September ing



: July 20, 1937 
Mr. Jom T. Mathieson, : 
Chetek, Wisconsin 

: Doar Mr. Mathiosons 

I roceived yours of the Lith with euchosod report and skoteh 
bué dolayod reply until I coukd sond you prints of the photos 

oe whieh I took when up with you. 2 

: fhe report has been read and an dacomplote card turned ins 

With rogard to the area to be covered I fully agroo thet 
: tiorougmoas shguldaot bo sctificad for apood, Men worked ; 

was o. Seceeh He 0 Sik ee) 30 56 8 ree ee 
ssie ar tok eae oee valk etic tar anc te exposures 

; both of bed rock and soil profiles may up the pmoblens of 
; a considerable arom, For instange tho collar at Reeve gave _ 

uo @ definite idea, nonoly that there is mo marked B ‘end 
fame becker typ Pap taney of ane Ban Rapes 
formerly suggested. This deemed to check vith tho soil exposed 

: <a ae deasantaas ites or eaaee vor qiough ground — x : 

foal ‘ths cals pate of ennai Walan dotinttoty reasonably certain a thea epee). 

Us Se SThab is I would Like to soo at loagt a part of Range 14 
ineluded. Howover, I an inclinod to omié the rugged sandstone 
arca southwest of Resve(or is it soubhoast?) as woll as the far 

: northwestern pari of Barzan Gos big lin elastin ie 
rebhor than a squaro aroa but that doos not matter. Tho rugcod 
oy aadte: Guat ae teste tecteotiaee) aie a (mn ov lnehined .< 
to think that the Dresbach (Gai ae 
@ river Lovol around Prairio Farm Z als note that your © 
end my prosent opinion on tho dri¢h of the Peomtraat angle | 5 
OE tae ce make tek er onurei Gk ae 

' pe 4348 prgtairccathen eds tenn ootd prlgeegt nd . 
the edge of the Colby soils in Barron Ye a ane ; 

: check with Leverett ay yuu will note bub he used 
; phononoma and paid little attention to weathering. \ 

oe In conclusion, dot try to cover more than youcan do voll 
but 1 sorbainiy would 1ike you to stuly tho SFosh outs on Ue Sy 0, 

: Hope I can como up again later to seo some of the good places | 
you find, Boe y. be oe 

: With best regards to all, eee. : 

; a : 4 ? Ne 

k 4 ew ie Gee eee 

ee er
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Box 593, Chetek, Wisconsin 
Auge 25, 1957 

Mr. F.T. Thwaites y 
RFD 4, Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr, Thwaites: : 

As you propably know,I was in Madison a few weeks ago 
on @ short over-night trip, called your house, and was sorry to 
find you out of town, I was told that you would be back soon and 
suppose you are in Madison now, By the way, I have forgotten, I 
fear, to thank you for the pictures, mueh less pay for them. Since 
so much time has already elapsed it will perhaps be all right to 
let it go until I see you againe--and thanks very much, 

In spite of a long series of unavoidable intaruptions I 
have managed to cover quite a bit of territory since I last wrote 
to you, including several towns in range 14 and a few forrays into 
range 15---and I'm very glad I did, for there'smm#é@h that is new 
and novel in that region} However, all that I have found has been ~ 
in topography---no exposures that have meant anything to my limit- 
ed senses, at any rate. I have traced a well-marked and unquestion- 
ably eg from near Poskin southwest well into the town of 
Vance Creek and imagine I can followitstill farther. This is all 
within Weidman's Colby region although strikingly different from the 
so-called Colby region north of Barron and west of Rice Lake, which 
I have become quite convinced is of earlier Wisconsin age and large- 

ly ground moraine and erroded outwash. Well, there's no use going 
into all this now, for I hope to have the pleasure of seeing you 
Wwefore too long. Have you any idea of when you can come up? As 
far as I can tell, any time is convenient for us, but it would be 

well to know a short time in advance because there has been some 
serious illness among our near relatives which might possibly take 
a turn for the worse at any time and thus take me away from work for 
a few days. But I certainly am looking forward to havénhg you up--- 
it seems to me that I've been making progress pretty slowly of late 
and could stand to have some new slants on the problem---especially 
such things as the soils, which still seem» horribly nebulous, 

Otherwise everything and every one are well here. Re-= 
member me to your family, and Mrs, Mathiesen sends her regards, 

TT pp 
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a _—— taaguet 26, 1937 | 

z ur, Jom T. Mathiesen, ; 
Box 593, \ 
Ghotek, Wisconsin ; 

Dear Mr. Mathiosont 

- Yours of the 25th arrived thio noons 

I hardly kmow what to sey about coming up. Our maid 
is for a week which ties mo down considerably. ‘Tho new 
Green tay wezh Ao 00 bo tected goon aul Sing wand we there Sf : 
possible. Bosides, Tomay starts s¢hoolsoon and that will 
et ee eee Tho northeastern 

; Sor ; and 4% was only yestorday 
that I was © to touch the GAD. 2 

All considered, I would much prefer not to ; 
conn’ eh tale FL Walada seh be tenant oe aes 
I an not at all sure that I could add much te the soil profile 
matter beyond what wo worked oub last spring. ‘Indood, I an 
now wondering if 011 Colby soils aro not early Wisconsin or lator. 
You know that thore is a largo area of Colby within tho Cary 
noraine of Taylor Gountye I am going to change tho toxt of 

E my report so as to hold thie matior open. It io of411 a long 
way to proving this, much loss expleingingho nature of Colby 
904), profiles. Iam basing this conclusion mainly on tho Lack 
of a definite B horkeon in the Golby profile. In fact, this 

: makes tho Golby soil essentially Limited by Woidmans original : 
Third drift borders I is a notable fact that Woldman was 
more noarly correct in the first work he did and his lator 
Adeas were tho ones wich were incorrect! é 

I cortainly wuld like to be able to come up ani talk : 
over these matters with you and to visit some of tho other ° 

Sepllaise tour tpn Gals fia ogee te encties tos teppei req our mention 
of tae wkeees Galata wb ante mae 
on OGb. 283. : : 

"With vest rogarde, - 

Sincorely, : : 

: F. T. Tiwaites 

— 
7 : = oe



February 10, 1938 

Deen of the Graduate Schoo) 

Wrisete, de 
Dear Sir: 3 

In regard to the application of John Mathiesen for a 

fellowship, I can esy that he has been a student of exceptionally 

high quality. de has taken physlography, glaciel goology, mapping, 

end his thesis with me and the work was uniformly of excellent 

quality. I ean recommend him very highly. 

Very truly, 

¥, f, Thwaites



THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

MADISON 

COMMITTEE ON LOANS AND 

UNDERGRADUATE SCHOLARSHIPS April 5, 1938 

Me. F. T. Thwaites 
Science Hall 

My dear Mr. Thwaites; 

Thank you for your recommendation of Gaylord 0. 

Mickelson for a University scholarship. You may be 

assured that the Committee will give every possible 

consideration to his application. 

If we may be of further service to you at any 

time, we will be glad to have you call on us. 

Sincerely yours, 

COMMITTEE ON LOANS AND UNDER- 
GRADUATE SCHOLARSHIPS 

by a ee 

W. Sek is, Secretary 

WJH:EB



Vabruary 18, 1938 

Chairmen of the Gommittee on Fellowships 

eo. 
Cembridge 38, Massachusetts 

Dear Sirt 

In reference to the application of Mr. John Mathiesen, 

I cen say that he has taken physiography, glacial geology, 

mapping, and a thesis on glacial geology under me. His work 

has been uniformly of high quality and I have no hesitation in 

recommending him very highly. 

Sincerely, 

. F, 2, Tawaites
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Jan. 5, 1934 

tee SS 

Feisneten Walteonite, 
Princeton, Now Jorsey / / 

: wish to thank for the separate of your paper on 
MGorrelation of the pre-Hilinetan drifts of Tlinole® whieh cone somo ‘tine : 
ages Had hoped to see you at Shicage so did not wrote. 

I now have a change to get out an odition of 100 lithoprinted 
ores hal tee seams dee tee Reais G eae air mee 
asked a persons about probability f these 

Sn'h tenet Loncis of siae enh tae Ain mae detente: Geek 
thinking they might be able to use over 30 copies. I am wondering if you also 

_ Would be interested. The books would be ready some time im February. 

; By moans of this preliminary edition I will be able toget 
: criticisms end suggestions whieh I would not be able to obtain othervise and 

it seems te mo a very wise step before having the book printed. 

With best wishes for the New Year, : 

¥, 4, Thwaites



GEOLOGY H. A. BUEHLER : e 
MINERAL DEPOSITS STATE OF MISSOURI STATE GEOLOGIST 

Torocnapnic WAPriNG GEOLOGICAL SURVEY He Medan ig 
AND 

WATER RESOURCES 

ROLLA, MISSOURI ’ 

December 31, 
beFS5 

Dr. F. T, Thwaites, 
Department of Geology, 
University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisconsin 3 

Dear Dr. Thwaites: 

I am glad to have your letter of recent date, and extend to you 
my apologies for not returning the originals of the Wisconsin part of 
the regional cross section which you prepared for the Kansas Geological ; 
Society. I had hoped to obtain from Workman, by this time, his part of 
the section, but,as you know, he has been in very poor health and I 
understand has spent but little time in the office. I have had prints 
made, however, of your portion of this section and I am returning the 
section to you under separate cover. 

I hope that your study of the samples by the insoluble residue 
method will progress to your satisfaction and that eventually you will 
publish a paper covering the results. We are more than satisfied with 
the results that we have obtained to date and, in fact, treat all well 
samples in this manner. The method is now a matter of routine in this 
office. 

I note that studies of the Niagaran fail to give any positive 
results. We apparently have been more successful with the Silurian : 
rocks and find that the insoluble residue method has been helpful, 
particularly in zoning comparatively thick sections of Silurian dolo- 
mite. In the preparation of our residues, we do not weigh the samples, . 
nor do we wash the residues onto watch glasses or filter papers. The < 
entire procedure is carried on in a 250 ce beaker and after digestion : 
with acid has ceased, the sample is washed and the fines decanted. We ea 
find that this treatment is perfectly satisfactory for our purpose and a 

enables us to handle a comparatively large amount of material daily. te 

S 
I recently had the pleasure of a field trip with Joe Bridge, Se 

during the course of which we had an opportunity to study certain Ordo- ais 
vician problems and to apply to our local stratigraphy the results ob- ke 
tained during the recent Kansas Society trip. ‘2 

Sincere] UL'S ies a 

McQ P ae 
sent 12/31/35 ee ze a



° 13, 1935 
Dr. H. Se MoQuecn, Asct., “tate Geologist, = 

; Rolla, Missouri - 

Dear br. Lequoont 

In roply to of the 16th I will be most pleased to got the ae 
eunshus Epon Commpeckens Udtk gue aiedden tak eaah 06 Ga Gen tae belts 
ne knew about then. 

Last fall I sent you the original of the Wisconsin pert of tho Wisconsinldsoourd cross section witch gob up for Aho Ke Gs Se 1s you are 
through with these Z would be glad to got thea back although I teck 
precaution of having a vandyke nogative made before I loened them. There ic 
no rush about this, for the only thing I night eve? noel the tracing for is to 
make Ghenges on 4% for publication and this could almost as well bo done on 
a vandyke positive, : 

started on a program of maljing ond storing inselubles but wo have 
culy completes ane fun 00 fate I em dovoting particular attention te the eo 
residues of tho Galena-Platieville and the Prairie du Chien-Trasposleau. pg 
My feoling is that the best results will be obtained with these formation. Lee 
Karges found that the Niegeran was a washout. I an not sponding any timo on 
ptm ys dee Bay Aged diy sane ye ygen. aay edhe Zi an using filier : 
paper to catch the residue instead of a Glass. This seaw twork best 
with tho holp I have. Any suggestion you may have would be approciabed. 

Bays, Joo Bridge, and I all went to Limestone Mountain after 
tho Fichd Sonforenese The results were quite a jolt/ as we found that the 
formations are folded. The structure is similar to the Des Plaines syncline in 

on =a the 
are emmonly called “eryptovolcanie” may not bo in fact related to these 
local synclines. 

ith the best wishes of the season, 

Sincerely, — 

: FP. T. Thwadtes = ;



September 3, 1935 

Mre Me 0.0Binton, 

Ae B. MoMahon Engincering Company, == 
Monasha, Wisconsin. 

Dear Sirs 

In reply to your letter of August 30, 1935 I have 

no more detailed information concerning Rib Leke than that 

‘ contained in Bulletin 55 of the Wisconsin Geological Survey: 

z "thie village has a population of 1,018,end is 
located on the west bank of Rib iake. The elevation of Rib 
Leke is 1,856 feet above sea levole The formetion is glecial 
adrift, with sandy loem surface soil and sendy gravelly draft 
subsoil. Most of the private welle in the village are fron 
10 to 30 feet deep. One deep well at the hotel is 130 feet 
deep, wholly in the drift. ‘he city weter supply, used for 

= fire protection only, ie obtained from Rib Leke nrough-4 
12 ineh intake reaching about 50 feet from the shore. 

: Yours very truly, : : 

Ae Me Thwaites
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en s a 

j Se? eee 
i, John Te Mathieson, 6 orbs | eS a 
Ghotek, \Meconein Se . 

Deer Ire Mathesent a a 
a. Your cerd of June 27 raninded me thet Thad fe gotten 

to discuss with Pag tho metsor of "Indepondont esearch". They ees 
— : . Galled me from Deens offiee about 1% and assigned the course. Le 

mmber 160. They also stated thet a revort had to be turned pee 
: ‘dime = told whet you had been doing ond that the report vould be ee 

in the thesis next year, However, I folt that-it wes safest to Ce 
rocord the grade eo B with a note “so repors*. | ee Bs a 

: ! > a 
: : Now 2% you went to write @ nago or tvo in smmory of a 

what you did, mainly whet wes ageomplided rather then o sumary i 
_ of bho viows, £2 enyy of Semucl Yelémen, thon J could Sura in oe 

® dacomplete card civing you the cade of A whieh you undoubtedly ae 
deserve on the proparetory works es a 

ZX pxdered biueprint logs of the Bloomer, Chetek, Comoro, == 
and Gloar Lake wolle whieh T wiki sond st en carly dato, 2 ee 

ee ; ' Zhe photographs have not yot been dovolopod. ores te 
whl right egein and will begin ewamer school on Tuoaday. liow thoy oo ee 

: toll mo I umst heve the same thing done so that will doley uotters ee 
for sone time Longore ‘ : : es 

With bost regards to all et the Lako, ee a 
5; % Tee ee 

: Sancorely, : ee os 

Bae 

. a eae ih io oe 

a poee ie eens cs OS UNE RE SOS 2 aE ara eG ee eee eal



: June 28, 1937 

“Mr. John T. Mathiosen, 
Ghetek, Wisconsin 

Doar lr. Hathiesent 

We arrived safely before 5 last Thursday efter 
lunch sbTomeh and a detour to visit a cave at New Lis bon : 

; 3 enh another to vieit the new Lindon woll, Friday 
j morning Tomay had his tonsils removed. fic took it } 

like a max and is recovering rapidly although he Lost 
a lot of weight. Ye hope he will pick up 2 ict more now ne 
as ¥y, Nesbit seid tis tonsils were in bad shape. 

I em sending the Leverett map under separate ‘ s er 
cover. If you sare to write him for more information 
I am sure he would be glad to help you. The address is : 
Frank Leverett, 1724 8. University Aves, Aun Arbor, Miche 
You will note that he includes the lake west of Rice ae 
Lake in tho Wisconsin bud gacludes Poskin Lake ete. ~ ie 
Hops wowdll be able to settle these matters. . 

ligye not had time $0 develop pilotos yobe = 

; Ses regards to all at the Lake. : / 

Sincerely, ‘i 

. 2 ei \ : a ; 

\ ! 7k : : 
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Chetek, Wisconsin 
July 11, 1937 

Mr. FT. Thwaites 
RFD. # 4 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr, Thwaites: 

I'm taking advantage of this excedingly warm Sunday morn- 
ing to answer your letter of the 9th and to thank you for the 
various data which you sent and which were gratefully recieved. I 
am also sending a one-page summary of the 180 course---it's very 
short but I feel that I've said all there is to say in that respect 
without becoming verbose, 

I am also going to bother you once more with some matters 
regarding my work; I feel that I am impos4ing upon you altogether too 
much with my constant interrogations, but for one who is so thorough- 
ly a novice as I am it is practically unavoidable} 

\ 

I have to date completed inked maps of Jetteen townships 
and nearly finished five more, with, of course, scattered strips in 
several adjoining townships, The enclosed rough sketch shows their 
location, which, as you see, comprises more or less of a block with 
Chetek eccentrically located. Yet this represents less than half-- 
indeed barely a third--of the area which we had originally planned 
to cover, and the summer is more than a third gone. Now, I am sure 
that I could finish all the maps before school starts by really 
plugging as hard as possible between now and then, but it means that 
I have practically no time for more careful observation of more | 

local points of interest, which I deem of, great importance in making 
definite conclusions, to say nothing of taking photographs and other- 
wise becoming familiar with the area and doing a faMly thorough job. 
As it is, I have to keep moving with a bare minimum of stops in order 
to cover all of the ground, I therefore make a suggestion to the 
effect that I complete several more townships (also indicated on 
sketch map) so as to include the interlobate angle north of Brill, 
a@ cross-section of the northern part of the reentrant through the 
vacinity of Rice Lake, the entrre eastern border, and a block of the 

central portion of the area, This would exclude part of the western 
border and the southwestern corner, but I really think it more 
advisable and more likely to be of value because of its greater 
detail. However, it is only a suggestion and I shall proceed as be- 
fore until I get your opinion on the subject. 

Although my opinion changes from day to day with new obser- 
vations, I am at present inclined to suspect that we may have had an 
early Wisconsin, possibly Iowan, invasion here, extending across the 
entire area about as far south as Hillsdale, south of which eroded 
remnants of outwash of the same age may be found. I also think that 
an earlier advance of the same ice which formed the major eastern 
moraint extended well west of Rice Lake, probably joining a lobe from 

the west somewhere north of Barron. Such evidences of moraines as : 

exist are poor and later outwash has much obscured the situations I — 

still know less than nothing about the older drift in the southern 3



part, other thanto feel that considerable areas of fairly fresh 

deposits in valley bottoms and in some cases on uplands are 
probably illinoisan, while others again would seem to be older. 
Some sections look practically unglaciated, 

The temperature has exceeded 90 here every day since the 

Fourshusually the highest nineties or low hundreds, too. There has 
been no rain in the section for two weeks and the roads are 
terribly dusty. 

Well, I guess that's all I have to offer at this point, 
I hope that you have completely recovered by this time. Mrs, 
Mathiesen sends her regards,» 

eS 

‘



: Chetek, Wis. 
July 5th, 1937 

Mr. BT. Thwaites = 
RFD. Now 4 : 

Madison, Wis. : : 

Dear Mr, Thwaites: 

I am finally getting around to thanking you for your letters 
and for the glacial map which I was happy to recieve, I am 
pleased to note that the boundaries located by Leverettg are not 
so radically different from those which I have tentatively 
mapped, more or less in my mind, at least in the eastern portion 

of the area, At the present time I have "finished", if there is 
such a thing, twelmve townships and completed varying amounts in 
about as many more. As you know it can only be done so fast and 
no faster without sacrificing thoroughness. It becomes increasingly 
obvious that the problem will demand all of my time until the end 
of the summer and even then the matter will be far from a closed 
book} Nevertheless, I hope that certain of the questions involved 
will be a little less nebulous then than they are now, 

The fact that today is a holiday combined with the much more 
impressive fact that it is blistering hot has induced me to spend 
the day in the office catching up on draughting, correspondence, 
and sundry other odd jobs, indluding,I hope, getting a start on the 
report which you suggested I make for "Geog. 180", Last semester-- 
the first of the year, that is, I investigated certain lines of 
Scandinavian geogephical literature for Durand and made out a 
similar report for him, I am afraid that it will be a bit difficuit 
to write anything particularly informative or valuable about that - 
which I did this past semester, in view of the fact that it con- 
sisted almost entizlzy of assembling data and materfals for the 
summer's field work, but I shall try to summarize it in brief as 
best I can and hope it meets with your approval. I'll send it on as 
soon as possible. 

We were all glad to hear that Tommy's tonsilectomy was a 
success and hope that yours will follow suit. 

Mrs. Mathiesen wishes to be remembered, and my regards to 

your family. 

. Sincerely, {duster
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248 Hawthorne Avenue 
Princeton, N.J. 
Jan. 4; 1938 

Mr. F.T. Thwaites 
41 Roby Road 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Thwaites: 

I was pleased to find your letter of 
December 22 awaiting me upon my return from a 
week's trip up into New York state, and 
especially to hear that you are recovering from 
your illness, about which Mrs. Nelson had in- 
formed me, I was in New York City for a few hours 
during the G.S.A. meeetings, just long enough to 
exchange greetings with a few of the Wisconsin 
men present and to hear further of your improved 
condition and the fact that they expected you to 
return to active duty in the near future. 

I wish to thank you and Mrs, Thwaites 
for bringing my request to the attention of 
Dr. Winchell, No doubt I shall recieve the desired 
papers before long. In the mean time I'm going 
to impose upon you still further for any advice 
or suggestions you might wish to offer in regard 
to a new problem somewhat akin to the first. 

In my previous letter I indicated that it 
yould be advantagious in various ways for me to 
return to Wisconsin next year. Now, if the depart- 
ment there cannot offer me anything, so that I 
must perforce remain here at Princeton, I should 
at least like to work up a thesis problem which 
would enable me to be in Wisconsin during all or 
part of the next two summers or so, in order that 
I might attend to my personal affairs as well as 
possible at the same time. I am wondering whether 
there are any problems which you feel are worthy 
of sw cial attention and would form suitable thesis 
matkxerial, such, for instance, as the peripheral 
areas of Wisconsin and older drifts adjacent to 
the area I worked in before, the "Colby" of central 
Wisconsin, or the like, I am reasonably confident 
that if a worth-while probglem could be found, 
Dr. Macclintock and the others here at Princeton 
would be willing to see me tackle it.



I might add that I had a talk with 
Macclintock this morning about his plans for this 
coming summer, As you probably know, he, Flint, 
and Twenhofel are laying plans for a joint attack 
on glacial problems xm tana physiographic ones) 
in Newfoundland, long a favorite stamping-grounds 
for Princeton men in general and graduate students 
in particular, Macclintocks idea is for me to 
act as his assistant this next summer, thus 
getting the lay of the land, so to speak, and then 
have me work on an independent thésts problem the 
next year, However, interesting and attractive 
though the proposisiton sounds, there are several 
drawbacks, the most critical being that I would 
thus be away from Wisconsin entirely for a couple 
of years, which would be extremely fifficult if 
not impossible to arrange. Furthermore, I am not 
sure that I can cope successfully with the 
physical problems which Newfoundland presents, 
although Macclintock assures me that most of our 
work will be done from boats, canoes, and the like, 
with relatively little foot work, and that I will 
be more or less able to take my time, However, I 

have told him of my desire to work in Wisconsin, 
and since an immediate decision is not needed, 
I have time to look for a good problem out there, 

In your last letter you mentioned that the 
fact that I majored in geography as an undergraduate 
would make it somewhat more difficult for me to 
get into the geology department there, a fact of 
which I am fully aware, I hope, however, that the 
fact that I have been sobty in the geology depart- 
ment here this year, thus filling in some of the 
gaps left open at Wisconsin, will help in some 
measures 

With best wishes for the new year and for 
your speedy recovery, I remain 

Sfncerely yours, / 

ed



Jamary 18, 1939 

Dr. A. M, Winehell 
: Setence Fall 

Dear Dr. Winchell: 

In connection with the application of John T, Vathiesen 
for a fellowship in the Department of Geology, I may that Mr. Mathiesen 
wos one of the most brilliant students I have had, He is = very good 

worker and did a remarkably good job on his thesia in northerstern 
Wiseom in. At the time I had him he had had mostly geography courses 
and I understand this defect bas been remedied at Princeton. His great 
handicap is his Inmeness. He can usually get around alright although 
dowly, but I noticed at Devils lake that very prolonged walking led 
to considerable trouble. I think, however, that he ean handle most 
field work if is not too ap need for hurry or the going is 
not as ted on 1s Lake. is planning on taking up a study 
of the Colby soil ‘crea in northern Wisconsin - a continuation of the 
same problem which he worked on for his master's thesis. 

Very truly yours, 

Yyrts8 ¥, T. Thwaites



248 Hawthorne Ave. 
Princeton, N.J. 
January 15, 1939 

Mr. F.T. Thwaites 
41 Roby Road 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr, Thwaites: 

It seems that I'll have to trouble you 
once more, for Mrs. Nelson tells me that the usual 
formal letters in regard to my application for some 
sort of aid in the Geology Department should be 
submitted. I should appreciate it very much if you 
would write a letter to the chairman of you depart- 
ment on my behalf, 

: I have very briefly discussed the Colby 
matter with MacClintock, who also feels that it pre- 
sents a worth-while prokKHblem. In case I stay on 
here at Princeton I'm sure he will consider it a 
good thesis subject, though just what financial aid 
I'll be able to muster for work on it remains a 
question. 

Agaia thanks for your time and trouble,
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SORE aaroae sons McGrRAw-HiLt Book CoMPANyY: INC. See ee 
Me ne McGRAW-HILL BUILDING CU GOLLEGE BEPARTHENT 

JAMES S. THOMPSON a SOONES TT SENSE eT FR ORDER DEEANTMENT 

CURTIS W. MeenAW ee JOSE A ELAN oe 
WLLIAMERAWRE —— *HCOR MY WEPRER von Saecee ease ies: se ees 

March 30, 1938 

Professor F. T. Thwaites 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

i Dear Professor Thwaites:- : 

We have had pleasure in sending you with our 
compliments a copy of PHYSIOGRAPHY OF EASTERN UNITED 
STATES by Nevin Me Fenneman, Professor of Geology, 
University of Cincinnati. 

This new book is a companion volume to Pro- 
fessor Fenneman's PHYSIOGRAPHY OF WESTERN UNITED STATES, 
published in 1931. The aim of this text is to establish 
order in the vast amount of geologic literature on the 
eastern United States and to organize the knowledge in 
an attempt to interpret the physiographic history of 
this area. 

For your information, the list price of PHYSIO- 
GRAPHY OF EASTERN UNITED STATES is $6.50. ; 

When you have examined this new book, we should 
be glad to have your opinion of it, and we shall be 
particularly interested to learn whether or not you find 

~ it satisfactory for use in your classes. 

Very truly yours, 
Z, dat % z 

CGB:CC ° 
Curtis Ge Benjamin, Manager 

: college Department
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George K. McConnoll, born Nov. 27, 1862, fed Sunday afternoon ab a local 

hospital aftor on illncss of » voek, /fatil 1904 he ue6 asSciated with 

his later fethor, . T, MeConnoll the grocery S. His mother 

ae vas thectwex Mery lig Turvill anf died in 1923, /He was bor2 on afer — 

near Ieko Waudosa. From 1910 to 1918 he was the automobile business 

: as a partner in the SpoonerMcGomell Motor Car Company. Since that \ 

‘Mien hie esd Sheek ek ‘awit, Mrs. 8.4. Tueltes on tho Zuryill Fern — 

neer Olin Park, 3 eS Will be at the Mitch-Lavronce funoral parlors | 

at 2 P. M. Tuesday . : 

PLEASE GET INTO NOON EDITION \ 

Yoorgo Ke Uodomnell, 75, died Sundey aftcracon ab a local hospital 

: efter an illness of a week, Fis father was W. T. MeConnell with whom 

4 he was associated in the grocery business until 1904, liis wother was ; 

Mary Turvill who ciod in 1928. A sister, Anne died in 1917 and fF brother, 

i Frenk in 1925. lr. MeGommell novor married and was tho lust of his 
fomily. From 1910 to 1oie he was in ‘the automobile business as a partner 

in the Speenen-MoGonnell Meter Ger Goi \Minos:that. tine he mode kis lame 

with hip mother's sister Mrs. Re G. Thwaites on the Turvill Fam noer 

= Services will be at tho Fiteh-Lawrence Funeral Parlors at 2 P. M.-Tuesday, 
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March 16, 1937 

Professor J. A, Merrill 
22 Billings Drive 
Superior, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Merrill: 

Tn reply to yours of Warch 9th the limestone fragment which 
you refer to might have come from Miagaren limestone of the Hudson 
Bay region. As the principal advance of the ice seems to have been frm 
the north during the last glaciation. It is possible, however, that 
there are two other sources? one is the Hiagaran of the Winnipeg region, 
and the other in the vicinity of Lake Temiskining on the Ontario-Guebee 
line, ‘There is also Niageran ot Limestone Mountein near Houghton, 
Michigan, but I dowbt that this fragment could heave come from there, 

I talked the mtter over with Professor Shrock and he said he 
aid not know of any way by which we could tell just which area the 
Specimen come from. Even if found in the last drift, mt might heve 
made pert of its journey during an enrlier glaciation. ‘The distribu- 
tion of drift copper strongly suggests thet earlier glaciation from the 

northwest, so it is almost impossible to trace back any given fragment 
to ite soures, However, if you would like to have us try, you might 
send us the specimen and we will see what we can do from the fossils. 

Yours very traly, 

POTN 2, 2, Thwaites
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Prof. Thwaites: 
The incomplete removal card which you sent to us for 

John T. Mathiesen in Geography 180 was referred to 

Dean Sellery. He has returned it to us marked "Not 
approved" which means that our record for the student 

still stands as a grade of B. 

Registrar's Office 
= 176 Bascom Hall --window 5 

8-98-37 :
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COLLEGE OF LETTERS AND SCIENCE—MEMORANDUM 

Mathiesen, John Te BA 3 

May have exemination in Geology 130 
at a date subsequent to the regular 
examination date, at a time convenient 
for Prof. Thwaites and the student. 

er ST = 
dune 2, 1937 Dean



REPORT FOR GEOGRAPHY 180 ae e 

The work which the writer undertook for this course during the 

second semester of the school year 1936-37 consisted almost entirely of 

gathering data and preparing materials for investigations to be con- 

ducted in the field in the region generally known as the "reentrant angle 

of older drift" in aepteeciaes Wisconsin during the summer of 1957, 

Probably the greatest amount of time was devoted to examining 

the unpublished field notes.taken by Weidman, Hall, and Thwaites for the : 

Wisconsin Geological Survey between 1900 and 1917, In all approximately 

65 books were covered, chief emphasis being given to factual data, such 

as well records, pebble counts, and the like, over four hundred of the 

former being copied. Maters of interpretation were also considered, how- 

ever, and, whenever the writer deemed them of emmediate use or import- 

ance, recorded; and in addition to the nées concerned with the field area 

proper, those dealing with the railroad cuts between Hau Claire — 

Hudson, Wisconsin, were investigated. 

Seiroviag assekAlen of the suarementionel work, base maps of 

the counties involved (Chippewa, Dunn, St. Croix, Polk, Barron, Washburn, 

Sawyer, and Burnette ) were eeeaced from the State Hig hway @ommission and 

fifty township maps on a scale of ene inch to a mile constructed from 7 

them, Profiles of the several railroads within the region were then ob- 3 

tained and the lines and elevations plotted on the said township maps 4 

(the railroad elevation data were subsequently checked against a USGS a 

benchmark and modified accordingly), 2 

: Copies of Bulletin 77A, Kellog's study of Wisconsin soils types, 2 

and of Weidman's soils map of northwestern Wisconsin were secured and = 

studied for their bearing on the soils and drift of the field area, andy 

lastly, a brief survey was made of published works on the region by a 

Weidman, Leverett, Chamberlin, and Strain, and a certain amount of time, 

- poth in and out of class, cated to a very general review of certain * 

of the principals of glacial geology. = a . 
ee a a a
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Fob, 21, 1939 

e lr, Bon ¥. Mook, : 
Bureau of Itines, : : 
Menilla, P. 22 5 : 

Doar Mr. Mook: : ; : 

Byer since your letter camo a year ogo Christmas : 
ve have intended to answer 1% for wo realize how lonesome it 
is in foreign parts. . § 

Well, as Long as wo stayod at Turvillwood and 
espockaily while my mother was 30 411 there just did not 
seen to be any time ot all to write personal lettors. : 

Shortly after ay mother passed away on Aug. 14 vo E 
discovered accidently that secret moves were being made to 
deprive us of any voico in tho management of the place. : 
T% onded in Harry Turvill buping us out and in our moving 
to this house on University Hehghts. 

Unfortunately I was taken 412 on the day we started 
40 move. Any had to carry the whole burden of moving and 
buying the house which thanks to our selling for cash over 
there io now actually peid for, It is much nicer for the 
youngsters for we are only two blocks from the school. : 
We also seem to heve much more free time and more enorgy 
90 thab we aro agtually onsvoring letters now! 

Best wishes from both of us, , it 

I : SS
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218 Guyot Hall 
Prineeton, NZJZ 
November 15, 1938 

Mr. F.T. Thwaites 
Dept. of Geology 
Science Hall 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Thwaites: 

I am taking the liberty of writing to you at 
thistime in regard to certain matters whieh might more 
properly be brought to the attention of the chairman of 
the department. However, I feel that I know you better 
than the other men on the Geology faculty at Wisconsin, 
and that you are more émmediately familiar with my "case 
history" than they. 

Before going further I might say that Mrs. Mathiesen 
and I are now well settled in Princeton, and although the = 
social life of the community is not altogether to our liking, 
I have found the Geology department itself a congenial and 
well-eauippved place. My time is pretty well taken up by 
twenty or more hours eaeh werk of departmental work, in 
addition to a full academbe sehedule. Most of the latter is 
devoted to certain fundamentals which I had missed as a 
Geography major, ineluding paleontology, mineralogy, and 
some review in chemistry. The only purely graduate course 

: I am taking this semester is one in advanced strueture. 
During the first semester, at least, I will be too busy with - 
routine matters to start any research. 

The one serious difficulty which confronts me at 
this time is the consideration of what plan to follow next 
year. The department here apparently wishes me to return, 
and is willing to provide somewhat more substantial monetary 
aid than at present. Unfortunately, however, a number of 
personal reasons probably will make it next to impossible 
for me to be this far from home next year, and I should like 
to know whether or not there would be any chance for me to 
secure an assistantship, fellowship, or other form of aid 
at Wisconsin. In ease you do not wish to make any definite 
statements or suggestions in this regard yourself, perhaps a 
you eould bring the matter to the attention of the proper 
authorities within’ your devartment--providing of course sith 
does not cause you too much inconvenience. If it appears that - 

a suitable opening might exist I shall make formal application 
through, the regular channels and at the proper time. : 3 . 

yte beet prrrm aR ne hy 4 SPY IE cates
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Doce 22, 1938 ; ee 

ur. John T, Mathiesen, aes 
218 Hall, — 
oe od New Jersey = 

Dear lr. Muthiesen: . = 
Yours of Nov. 15 arrived while I was suffering - 

from a severe bronchial cold which kept me in bed ae 
for six woeks, four of them in the hospital. I an Se 
still confined to my room although my temperature is ae 

However, irs. Tuwaitas took the letter to oa 
Dr. Winchell whe promised to send you application aoa 
blanks, I kow very little about such matters : 3 
myself although I fear that it will be harder to get 3 
into geology after having been a geographer than is Bs a 
you had majored in geology as an undergrad, Never~ ey 
theless I will try ny best for you if I can do ei 

Please acte the change in address above, eg 
mother passed away last August after a six months Py 

Seen Shortly afterward it became apparent that <4 
secret efforts were being made te oust us from any ae 
say in the management of tne place, This culminated in oe 
our being bought out on Och. 14 and in moving a 

on Noy. 8 just after I was taken 412, e 

cas 

| | 

—o 

2 ee 

er, 

(ae a eee 8 ses Se See ee a 2 ae ie oe ee



2 8036 Wathus Dy. 
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Duc. 27 1938 

Dear Wu Thala, 

J was very pleased ts hear 

Fas vacahion Jrve sport some 

Vawt mobos Luther profiles, Leth vm lowe 

) hope that Seorge was able 

be comuct the reports sobagnclorty , amd 

: PRearse romornter web Wr. 

TRrwrastea ond the boys, omd D uneb 
be arbind: he Anosond Aut washes boll 

fae = 

Nowe brad avn ai sheng teat neadovg 
Bille 25 Roroughley. =



February 9, 1939 

Mr. Ourtis @. Benjamin, Bgr. 
College Department 
MeGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc. 
330 West 424 Street 
New York, §. Y. 

Dear Sir: 

In reply to yours of Jamary 6th, I have read "General 

Cartography". It is an excellent book for geographers.and gives 

much information not easily obtainable elsewhere. But it treats 

details too briefly to have mich value to geologists and is not at 

all suitable for my course in geological mapping. 

Some of the author's atatements,such es hia condemnation of 

lettering guides, I cannot agree with. 

Thank you for the book. 

Very truly yours, 

¥. T. Thwaites



fete econ McGRAw-HILL BOooK COMPANY: INC. ASsIsTANT ice PRESIDENTS 
eee McGRAW-HILL BUILDING CUEOLEESE DEPARTMENT 
JAMES S.THOMPSON 330 WEST 42No STREET Ne eee 

cutis, wee RAW so JOSE A HYLAND 
WIA E HAWKE. "Meee WAEPRER oR Awe HOE mea we 

January 6, 1939 

Professor F. T. Thwaites 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Thwaites: 

= We have been pleased to send you a complimentary copy of 
GENERAL CARTOGRAPHY, by Erwin Raisz, Institute of Geographical 

Exploration, Harvard University. 

This is the first American textbook on cartography which 
presents the subject matter in a form expressly designed to 
meet the needs of the college student of geography. The author 

says in his preface: 

"The field of cartography is a wide one. While it 
has definite contacts with such varied studies as 
history, mathematics, and art, it comprises within 
itself a well-rounded course, without trespassing 

upon other branches of geographical science and with- 

out taking in the special subjéct of surveying." 

Simplicity is the keynote of the book. Every effort has 
been made to present the subject of map making in clear, under- 

standable terms, with a minimum of mathematics. Strictly up to 

date, the book includes the results of the International Congress 

of Geography of 1938. New material is presented in the chapters 
— on American cartography, and there are interesting and original 

treatments of physiographic methods of relief, map drawing com- 

position, cartogram, land use maps, and scientific maps. = 

For your information, the list price of GENERAL CARTOGRAPHY 
is $4.00. 

When you have had an opportunity to examine this new book, 
we shall welcome your opinion of it, and we shall be especially 
interested to learn whether you find it suitable for use as a 
text in your course, 

Vv. Tu . : 

CGB:HO s G amir, \géiage 

College Department, 

Ji
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, i ! . f MAGNOLIA PETROLEDIT COMPANT. 
A SOCONY-VACUUM COMPANY 

PRODUCING, DIVISION 

S. A. THOMPSON DALLAS, TEXAS 

Se December 12, 1938. 
Ww. W. CLAWSON 

ASSISTANT CHIEF GEOLOGIST 

HENRY C. CORTES 
GEOPHYSICAL EXPLORATION 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites, 
Department of Geology, 
Science Hall, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Sir: 

Mr. Joseph T. Drindak has applied for a 
position as geologist with Magnolia Petroleum Company 
and has given your name as a reference. 

We would be pleased to have your opinion 
of Mr. Drindak's professional ability and his record 
as a student. As you probably are aware, we can use 
only men with adaptable personalities, as it is 
necessary for our geologists to work in large groups 
with men from all stations in life. Any information 
you can give us will be greatly appreciated. 

Thanking you in advance, I am 

fi Aionpock 

SaT/a
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( _ : 
———--—- 41 Roby Road % 

Doc. 20, 1938 3 
Mr. 5. A. Thompson, = 
Producing Division, 3 

q blake soe : _ 

Dear Sir: 4 
\ In reply to yours of tho 12th Mr. J. Ts Drindak a 
\ 3 

has always proved a good, careful, and depenable - 

worker, He is thoroughly reliable, his personality 2 

is good and everyone seems to like him, I have no a 

hositation in recomending him very highly. = 

i ity Fol RE coe gS ae pee 

as an ad «lise oes 3 ie A i ne ME 8 saa 2 NY a Pa aa os 3.



Agreement for House Heating Gas Service 
(Available to Residential Customers in urban territory who use gas 

‘ as major fuel in central house heating equipment) 

Agreement entered into this____... Ninth ______._..__....._._.-day of____._. November ____________., 1938_., 

between the MADISON GAS & ELECTRIC COMPANY, hereinafter called the Company and______--_--------------- 

____........ Frederick T, Thwaites = ________, hereinafter called the Customer, both of Madison, Wisconsin. 

The Company agrees to furnish to ‘the Customer, and the Customer agrees to take from the Company during the period 

of one year, beginning......... November 8, ______________193__8, gas for his entire heating requirements at the 

premises known a. ee ee 8 ee ae 

The agreement shall continue in effect for one year after the expiration of said one-year period unless either party shall 
give written notice to the other, at least thirty days prior to the expiration of said one-year period of its desire not to continue 
the same, and thereafter shall continue in effect for successive periods of one year each unless like notice be given at least 
thirty days prior to the expiration of any such yearly period. 

Customer agrees to pay for said service to be furnished by the Company according to the following rates and provisions: 

First 400 cu. ft. or less per month_______-__------------Gross $.60, Net $.55 
Next 1,600 cu. ft. per month per M. cu. ft...............--Gross .95, Net .90 

Next 3,000 cu. ft. per month per M. cu. ft.............-..-Gross .90, Net .85 

Next 5,000 cu. ft. per month per M. cu. ft.........-.-.----Gross .85, Net .80 
Over 10,000 cu. ft. per month per M. cu. ft...........-....-Gross .65, Net .60 
Minimum Monthly Charge—Gross $.60, Net $.55 
Annual Minimum Charge—$100.00 net 

The 60c rate for gas used in excess of 10,000 cubic feet is subject to reductions depending upon the price of No. 3 fuel 
oil, as shown in the following scale of price relations. For the purposes of this clause the price of oil shall be the average of 

the daily prices for the calendar month preceding the billing date, determined from the quotations to the public by the Stand- 
ard Oil Company of Indiana for No. 3 fuel oil delivered in City of Madison to customers’ premises in 150 gallon lots. The 
price of gas for consumptions in excess of 10,000 cubic feet per month shall not be more than 60c net nor less than 45c net 
per MCF. The company will notify the customers of and file with the Public Service Commission any changes in the billing 
price of gas under this oil clause provision. 

SCALE OF PRICE RELATION 
Gas Oil Gas Oil 
Wc ee ce $522 cs ee. 22 SO Seo 
SP eons dunn sacs I 1 Blin ke Gee OB h 
56... .-.-.--.-.- 099— 098 BO) ls O88 ORD 
of... Se Or 40x ore cece 08 2000) 
06 how nncamaeden D8 (48 oa 09078 
WR Ss aie Snake, Mo ae Aloo et OT O76 
OA ccen a ceensoce, OFt— 3000 MG ow ine ee ncn A OA 
Pep ae oeokne nee cae 100 2088 IS oie winnie swags ee 

The difference between the bills computed at the gross rate and at the net rate will be allowed as a discount if the bill is 
paid within the discount period of approximately ten days as indicated on each bill. 

Gas used for other purposes will be combined with house heating for one billing under this schedule. 

This schedule does not permit the remetering or the redistribution of gas to tenants or others for household or any other uses. 

In all matters not specifically mentioned, the rules and regulations of the Company, a copy of which is on file with the 

Public Service Commission of Wisconsin, shall be deemed applicable. 

ee ee oe ae MADISON GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY 
Gq Ey ie eg 

i Address Vice-Pres: and General Manager 

Form C520



i Jone Ty 1939 

: My. John Mathi ; : 

: : Princeton, New Jorsey ; 

: Doar Ur. Mathieson: 3 : 

% Youre of tho fourth 4s ot hand, I checked up today and sare 
Hee found that Mros Noleon had nover sent tho application forna, 
se I waited until I saw hore put then into an onvelope so hope 

Shey reagh you this tino. : 

Zam back at work, rabhor shaky and apt to perspire 
at the least oxertion or excitement bub looking and fooling ‘ 
quite well. However, I must be very careful for somo tine to 
cone and the doctor wants another A+ray bofore final discharge. 

In rogard to a problem in thio state I tink tho Colby ; 
re ee a ee I did a fow hours work on 1% ~ 

‘ sumor in western Langlade Countyand now support Weidman : 
. his young Third Drift. SS ee ee 

: As Wisconsin in the 1939 edition of the Out on whieh I 
am now working ao rapidly a health end duties will permit. 
Hpeseg: hae dah kang Bony a geag Bone tency but 46 io ald 
I can do just now, I feel that a f. answor must depend 
upon studies over the entire Colby area and cortainly hopo 
that you can undertake thie works 

In rogard to Newfoundland I share your views and feel 
thet only tho hardiest ohould undertake mech foot exploration 
in thet country. I am afraid thet you would fool compelled 

‘ to try to keop up vith the others ond so overdo. However, 
ie maybe my personal desire to get you to work on probleme I an 

intorested in may warp my judgnont? 

I will do ny best for you here but foar that will not bo 
much in view of past experiences? : 

' With best regards, 

Sdnceroly, 

. ; CSUN



248 Hawthorne Avenue 
Princeton, N.J. 
April 21, 1939 

Mr. F.T. Thwaites 
41 Roby Road 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr, Thwaites: 

With the Summer season coming closer (though we'd 
hardly suspect it here) I have given a little more thought 
to the impending field work and looked through such 
literature as is available, which, needless to say, isn't 
much, I have also written to the Wisconsin Highway Depart- 
ment for maps to make base-maps from, so that I can get 
them started, at least, before I leave Princeton, although 

I have relatively little spare time to devote to the matter, 

It. seems to me that the mosth ixely place to start 
work will be in western Clark and southwestern Taylor 

Counties, say in the block of twelve townships from R.2 W. 
to Re4 We and from T.27 N. to 1.30 N. Here one finds not 
only the Colby proper, but all four of Weidman's drifts as 
well, condensed in a relatively short cross section. I 
should like to kmow if city weil logs are! available for 
the towns in that area, namely Eidsvold, Thorpe, Withee, 
Owen, and Greenwood, and would appreciate it very much if 
copies could be obtained, 

I would also appreciate it very much if you would 
let me know whether the railroad profiles for this section 
are in the Survey files. The ones concerned would be the 
Soo Line Marshfield-Gilman, Chippewa Falls-Abbotxsford, 
and (for subsequent use) Marshfield-Medford, the C. & N.W. 
Marshfield-Wausau and Neillsville-Marshfield, and,lastly 
oa Fairchild & Northeastern (I'm not sure what that is 
now 

Other wells which will be valuable later, if they 
can be obtained, are those at Medford, Dorchester, Colby, 
Abbotsford, Unity, Spencer, and Marshfield, 

I am trying to arrange my affairs here so as to be 
able to leave around the first of June. It's still very 
doubtful, however, and it may be two or three weeks later, 
The sooner I get there the more time I can put in in the 
field, and I certainly am anxious to get started. Incidental- 

ly, will it be possible for me to borrow a Paulin and a 

Brunton from you again this year? 

I look forward to hearing from you in the near 

furture, but there is, of courge, no hyrry ES Ie. Shes 

rite # 4
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. May 4, 1939 

ii. John %. Muthioson, : 
248 ilorrbhorne AVOs, : 
Francoton, Now Jorsey 

Doar ir. Mathieson: 

Z vag glad to get yours of Apr4l 21 but an 
afraid that I cannot sup. iy you with many woll rocords, 
Z hove a log of @ wolk ab Golby onl a sow ovhors, 
mostly vory poor rocordd. 

i note tuet we uve profiles of the Soo as far 
. : , east os Ladyomith, also AbbottiefordeAthens, Athons~ 

2 Goodrich, ond Qwon-Ladyonitk, Think those aro all 
: deteiied but did not have timo to look ab ail of thon. 

: tm tho Norshwestern we have Aujige -Polican, Foavood- 
: Weasen, Mershfiold-lomvood, ornoby Line. fave not 

_ @hockod those on maps out Wo cum got Dhavevor Vo 
nood within a short tauo. i have a map aonewhoro 3 
bué have mislaid 1% vhieh shows juot whieh linos ve 
hed dojailed profiles Zor ab tine 1% was mado, 

Your choco of a place te vtart ie all right 00 
for 02 I Gan Goce You can got auetrumoute whencver 
you vant thom, I intoud to go north ia August to 
violt farce woe have acquired or are selling. 

Sono counties heave now W, Py As maps bub 
havo no$ found out whith. 

PSL ae ee etl ee se



248 Hawthorne Avenue 
Princeton, New Jersey 
April 3, 1939 

Mr. F.T. Thwaites 
Department of Geology 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr, Thwaites: 

Events during the past few days have taken a 
surprising, if pleasant, turn. I mist confess that I 
have been in a bit of a quandry, for on the same day I 
recieved the offer of a fellowship from Wisconsin and 
one from Princeton. Now, as I hagpreviously said, there 
are many reasons why I'd prefer to be at Wisconsin, and 
I am very happy that a chance to do so has come my way. 
As a matter of fact I was practically amazed; at least I 
had not expected such a liberal offer, Here at Princeton 
they very kindly offered me a fellowship which pays $400 
over and above all fees, and also offered to provide 
about $100 toward field expenses this summer, However, 
the trips to and from Princeton would no doubt more or 
less cancel the advantages of field expense aid, so that 
I'll still be ahead financialyat Wisconsin. Another 

factor is that I would be assured of at least as good an 
appointment the following year at Princeton. On the other 
hand I suppose I am justified in believing that, providing 
I aquit myself properly, I will be able to get something 
out there, too, As far as purely academic factors are 
concerned I'm sure there is little to chose from between 
one place and the other, but at Wisconsin you would be 
much more immediately concerned with the work I'm doing 
than MacClintock could be. I also feel that it is unwise 
for a man to put in his entire scholastic career at one 
institution, but now that I've been away for a year I have 

at least been exposed to other influences and had the 
advantages of certain new points of view. Lastly, both 
Mrs. Mathiesen and I are definitely partial to Madison as 
a place to live, though I hasten to add that as far as 
the Department of Geology at Princeton is concerned, a 
more happy and satisfactory place to work could not be 
imagined. Professor MacClintock and the others here have 
been most considerate and helpful, and it is truly fine to 
know that I leave with their blessings and good wishes, #$o 
to speak, So, the upshot of all this is that I am accepting 
the offer at Wisconsin and look forward to starting my 
work there in the not-distant future, 

Before I had made any of these decisions <I talked



at some length about my thesis plans with MacClintock. He 
agrees that the "Colby Question" is a fine one to tackle. 
The way things look now I hope to be able to put in about 
six to eight weeks in the field this summer. I intend to 
stop over in Madison on my way out to talk things over 
with you, and, if possible, lay out a plan of attack, get 
together such data as can be gotten in Madison, etc. The 
system which I've had in mind (I'd appreciate any suggestions 
you might wish to make on the point) istdevote the first 
summer to rather intensive study in one or more typical, 
representative type localities, if such can be found upon 
preliminary reconnaisance, and then try to apply whatever 
principles are thus evgolved to the area as a whole later. 

I am unfortunately unable to tell just when we 
will get back to Wisconsin, although I am certain it will 
be after the middle of June, and probably not until the 
end of the month. I should appreciate it if you would, at 
your convenience, let me know if and when you will be in 

: Madison, so that I may get in touch with you as soon as 

possible. 

With best personal regards, 

cee



Law Offices of 

; - ROBERTS, ROE & BOARDMAN 
Glenn D.Roberts 
John Ernest Roe SUITE 512,ONE WEST MAIN STREET Telephones 

id 
Gorden Sayin MADISON.WISCONSIN a 
Frederick C Suhr 

March 27, 1939 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites 
41 Roby Road 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Thwaites: 

Your statement regarding the purchase 
of your premises has been forwarded to me by 
Mrs. Morehouse. 

I have revised the statement and drafted 
it in the form of an affidavit. If you find 
the affidavit to be satisfactory, I would appre- 
ciate your signing and returning it to me. 

Very truly yours, 

ROBERTS, ROE & BOARDMAN 

By 

FCS:FR Frederick C. Suhr 
Ene.
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HEARING POSTPONED 

: At request of Guardian Life the 
hearing on its application to sell 
1820 Summit Avenue as a fraternity 

scheduled for noon, Monday, liarch 27th 
has been postponed. We will inform you 
when a new date is arranged. 

March - Glicksman - Morehouse



November 6, 1939 

NoGraw-Hill Book Company Inc. 
MoGraw~-Hill Building 
330 West 42th Street 
New York, New York 

Dear Mr. NM, M. Gallagher: 

In reply to yours. I have not yet been able to read 
all of the complimentary copy of Lobeck's GHOMORPHOLOGY 
for which I wish to thank you. As far as I have gone, 
I was much pleased with it. However, it does not quite 
meet the needs of a text for Physiography of the United 
States although I am using it as a reference book. The 
students seem to find it a great help in this way. But 
for a text, I am still using Fenneman's book in spite of ; 
their vagueness and lenghth. : oe 

Very truly yours, 

?, 2. Thwaites



SAN IRHAN OF Tae BOAR McGrRAw-HiLt Book GoMPANY- INC. ee 
MARTIN M. FOSS McGRAW-HILL BUILDING COLLEGE DEPARTMENT 

FRANK L. EGNER 
JAMES S. THOMPSON Soe es Tee ee MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT 
Merete NEW YORK, N-X. JOSEPH A.HYLAND 

CURTIS W.McGRAW PRODUCTION DEPARTMENT 

ee ee eae ne ea ALowvER HOUSE, W.c.2. HUSH KELLY 

November 3, 1959 

Professor F, T. Shwaites 
University of Wisconsin 

e Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Shwaites: 

May we bring to your attention at this time 
Lobeck's GEOMORPHOLOGY, a complimentary copy of which we 
sent you on publication in June? This book has been so 
well received in other institutions that we want to make 
sure you do not overlook it when selecting textbooks for 
your second semester courses. 

Enclosed is a sheet which contains several 
specific comments we have received, and below is a rep- 
resentative list of the twenty-two colleges 
and universities which have already adopted the book: 

California Institute of Ohio State University 
Technology Clark University 

University of Pennsylvania Columbia University 
Cornell University Syracuse University 
University of Utah Vassar College 

5 University of Washington 

We should like to have your own comments about 
. Lobeck's GEOMORPHOLOGY, and especially your decision re- 

garding its adaptability to use in your course. 

; Very truly yours, 
= 

) SN / ] Ee 

MG :DS J Me. Latlaghr— 
M. M. Gallagher 
College Department.
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:  mimnamene 41 Roby Road, ne 

es Age & 1939 a E x 

é ur. Pe be : a 

Stato Fart, : Pigs 

, Yours of July 7 has beon on cy dock a whole month _ 
waiting my desicion a9 to whed to go north. ee 

I now think I will bo able to Loave hore on ge 
Monday, Aug. 14, I havo to go te Morrill £4rct and : ee 

co dopoading on what timo 4% takes to das,ect ono farm thore oo 
I should reach Haroh%icld oithor on the aftornoon of tho 1 Se 
Tuesday and corfinly by ®ednosdey morning, ca 

_I will groatly approciate a conferonce on tho oe 
Golby 041 probloa with both Neloon and you. I figuro on Ee 
two to two and a half daye in tho fiold, I then want to — ; ses 
nako some mere iuspoctions of garmo in Polk and Barron ; nee 

t Gountios and got hono either on Saturday or Haday. jee 

| eS 

: A 

é ; : BE PES AS lp eee es ae 
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
MADISON, WISCONSIN 

DEPARTMENT OF SOILS 

MARSHFIELD, WISCONSIN 

July 7, 1939 

Professor F. T, Thwaites 
: Science Hall 

University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Thwaites: 

Mr. Lewis Nelson, one of your former students, 
informed me that you plan to be in Central Wisconsin 
in the near future to look over some of our geological 
formations. I should like very much to be here when 
you plan to come. Will you please let me know in advance 
a few days of your coming so that I can make arrangements 
to spend a little time with you? 

ays 

F. L. MUSBACH, 

FILM: LD
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April 10, 1939 

Ms, John Mathieson, 
248 Herbhorne Aves, 
Princeton, New Jorsoy 

Dear Mr, Mathieson: . i 

Z was vory glad to get yours of the third and to 
loarn thot you intond to roturn to Wisconsin and work . 
on the Golby prablon, 

We are nov almost sottled in the now house and 
do not expect to bo out of tow excopt for field trips 
and tho Ay Ae de S at Milvaukoo 4n Juno until 
August. I will be ablo to see you almost any timo 

: dan June excopt for the tine of tho moobings at which I 
have to conduct at least ono field trip. : 

ee Oe ee et 
however, We are fi with a flat 10 percont cut at 
once end ell purchases have been held up, What will 

: happen next year wo have no Adea but 14 will be a cut : 
anyhow, 

In August I oxpect to go to Barron County to visit 
ee ee a te ce ee ; 

One of thom, tho A. A. Dahle place is not far from 
Rico Laka 

Sincerely, ‘



LEHIGH UNIVERSITY 
DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY 

BENJAMIN L. MILLER 

A. HENRY FRETZ BETHLEHEM, Pa. 
LAWRENCE WHITCOMB 

DONALD M. FRASER 

ROBERT D. BUTLER 

April 8, 1939. 

Professor F. T. Thwaites, 
41 Roby Road, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor Thwaites: 

I wish to thank you for your letter 
recommending Mr. Gaylord Mickelson for the 
New Jersey Zine Company Fellowship in Lehigh 
University. We received a number of applica- 
tions from extremely promising persons so 
that the decision was a difficult one to make. 
Mre Ge A. Rynearson, a graduate of the Cali- 
fornia Institute of Technology, was finally 
selected. 

With best wishes. 

Very sincerely yours, 

flog x Meller, 
Benj¢ L. Miller. 

BLM: T



AMAKAREK 

: May 26, 1939 : 

ly. John Mathioson, 
248 Hewrbhorne Avoes 5: 

E Princeton, Now Jorsey : 

‘Dear iir, Mathiosent 

“I now find that I will have to vieit some of our 
fexms in Polk ond Barron ecoymties before July 1 in order 
to pay up at least one yoar's back taxes to protect 
titlos, ; 

Now I had to sell my Ghovy as I had no place to 
keop it hora. At tho sano timo we turned in tho old 
Buick on a now ono, And I do not think 4% would look : 

é Well for mo to visit that district in a new car, 

I was wondering 4f you will possibly bo at 
Shebok about the Lest wook of noxt mouth and could 

: either take me around for it is not far or introduce mo 
to someone who would do so. 3 

. T have a sofle men in Glacial who is working on 
agruculture on the Golby soil. Ho is stationed at 
Marshfield and says ho will be glad to cooporate with 

_ you and furnish ali, debe they havo there, is name is 
Nolson. I will also be up Later in the summer, 

Withbeat rogarde to both of you,



RARALEAK : 

Juno 8, 1939 : 

Mr. John T. Mathioson, : 
Ghotek, Wisconsin AFO 2- : 

" Doar Mr. Mathioson: : j 

In reply to your letter I had Mico ¥. ordor tho 
S00 profilo from Abboteford to Ladyemith. It will bo 
sont here and I will have to got 46 to you later, 

In rogard to coming up I an in a bad jan as 
thoy advanced the date of tho AsAs As &» mootings at : 
Milwankoo to Juno 19 and 20, I am to givo a glacial 

? trip out of thore on tho 20¢h and will return to Te ; 
, Madison by train fron Walworth, Now this Loaves so : 

little timo betwoon my Lact oxam and tho meobing that I 
am afraid thore vould be no time to go out with yous 
But if I put 4% off until aftor the mocbings them I an 
afraid you will not have the tine. I will have to 
@one up by bus during the day ao it is useless to okt 
up ell night on the train both ways and tus not fool 
like onything tho noxt day. Poe 

: Ploase advise ne what is best from your standpoint. 

é Sincorelyy ; i



nagegsxx ¢1 Roby Road - 

dune 23, 1939 : 

Mrs John Hathiovan, : 
: Ghotok, Wioconein : 

: Does Mir, Mathiosces 

I think thet youl could got havo resolved my last 
Lotter ac Z have nad no reply. : : 

The profiles euso tedey and Meo Vs was to sorvard thon 
to you. Sho wante them back when you ore through with — : 
‘theme 

Owing to a change in the date of the As Ae Ae Se fichd 
trip, which dvov tho magaificors mucbor of elght, I vas _ 

, unable to got up north. fovover, I ducided to use somo of = 
the cash in cy mother’s estate to pay up alk the beck taxes a 
on tho four verna. “hey had run oix yoars{ 

: The boys start sumor seleol noxt voek end I havo 
several rush jobs on woll records. We now have tey good — eae 
records at Dorchoster, by tho way. : 

; ee a es eee ee 
over your aron as woli as tho farno? (ttts Rog ees 

Bost regards to both of you, — 

Sincoroly, 

: 3 1 We ad ee ee



101 Ely Place, ; 
Madison, 
May 27, 1939, 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites, : 
41 Roby Road, 
Madison. : 

Dear Mr. Thwaites:- 

No decision on selling 1820 Summit Avenue to a fraternity 
has as yet been given by the Board of Appeals. About forty-five 
neighbors attended the hearing and it was generally felt that 

our attorney, Mr. Suhr, made a good presentation of our case. 

In addition, Mr. Kirchoff, the new state architect, stated that 

in his opinion property values in the neighborhood would be 

adversely affected if the house goes to a fraternity. 

Mr. Suhr's fees for handling the case through the Zoning 

Board are 3190. Fourteen neighbors have contributed ten dollars 

each which leaves a deficit of $50. We are attempting by means 

of this letter to reach a few others who might be sufficiently 

interested to make some contribution. If you are able and willing 

to help, please make out your check to Roberts, Roe and Boardman 
for whom Mr. Suhr works and send to the above address. 

Sincerely yours, 

hiss 
Hes hd



101 Ely Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

October 14, 1939 

Dear Nei _hbor,-- 

I am closing the books, permanently I hope, on our zoning fight to prevent 
the Garrison house from going to a fraternity and want to send a statement to all 

contributors. 

On April 24, 1939 Building Commissioner Gordon Nelson denied the application 
of the National Guardian Life Insurance Company to sell to a fraternity. The 

Guardian Life then appealed this decision to the Zoning Board of Appeals, At this 

hearing Mr. Suhr represented the neighborhood. The fee for his work and appearance 

before the Board was $190 and was met by the following contributors: 

Dr. R. W. Huegel My, A. BD. Gale Mrs. R. BE. Burns 

Mrs. A. J. Riker Mr. Harry Glicksman Mr. George S. Wehrwein 
Mr. Chencey Juday Mr. Wm. H, Kiekhofer Dr. G. F. Kennedy 
Mr. A. W. Schorger Dr. 0. O, Meyer Mr. Philip Kuehne 

Mr. R. S. Hartenberg Mrs, J. M. Klofstad Mr, Harry D. Tiemann 

Mr. Raymond J. Roark Mr. Paul F. Clark Mr. E. W. Morehouse 

Mr. Michael Guyer Mr. H. W. March 

The Board of Appeals on July 28, 1939 reversed Mr, Nelson's decision and gave 
the Guardian Life permission to sell to a fraternity. We thenxappealed this deci- 
sion and on August 19, 1939 Judge Reis of the Circuit Court reaffirmed the Building 

Commissioner's decision, saying that the non-conforming use of the property had been 

discontinued during the Garrison occupancy and it could now only be used as a single 

family residence, The cost of this appeal was $117.37 - $105 for legal fees and 

12.57 for incidental expenses. 3 

This bill was met by the following people: 

Dr. John Harris Mrs. Margaret Glicksman Mr. George Wehrwein 

Dr. 0. 0. Meyer Mr. S. S. Hartenberg Mr. &. P. Gale 
Dr. Ray Huegel * Mrs. Wm. W. Marling Mr. H. W. March 
Mrs. 0. A, hloystad Mrs. R. E. Burus Mr. Roger C. Kirchhoff 
Mr. Chester Lloyd Jones Mrs. A. J. Riker d Mr. E. W. Morehouse 

Mrs. Margaret M. Roark Mrs. J, Ww. Jones OM. FT. Thewrndes 

and one anonymous contribution. Sherman Morris, in lieu of a financial contribution, ~ 
gavellegal and other help. 

we hope the matter is definitely settled but the Guardian Life has six months in 
which to file an appeal and I hear a rumor from time to time that they may do 60. 
If nothing is done by February 20th, the decision rests and cannot be altered. 

We are deeply appreciative of the sphandid interest and cooperation, financial 
and otherwise, shown by you all. Anyone wanting more detailed information on the 
financial set-up may get it by calling me, : 

Sincerely yours, 

Q x 2 wel oe, 

Anna E. Morehouse 

For the Committee 
March-Gale-Glicksman-Wehrwein-4iowe 
Morehouse
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ReF.D. # 2, Chetek, Wis. 
dune 24, 1939 

Mr. F.T. Thwaites 
41 Roby Road 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Thwaites: 

Your letter of the 23rd came today. You are 
quite right in assuming the previous one never arrived} 

I am sorry your plans to come up this way fell 
through, and hope you will be able to make the trip soon. 
Practically any time will be all right as far as I am 
concerned, providing I am notified a few days in advance. 
= August is best for you I am sure a time can be arranged 
then. 

My progress has been very considerably hampered 
by bad weather, We have had a lot of rain--heavy rain-- 
at least two days out of three. When we do get a nice day — 
the back roads are still in tough shape. However, I have 
covered several townships in the Cadott-Stanley area and 
expect to get going at a better rate now i8 we continue to 
have good weather, We have had several high winds, by the 
way, which did much damage in the neighborhood but left 
us more or less untouched, fortunately. 

The profiles came through from Miss erhusen. 
Unfortunately, I apparently didn't make myself clear to 
yout--it was the Soo west of Abottsford to Chippewa Falls 

: that I wanted, and not those north on the AshBand line 
(I have these already, from the Survey files). I have 
written to Miss Veerhusen about it and will send the other 
profiles back to her, In the mean time I'm using what 
controls I have, and the results can be checked against : 

the profiles when I get them. 

It is obvious that I have a hard nut to crack this 
time. It's too early to draw any conclusions, of course, 

: but I do think (as did Leverects that there is much Wiscon- 

sin drift outside the big moraine in this area, too. So : 
far I do not think I have seen anything older than possible 

Illinoian, 
Starting next week I plan to set uf semi-permanent 

headquarters down in the area. I am having a little trouble 
with finances this summer, but will make things stretch 

as best I can. 

; Mrsy Mathiesen sends her regards. I hope it won't
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aunanaemt 41 Roby Road : 

Auge 12, 1939 aS 

"Mite Je Te Mathiesen, 
: Re 2, Chetek, Zo, 

Doar tir, Mathiosons ; 

In reply to yours of tho %h I plon on Leaving carly 
enough Monday moraing to gotthrough with ay visit ab 
Merrill to make Marshfield for tho night. I will go to : : 

é Motel Charles. At tho Latost I should got there sone 
tine Tuosday morning carlior then tho hour first givon. i 
4y Antention ds to savo Thureday and Friday to visit tho 
oix propertios in Polk, Burnotie, end Barron counties and 

: : ge home on Saturday. JI do ut know waore I will obay during this 
tino, probably Frodric or Rico Loko vould be most contral. ; 
bus you will probably kaow. 

Tomy 4c in bed with a fever ani sore throat- : 
hopo 2¢'s not moasels, if not able to go I may bring Billy 
who 4s good when clonod 3 

Sincerely, ‘



eet. 42 Roby Road 

Auge 6, 1939 

‘ ; Mr. J. .Te Math op oi, . 

Re By Dy. By \ 
Ghotek, Wisconsin 

Doar ur. Mathiosont : 

Yours of tho Srd ds at hand, 
: Tomuy ond I expoct to leave Madison early on 

a ee et huge 14 «Wo chould with tho aid of 
tho now arrivo in Merrill oarly 4n the afteracon 
and shouid bo through with ny inspection Long before 

noon tho noxt day, I am sure vo can reach Marehfiold : 
oa the 15th and mevé you at tho oxperimomtal station or : 

: wherever oLso you sugcoot on tho morning of tho Léth. 
I think that I can allot two days to york with you = 
i.e. Wodnosday and Thursday, This will, howovor allow oaly 
ono day to visit tho four farme in Barron end Polk countico, 

: Hovovor 4f this is not enough I may decide to yostpono 
vrobunr to Madison until the following Monday, Aug. 21 
If that io tho caso I might allew anothor day to fiold 5 

; work. I an writing Mucbach about whon I may bo oxpoctod 

= _ SAneercly, ‘ ; . 

Pe &¢ % socond thought I might be able to weet you 
at Mershfield ebout noon of Tuosday. 

{ : 

\ 
: \ 4 

ee a 4 : eae, : 

‘ ‘é 4 . 2 ? 25



maxgumnr 41 Roby. Road 

Auge 1, 1939 

My. John Mathioson, 
Re Fe De 2, 
Chotok, Wisconoin : 

Doar ir. Mathioson: 

I om afraid that you will have decided by now that . 
I an oithor lost, strayod or stolon for I have boon so 
nogloctful in anoworing your Lotter of Juno 24, 

At lact cwmer school io over (they oldor bays 
have boon in Laboratory sehool), tho probleus of liquidation 
and reinvostmont of oy nothor's ostate havo been largoly 
gottlod, I an fairly woll up on well records, and tho way is 
tn Caan ee 

not Gono with neasele or othor miofortune tura u) 2 
tho noantino, 

I hed a Lotter fron Musbach saying thet ho and Nulson 
: want to most uc and have a flold conference. 

Now Z havo to go to Morrill f4ret to goo a nan ; 
who is buying a form from mo. Thon I will moc’ you vhorover 

; you dosiguato. : 

Hope you got tho second wed of profiles and that 

aS Ploase le} ao know go I can notify Musbach and Nolson.



R.F.D. #2, Chetek, Wis. : 
August 3rd, 1939 

Mr. FLT. Thwaites 
41 Roby Road : 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr, Thwaitess 3 

I have your letter of the 1st and am pleased that : 
we will be able to get together soon. I have no calendar 
handy, but if my calculations are correct the 14th falls 
on a Monday. If it suits your convenience, I could meet you 
in Marshfield either the 14th or the 15th, depending upon 
how long it takes you to transact your business in Merrill. 
I should think Marshfield would be a convenient place to 
meet, for then we could get in touch with Musbach and Nelson 
at once. When we finish up there we could come back up to 
the Cadott-Stanley area where I have done the most work so 
far, I am quite certain that any date which will suit you 
will be fine for me (i.e., ang week-day), so let me know 
when you have decided which is the better. Also, if you 
would rather meet me at some place other than Marshfield, 
just name the place. 

I certainly am anxious to have you see some of the 
things we have to deal with, as well as to get Musbach's 
opinion on certain matters. To say the least, I think we have 
an involved problem on our hands. Tne hard-rockers can laugh 
if they will, but I for one am convinced that some of the 
hardest nuts to crack come in the Quaternary! 

Family, bisiness, and climatic complications have 
sloved me down much more than I Raxe had expected, but things 
will no doubt vork out all right in the end. We have finally : 
gotten some good weather, and I hope it keeps up. I understand 
it has been dry in the southern part of the state--which 

seems hard for us to belétve here, for it continues to rain : 

several days out of the week, 

The seonond set of profiles came through and are the 
right ones, Thank you for the trouble. 

I expect to hear from you soon as to the final plans. 
Sincerely yours, i



xaacaeeen 42 Roby Road Z : ae 

Sapb. 23, 1939 : i 

Mw. Gaylord Mivkolac, 
it. Noreb, Wiscoasin ao, 

. Doar Mrs Mickelsout 

= waa very glad to get yours of Sept. 15, Tho : 
fact thon bocamo apparent that Fischer forgot to ask me : 
for tho Letter of roconendstion? I asked him and he : 
admitted 2% but 4¢ you gob tho job onyway Zt's all right. Se 
¥ woaha have bac Glas eb hens ace AFT Gah bate ntitieds q 

_ Xam glad you Liked the f4el0 course, Bithor os 
: ve alwayo vent to charge too mach for £i0ld courves or 

all db students can got sumer Jobo or olse abl of then : : 
aro too hard up bud vo nover got any honovt-to-geodnoss oe 
geology studouts to tako a field courage, Anobhor 3 Z z 
mistake aay bo to only offer a courage at Devils Lake _ : 
whieh everybody has a30n 99 often that it ie stale. : S 
thon I offered to toke out students on rescersh problens iar 

: I was intorested ta without salary 1% was voted dom, ae 
Probebly t29 othors thought thet then they vould have to i 
do the aaze but that is oxectly viet they mat do : 

Sehook 40 just otarting ond I havo 33 an the only 
class offered. f 

: Bost rogorda and wishes for the nov jou. 

ft. : 
is - $ 4 

\ ¥ 

: rte y o ete 
| : ae 

f { { 

; j : ue 

2 f ; - ee



AMERICAN ASSOCIATION 

FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE 

SECTION ON GEOLOGY AND GEOGRAPHY (E) December 1, 1939 88 CRESCENT STREET 
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY NORTHAMPTON, MASS. 

Dr. F. T. Thwaites 
Dept. of Geology 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Thwaites: 

For your reference I am sending you a list of the papers 
which will be read at the glacial-geomorphic session of Section E 
at Columbus. Although I made a bid for an entire glaciel program, 
only five papers came through -- four of them listed as the first 
four titles in the session. The fifth just reached me at noon today, 
and I have not yet had an opportunity to incorporate it in the lists 
which I am sending out. 

I realize that you will find much more to interest you 
at Minuemat*) but I would like you to have the information about 
Section in case any other members of the department or any of 
your students may find it more convenient to te in Columbus. 

There are five other sessions dealing with a variety of 
subjects; and if you want me to send you the full list, I will be 
glad to do so. 

With the best of personal regards, I an, 

Very sincerely yours, 

amg" 
HAM/w Howard A. Meyerhdf®. 
Encls.
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